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Foreword

The American Academy of Physical Education was founded in 1926
at a tint of rapid development in the _physical education profesSion.
The purpose was to provide -it forum fOr leaders to discuss problems
pertaining to physical education, health and recreation.

The 'Academy recognizes the 10itilership of the founding five, par-
liculitrly R. Tait McKenzie who served as president of the Academy for
almost the entire decade of the 30s. Dr. McKenzie was a physician, an
educator and an artist. In each role he had a 'profound influence on
physical education and on the Academy. His sculpttire has done much
to help the people of :thi world understand sport as a unifying social
and human experience.. He designed the medallion, PASS IT ON, as the
official Academy seal whip kappears on the cover of this publication
and represents the Acadertny's continuing goal of leadership. For a
number of ytars the Academy has presented the R. Tait McKenzie Lec-
ture during the national meeting as a memorial to Dr. McKenzie.

Dr. McKenzie was a Canadian who participated regularly in all
professional. meetipgs'of his day in the United States; Thus, we find the
beginnings of the Academy belief in the value of international sharing
of goals and understandings, and the base for inviting professional
leaders in other countries to corresponding mempership in the-Academy.

This year, the Academy begins its second half century of service
with a new updated statement of purpose which followsir

-. The dual purpose of the American Academy of Ifirysical Education
shall be to encourage and promote the study and educational applications
of the art and,science of human movement and physical activity and to
honor by election to its cri embership persons who have ciire&ly or indi-
rectly contributed sigriificantly to the study of and/or application of the
art and science of human_ movement .and physical activity.

The Academy shall promote its dual, purpose by means of recognizing
and encouraging the continued exemptay. 'scholarly. and professional
productivity of -its individual members; and transmitting
knowledge about human movement and physical activity at annual,
scholarly Meetings and via publication Of. The Academy Papers; fostering
philosophic considerations regarding purposes of and issues and values
related to human moverieht and physical activity; annually bestowing

_ honors forr_ outstanding contributions to the field of physical education..
lqn.th 77 sessions of the Academy, an attempt was made to analyze

our professi for identification of the elements and reasons for diversifi-.
cation and to synthesize through establishing relationships among our
various subdisciplines. This volume is a presentation of the tapers which
were presented with these purposes as guides.

1
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M. Gladys Scott .

Editor
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A SEARCH FOR, RELATIONSHIPS
%...-/e 'Louis 'E. Alley ,

,.
, ,. .. ,Theme 4

The theme selected for this weeting, "Relationsh Physical
Educationi" represents an attempt to focus attention onithitMetionships
that exist ( ;) among the emerging subdisciplines in phIrsical education,
ont with the other, and (2) between each of the subdisciplines and what
goes on-L-oi Aquld go onin the basic programs orkbyI1)cal education
for an stiudefnts lb schools and colleges. The relatioiriships to be )sxplored
are suggested structurally' n Figure 1. Other subdisciplines or subject -'
matter areas might have been included; however, time liipitations re-
ittired that limited selection be "considered. I

Backgrqpnd 4,

Physical Education before he 1960s. Ftin the earliest days of
ph*sical education in the United. State; until e 1960s, attention was
focused almost entirely on basic protams,4.e.; programs for all students
in schoob and colleges. The primary purpose of both the undergraduate

411 , and graduate programs that were developed for "professionals" in physi-
cal. education was to prepare praititioners who could pfescribe aud/or
vondtmt basic programs of physical education that were educationally
sound and operationally eff ve.

In undergraduate curricula, the,development of _knowledge and skill
in a variety of activities, the art of program construction, and administra-
tion, and methods of teaching and coaching were given major considera-
tion. For the most part, knowledge that provided guidelines for selecting
activities and .arranging them into- basic programk--afid for selecting
methods of teaching and coachingwas gleaned from such established
disciplines as psychology (primarily educational psychology), physiology
and appropriate social sciences. Graduate curricula in physical educa-
tion were primarily aimed at giving advanced training in the teaching,
supervision and administration of basic physical education for stu-
dents and to the study of the knowledge gleaned from relevant est hal.
disciplines. Little thought was given to preparing, through undergraduate

The author gratefully acknowledges the invaluable su st1ons made by the members
of the Program Advisory Committee: Barbara E. Fo rrk Iowa State University; Wither
P. Kroll, University of Massachusetts; Edward J. Shea. Southern Illinois University; and
Earle F. Zeigler, University of Western Ontario.
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CURRICULUM

1

BIOMECHANICS

HISTQFIY'
AND

PHILOSOPHY

4

BASIC PROGRAMS OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

(Content and Method)

SOCIAL
PSYCHOLCIGY-

SOCIOLOGY

Figure 1. Structunhilustration of Relationships in Physical ,Education.

and graduate curigicula in physical education, competeht scholar-re-
searchers who weri capable of producing a body of knowledge specifically
d !Ted to quid the, practitioner of physical educationthat is, to
d elop an academic discipline of physical education rather than to

atever knowledge appeared to be relevant from other disci-
. ,, c---

, The Turbulent 1960s. In the 1960s, what can only be dqscribed as
a revolution erupted in physical education. Leaders in physical educa-
tion turned their attention to isolating and defining the basic knowledge

3
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that might validly comprise an academic discipline of physical educa-
tion. In l%2. the 'Academy initiated the "laxly. of knowledge" project
aimed at describing the structure of the body of knowledge in physical
education. The directors of Big Ten Universities, led by the late Art
Daniels and by King McCristal, utilized the best talents available in
Big Ten institUtions to work on the same basic problem. Rapid changes
occurred in both undergraduate and graduate curricula, particularly in
departments that offered the doctorate and were not associated directly
with Colleges of Education. In such departments. efforts wore made to
continue to. supply teachers of basic physical education and athletic
coaches (yr schools and colleges and, in addition, to prepare scholar-
researchers capable of defining and contributing to physical education
as a discipline.

The administrative practice and curriculum changes that occurred
took many forms. Some departments attempted to meet this dual com-
mitment primarily by changing course names and contents, others by
providing separate streams (or various modifications of streams) for
practitionds and scholar-researchers. Subdisciplines such as exercise
physiology, biomechanics and sociology of spprt appeared andat the
graduate level, particularlycandidates for degrees were required to
specialize in one or more of them. The shortage of persons trained in
physical education who possessed adequate knowledge and research
training to assume responsibility for the various subdisciplines led a
number of departments to employ faculty members with advanced
degrees in related disciplines, e.g., physiology, sociology and psychology.
Others attempted to meet the problem by working out interdisciplinary
programs of study with appropriate related departments, thereby utilizing
all available talent, facilities and equipment in providing the best prep-
aration possible. Sortie schools and colleges of physicaleducation divided
internally into divisions or departments of sports science, professional
studies,' socio-cultural- area, and the like, utilizing whatever talent was'
available in physical education to "man the ship."

Present Dilemma in Physical Education

Ir The rapid changes that have been made since the 60s to establish
physical education as an academic discipline have not always been ra-
tiogal or consistent. In most insflinces, the thinking that led to the
development of subdisciplines in physical education did not take into
consideration the basic program of physical education for all itudents
a program that involves a much greater number of students than the
programs for undergraduate and graduatemajors. The 12 years of re-
quired physical education in elementary and secondary schools, and the

4



one or two years of physical education for all students in cilileges and
universities, provide little, if any, preparation of value for advanced
work in physical education a the graduate level. There are significant
differences among (A1 the skim objectives-- and,` hence, the content,
teaching methods and ad inistrative procedures-- for the basic physical
education program, (2) he undergraduate and graduate programs for
preparing practitioner n physical education, and (3) the undergraduate
and graduate programs for -preparing .scholar-resetrchers 'in physical
education. The emergence of the various autonomous subdisciplines in
physical education has been characterized by considerable fragmenta-
tion and absence of a coherent philosophy that embraces all of present-
day physical education. One can no longer intelligently discuss "physical
education" without first qualifyirig the term to identity explicity what
aspect of physical education is being discussed. National,Aand in some
cases, international) professional and /or scientific organizations in bio-
mechanics, psychology. sociology, and the like, which bear little or no
relationship to long-establised physical education organizations. have
been formPd by persons in physical education!

A 'rurch /or Relationships
A model descriptive of-the situation' in physicaTt education today

might be found in the old nebular hypothesis that attempted to explain
the arrangement and motion of the planetary system. Accordirfg to this
theory a whirling nebula. subjected to the centrifugal force that the
rotation generated, threw off parts of itself which then rotated in rings
of gaseous matter about the nebula and, subsequently, changed-into
something quite different from the "mother'-'nebula. _

It seems most appropriate at this point in the evolution of physical
education to discuss the relationships that exist, or should exist, between
and 'among the mother nebula, physical education, and these ring4 of
gaseous matter it has spawned. What arc the relationships. if any.
among biornechanics, exercise physiology, sociology of sport. history
and philosophy pf physical education, etc.? How do these areas of study
relate to "gym classes"? How can these relationships be fostered? Can
all of these separate parts be linked into an organized, consistent and
integrated whole? Or, as has been the case in the past with health
education and recreation, has physical education again thrown off "rings
of gaseous matter" which will purposefully develop unique characteristics
that obscure and deny their origins? Can these subdisciplines in physical
education continue to exist and prosper if relalionships with basic
physical education are severed, or the need for teachers of basic physical

5



education and athletic coaches in schools and colleges vanish? To these
) and similar questions, the discussion's at this meeting will he addressed.

To this end. each person presenting a paper was asked (1) to prier!),
describe the nature nd objectives of the subdiscipline(%) bejng Terre- ,.
sented. (2) to briefl discuss the relationships. if any. between the sub-
discipline and the t her subdisciplines, 0) to emphasize the relation-
ships, if any, between the subdiscipline being represented and the bask -
program of physical education for all students, and (4) to suggest, If
possible, a rationale that encompasses in an organized, consistent and
integrated fashion all of the subdisciplines and what goes on, yr should
go on. in the basic program of physical education.

In each instance the reactor has been asked to react to the presenta-
tion from the viewpoint of either the student/performer in the basic
program of physical education in schools and colleges, or the person
who teaches the student/performer at whatever level of proficiency.

PRELUDE TO UNDERSTANDING RELATIONSHIPS
Marvin H. Eyler

It is appropriate to explore some of the ideas and action our
past in the hope of understanding what happened in the 1 , i.e.,
the movement toward academic awareness described by Lou Alley. It

- is not a recent phenomenon. for the roots of this academic quest, some-
times referred to as proliferation, but which I prefer to identify as the
normal result of specialized interests, go back at least into the late 19th
century in the United States. i should like to select portions of theory
for review with the hope that it will serve as a basis fot, a clearer under-
standing of the theme. "A Search for Relationships."

Diversity of ideas and practice was in evidence early in ouic,, brief
history. In 1885 a committee of five was formed to develop a plan to- L
advance the field of physical education, to improve its methods and to
organize what would become a permanent 'association. On November
427, at Adelphi Academy at an organizational meeting of an association
which was to become our present Alliance, discussions were held on
different methods of teaching and on the best !system of measurement.
William Anderson commented on the relative benefits of different "sys-
terns." nd Sargent asked so e probing questions:- Whom are we to

Where
...

teach? here are we to teach What are we toteach?

6
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In retrospect, perhaps '.the original purpose was to raise the stan-

dard of phSrsical efficiency. in youth by extending gymnastics, games
and athletic sports from institutions of igher learning and some clubs

vitality of the citizenry. Evidence india es that there was a need for
to the children and youth of America, thereby helping to improvE the

special ,organizations and areas of specialization early in our profession.
For example, districts were formed to encompass local societies and
there were sections to support special interests. There were also societies
for public and preparatory schools, for collpges and universities, for
medical and corredtive gymnastics in the words of R. T. McKenzie, "all
branching out but still attachtd to the parent tree" (6).

. In 1899 the question of,credit for physical education 'vas addressed,
along with another question: what measures are best calculated to secure

4 ii-t ified and influential place for physical training in the curriculum?
ent C. W. Eliott of Harvard University., quickly threw out all con-

v., s . -I ations of the question of college athletics in the question posed 4nd
added the best means to secure a dignified and influential place for
physical training was to eliminate the word physical altogether, or at any
rate; materially qualify its meaning: " . . . that illustrates what I mean by
saying that this word .physical is an encumberance to us and that we
should be better off in the point of view of this association if we got rid
of it" (1).

n 1889, when asked to remark upon the purposes of physical train-
ing, ward Hartwell said in a notable reply:

The aim of any and all human training is to induce _faculty to produce
power. As the means of developing power, certain actions are selected,
taught and 'practiced as exercises. And power when develoi*cl takes the
form of some action or exercise due to Aluscular contraction. Viewed thus,
muscular exercises are at once a means and an end of mental and moral.
as well as physical training since without bodily actions we have no means
of giring expression to mental power, artistic feeling or spiritual insight.
Without muscular tissue we could not live or move. (3)

Elements of this philosophy were a precursor of some of the statements
found in the 1961 Kellogg Conference Report.

Ltither Gulick in 1890 read a paper, "A New Profession," in which
he developed his now famous three grand divisions of exercise: educative,
curative and recreative. The paper shows that one of his reasons for
developing it related to a general misapprehengion "even among intel-
ligent men" as ,to the nature of physical education. "By many it is re-
garded simply as a specialty in medicine; others tif it merely a de-
partment in athletics; others still with mare groS's as regard us as
men who devote our time and energy to the buil mg up of muscular



tissue ". (2). This involved a philosophical question as to hat we are
andrit is 'precisely one of the elements of our current concern.

In an attempt to clarify thinking, Dudley Sargent in '1891 prepared
an interesting paper for our Association entitled "Is the Teaching of
Physical Training a Trade or Profession?" Admittedly, the article related
more to the teachers of gymnastics in 1860-1880, but nonetheless there
are elements of the paper that show concern abOnt who we were. "A
more conceited; egotistical, vain, glorious set of men than the old school
gymnasts, I have seldom met' except among a certain class of semi-pro-
fessional athletes. From this school the gymnastic teachers in tie period
between 1860-1880 were chosen. Notwithstanding the low aims and the
mistakened.motives that guided the instructors at this time ..." (10).
Conflict continued when two .yearn later, McKenzie criticized the direc-
'tion physical education was taking, that is ". ..becoming a department
of preventiire medicine at the cost of the recreative ele,ment, that-Herbert
Spencer laid so much 'stress upon" (7).

Franklin Henry's 1964 landmark' article in the Proceedirfes of the
NCPEAM on Physical Education, an Academic Discipline was not the
first expressed concern about this topic. Seventy years previously
Hartwell had talked about the scientific study of the human body and
how it related to movement as the basis for physical education as an
educational discipline (4).

By 1901 Seaver, making a plea for more theoretical instruction in
professional preparation, gave evidence of discontent, -with the status
quo and with the influence of physicians on the prIkessional prepara7
tion of ginnastic instructors.

..but I beg you to notice that the popular appreciation of gymnastics
has grown faster than the curriculum of the schools. Until today, (the best
positions were filled by physicians who had had ample preparation along
certain theoretical lines, but whose Training is decidedly uneven and con-
stitutes a, bold landscape made up of sturdy hills seamed by yawning
chasms of ignorance that indicated earthquake or cataclysms somewhere
in their preparatory course of training. This should not be the case. The
physician does not leave his office to fill a pulpit, although this might
temporarily help the somewhat diseased condition of theology today;. nor
does he step from the clinic to the classroom for he has had no training
as a teacher. Why should he crowd the teacher of gymnastics from the
best positions? (11)

Evidence from the article also indicates that the country still had
not .developed any standard theory of gymnastics. It states explicitly,
"there are comparatively few points on which so-called leaders in gym--
nastics are agreed today" (11).

Two years later Watson L. Savage of New York City, in giving a
review of physical education past and present, indicated that many of

Se.
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the publications on the subject were deplorable. He also attacked the
so-called torrespondence schools of physical culture and the unfortunate
influence they hid upon' the public mind. Again, showink a diversity of
interests and ever-increasing number of associations, Savage men-
tioned- a meeting for 'College gymnasium directors for men, a secondary
school association for men; and a meeting for women-directors. Further
exiderice that specialized interests were becoming extensive can be found
in the estabrishinent Of permanent sections which heretofore had been
only experime

Although, elements) of the concept for fitness had been developetl-
by-esiliei physical educators, Dudley Sargent, in speaking on the topic
"Ideals in,Physital Education" in 1901, indicated that "the great thing
to be d lied and attained is that prime )physical condition _called
fitness- fitness for work, fitness for play, fitness 'for anything a man
may called upon to do." Even though there is evidence of differences
of id as and practices as to the best gymnasticitystem, and to the role
of games and _sport in education, it is important to, note that between

-1885 and approximately 1910, physical education did earn a place in
academic curricula. It assisted in. the development, of an extensive
system of play and was heavily involved- with the nature and content of
intercollegiate-athletics. It fostered dancing in various forms; as C. H.
McCloy pointed out in his article, "A Half Century of Physical Education"
(5). Dance was identified as ballet or a modification- of ballet and as
folk' as well as square dance-rather than modern dance. It attempted to
raise the standards in professional training programs. It evidenced an
increased .interest in a high-quality life or at least a conservation of life
and the relationship of health to this. And finally it showed speCialization
by the number and nature of different organizations created during this
period.

The identification of the social function of education as an area of
importance was developed by Thomas D. Wood and Clarke Hethering-
ton. The latter defined education as a lifelong process in which the
"infant is' conducted from birth, through the period of growth and
development to maturity and in which his powers are developed and
adjusted to a social order Ifor complete living." He emphasized the
importance of play activities in the educational process and indicated
that this interpretation might be called "the new physical education"
and "that it is physical only in the sense that activity 'of the whole
organism is the educational agent and not the mind alone."

Further attempts to identify the nature of physical education'carne
from such writers as James E. Rogers, who in 1927 discussed why physi-
cal education was a teaching profession. By 1936, Carl Schrader talked
about the meaning of physical education and decried- expediency as

9
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opposed to a rational basis for a deeper meaning of physical educa-
tion. There was even an attempt at this time to change the name
physical education to health educaltion to, enhance the possibility. of
obtaining funding for public Aprograms-. , . '

Pre-World War II physical education literature shows increases in ,

the number and depth of scientific and scholarly inquiries. Most o&the
scientific literature reflected interests in correctives and iii-7questions -
related to kin_esiology and to exercise physiology. There was even some
evidence of interest in psychological questions related to sport and .

- exereise. I Vhe post-war years, the literature contains much`' the
nature of physical education, its purposes, and the importance of ;

physiCal fitness. As a result of a conference caned by President Eisen-,
hosi.er, The President's Council of Youth Fitness was established in
September 1956.

Metheny's early ideas on the nature of physical education itta
shove" in her provocative article, "The Third Dimension in ePhysi I
Education," in which she says, "...then we may define the physically
educated person asp one who his-fully developed the ability to utilize
constructively all of his potential capacities for movement as a way of
e.xpressing, exploring, developing, and 'interpreting himself and his
relationship to the world he lives in" (8),.,StaleY was quite controversial
in the 40's with his concepts of the nature of physical education, which
he thought should be centered on'sport education betaiise that was_the
essence of the,program in the public schools and in the first two yealis
of college. Time does not permit a discussion of the concepts of physi-
cal education as expressed by such writers as Jay B. Nash, Charles E.
Cowell, Rosalind Cassidy, Delbert Oberteuffer, Ruth Abernathy, Deo-
bold VanDalen, Warren Fraleigh and Earle Zeigler, to mention. only a
few. Such a review would reveal some commonality, but also substantial
diversity.

I do not intend to deal with the impact of piofessio al pgration
upon our search for relationships. Zeigler has ably acc shed this

tfor both- the undergraduate and graduate programs and has inclutded
an analysis of the conferences on elofessional preparation, i.e., the
Jackson's Mill Conference of 1948 on undergia.duate preparation and
the. Pere Marquette Conference of 1950 on graduate education. How-
ever, by 1962 there was still little or no evidence of the importance of
these sub-interest areas, at least so that they Might be included in the
recommended courses in professional Preparation in Health ..ErhedIttion,
Physical Education and .1?ecreation Education, Washington, D.C.,
AAHPER, 1962.

By 1972, however, these special interests had become an integral

10
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part of professionAteducaiion,, at Nast as perceived 'bir.the conferees at
the National Professional Preparation Conference in New Orleans.

IF 4
The Concept of the discipline of human rnoveinentupOn which this docu-
ment .is based' hivolved the specific treatment of understandings and
knowledges about fnan as a moving entity. The knowledges and under-
standings in the ,discipline are derivkd from ,all areas where movement
is germane. The structure of the knowidirges within the discipline involves
research and application of the meaning and significance of movement as

_reflected in the sociocultural, historical and philosophical aspects of move-
ment; the growth and development of the individual; the physical, bio-
logical and behavioral factors influencing movement, (9)

There has been no agreed-upon theory of physical education except
from a handful of writers and thinkers, certainly no theory identilled_as
a nationally accepted on One which has sufficient identifiable charac-
teristics to eilable them to be tested and implemented.

There have been several recent attempts which should be mentioned.
Many Fellows of this -Academy have been involved in trying to fdrmu-
late a theoretical structure of physical education: The National Con-
ference on Interpretation of Physical Education held on December 9-16,
1961, at. the Kellogg Center, East Lansing, Michigan, based its defini-
tion of physical education upon the inherent nature of physical activity in
human life. The Design Conference of -1-9.65 and the fIllow-up Zion
Conference of 1969, sponsored by the American Academy ,of Physical
Education, the Athletic Institute, and 'the Division of Physlical Educa-
tion of.the AAHPER, attempted identify and assimilate knowledge
identification. As a result of the Z,kon Conference, 10 "telling" ques-
tions surfaced. FollOw-up conferend1es were held on three themes: Plaik
as a Process of Human Interacti n, Organic Integrity as the Funda-
mental Basis of Human Function, and Human Movement as a Develop-

., mental, Process. Almost 'simultaneous with these attempts, the Big Ten
Body-Of-Knowledge Project began as a result .a the organizing efforts
of King McCristal and Arthur Daniels. All the elements of the impact
of the Big Ten Project are not in, but it can be said that the literature
produced as a result of implementing the original ideas contributes to
the domain of physical education and that, since it is tbasically theoreti-
cal, 'it tends to relate more to a discipline of.physical education than to
a profession. Quest devoted its Volume 9 to the question, "Is Physical
Education an Academic Discipline?" There are several other pertinent
contemporary articles on the sub' t.

SummaryWhat Does All Of This Mean?
Viewing current specializations in physical education, and their

seeming lack of relation to public school physical education programs,
there -are several points I should like. to make. To say that the effort'



tw:ds specialization is the result of a defensive- mechanism against
by Conant in 1963 and others is to' miss an impoitant

pojtnt. Long befote Conant's report there were thinkers in the field who
beim' to espouse scholarly' and scientific concerns. I have alre-acty
alluded to early examples., I believe a case can be made for the
influence of-forward-thinking scholars, scientists and researchers, many
of whom have been or are Fellows of this Academyi who began to study
what is now an ever-enlarging body of knowledge well beyond the
origirial and more traditional views of what constituted much of the
practice of the field, namely, sport skills, pedagogy, organibloion, ad-
ministrations, and some supervision.

Another point should be made. With the Arnfse of the nprmal
school, the 'growth- of the disciplinary specialitation within this field
May very well be reflected by the early influence of schools of educa-
tion since most of the 'departments of physical education were placed
in such a setting. Kroll has ably shown that such placement influenced'
our early Ph.D.- programs. The structural placement of graduate pro-
grains certallnly makes an impact on the nature of the programs. In
recent years I ltelieve a c an be made to show a positive influence of
our separate Colleges of Ph ical Education upon the breadth and
depth of the theoretical ele ents of our domain. If they have not
fostered such a change, at they have allowed it to take place.

Another point must be . ade. Specialization In my view is a posi-
tive and natural evolution of any dynamic discipline. As graduate
education continues, the more research topics which are considered, the
more specialization; and the more specialization, the more distinctive
each area becomes. This has several ramifications; unfortunately, time
does not permit a perusal of them in detail. However, one unfortunate
side effect is the extent to which interest in such specialities (to me a
requirement of the extension of knowledge) Sakes away concern for
physical education K through 12. It also develops a specialized jaribn.
It is no wonder that many public school coaches and. sport skill instruc-
tors do not understand the Current language of several sub- specializa-
tions, much less what is being accomplished in them. _On the positive
side, such an extension of knowledge creates a subject matter that
tends to be more theoretical and therefore more scholarly,and discipline-
oriented. Each of the sub-specialities has developed, or is in the process
of developing, its own particular interests, jargon and research. It is
wholesome and should be classified not only as normal growth but,
what is more important to the current discussion at least, it is evidence
of a characteristic of a discipline. There are many examples almost,too
numerous to mention of this phenomenon: molecular physics is one, the
history of science another. The parts of two concentric circles which
overlap schematically in the case of molecular physics are neither physics
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nor chemistry, but a new discipline, molecular physics. The more
important question is: how does one integrate this knowledge and make
it applicable for varying levels of concern? To my knowledge, there
never has lateen an attempt, to relate developing theories in physical
education to a structured program that could be espoused nationally,
that could be developed sequentially so that when a student has had
structured experiences in physical eddcation in the elementary school,
in thelsecondary school, and in collegd, we could assume that he has
gained certain' knbwledges. At the moment this is impossible. *

.
Another problem which contributes to our present dilemma is that

we, hdve been unable Or perhaps unwilling to- establish agreed-upon
1- terminology. It is encouraging.to nom that. a: preliminary draft of a list

of physic4I education, health education, and leisure terms has been
compiled by a select committee working With Educatfonal Managkment
Services. v

Finally, some of our problems stem from our inability .to establish
and .maintain a clear focus, or perhaps a ,fdcal- point of interest. We
have not identified the central interests.in our field with any degree of
consistency nor determined distinguishing characteristics which serve as
a foundation fcr all programs. "Our survival as a viable discipline might
well depend 4upon'the direction taken by us in the not4o-distant future.

,
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RELATI SHIPS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
A VIEW T FROM HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY'

'. Earle F. Z4igler

.11D

Who among usas the opportunities and freedom ac ed
people nowadays- occasionally sinks into his or her ConsciWi

young
ness-hlts

notiondered,if he or she were not \born 30 years too soon? And then,
tO make matters worse; we realize the' difficulty of maintaining one's
anatomy relatively intact and physically lit, and this makes, us feel still
worse. If we exercise vigorously, old aches and paini come gut of the
past to plague us, and new sprains and bruises appear as if to bedevil
us even more. But if we don't exercise, we know that the problems will

even more numerous and definitely more serious. So I. struggle on
with a quite° fierce determination to "wear out before I rust' out," but
down deep anything that implies the cessation of activity, or even Of life

. itself, fills me with considerable concern. Further, we cannot forget that
when Lord Tennyson wrote his immortal wordi, "for men -may come
and men may go, but I go on forever,:-I, unfortunately for you and me
he was talking about a brook! We may wish that we could say, "my
strength is as the strength of ten, becalise my heart is pure." 'And so,
one gradually realizes that we in the Academy are very rapidly becoming
"the Ancients of the 'physical educatiOn' earth" or realm, and that our
voices will gradually grow weaker and more difficult to discern because
of the babel of the 1970s and the -1980s to follow.

Such thoughts may sound somewhat despairing and pessimistic to
those of you who view' yourselves as timeless creatures, but I truly do
not wish to convey any other idea but that we must still speak out 'to
the best of our ability bckth vigorously and forthrightly. This is most
definitely the time to search for relationships, to discover what its is that
we are professing, and then to continue with the development of more
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effective means of delivery of the knowledge which undergirds -Our
profession.

It has been about 10 years nowsince I first becameaware of, and
then .somewhat interested in, the fact that "many of the problems
recurring in that area [physical education and sport literature) were
steeped in a confusion resulting directly from the equivocal use of terms
and igioms employed" (9, pp. 56-57). Then, in additiOn to the develop-
ment of an understanding that we needed to define our terms more
.precisely in. physical education, it became increasingly apparent to'me
that "if physical ethicators wish to act responsibly, they should tie' able
to state that for which they are' accountable" (8, p. 94). Still further, at
that point one of: my associates (Osterhoudt) working with a bibliog-
raphy of spoWand physical education philosophy concluded chat physi-
cal education and sport philosophers should,.. seek "a more abiding.
consultation with the !pother discipline, with philosophy4roper ... so
as to avoid the dogmatic espousals witli.whiEti the philosophy of physical
education and sport has all too long been preoccupied" (7, p. 235).

While I was acquiring the above knowledge as part of my introduc-
tion to philosophy's- so-called Age of Analysis, and having been con-
cerned for a considerable time with the multitude of objectives propounded
by the normative physical education philosophers of yesteryear, it was
really only in the late 1960s that:1 became truly familiar with the work
of William K: Frankena relative to educational philosophy (3, p. 6) in
which he explained that the term education was indeed ambiguous
because it could have four different meanings. Subsequent endeavor led
me,to the delineation of some six different meanings fOr the term, and
it was accordingly possible to transpose such meanings to the term
physical education as used currently p. 345). The six are as
follows:

1. The subject-matter, or a part. of it (e.g., tennis or some other
sport or active .ame; some type of physical activity involving
exercise such as jogging or pushups; a type of dance movement
or activity; movement with purpose relating to these three types
of activities)

2. The activity of physical education carried on by teachers, schools,
parents or even by oneself

3. 'The process of being physically educated (or learning) which
goes on in the pupil or child (or person of any age)

4. The result, actual or intended, of (2) and (3) taking illace through
the employment of that which comprises (1)

5. The discipline, or field of inquiry, in which people study and
reflect on all aspects of (1), (2), (3) and (4) _above; that which is
taught (the "body of knowledge") in departments,
facultieS and colleges of physical education

15
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'6. Th' e profession whose members employ (1) above, practice it (2);

try to observe -(3) taking place, attempt to measure or evaluate)
whether (4) has taken plate; and base their professional prac-
tice on the body of knowledge deyeloped by those undertakk,ng
scholarly and research effort in the discipline (5)!

I am sorry to report that, despite the importance of these distinc-
tions for 'Loth our verbal and written communication, no one has ever
challenged these distinctions. What is undoubtedly even worse, our col-
leagues in the profession continue with their 9aily mispse of 'file term
physical education. And to !Icing this poi& to a climax, /ho`one presently
functioning in sport and physical activity philosophy is investigating
problems of this nature in our use of language, nor do-these philosophers
or quasi philosophers show the slightest interest 'in the philtPloPhical
analysis of physical education as a social system within our culture! (Of
course, the same can be said for the large majority of those disciplina -
orientedVeople in o r field, typically taking their salaries from phys c 1
educatioif units of e type of another, who usually call themselves
wing historians, s logists of sport, or whatever.)

If you are ondering about my reasons for raising this perhaps 4
unpleasant topic at this point, please recall that we have been asked to

tionships that exist (1) among the emerging subdi es in physical
conduct a "search for relationships""to focus attention n the rela-
educatVon, one with the other, and (2) between ch of tile subdisciplines
and what goes onor should go onin Or b "c programs
education for all students in schools and colleg ." (See page 6.) Before

of physical

continuing with the response to the quest. ons assigned to each speaker,

and philosophical analysisthat the field of physical educatian per se is
it seemed necessary to state my belief aced on historical, descriptive

in very serious difficulty because of the separatist nature of practically
every enmity or unit that has had a direct relationship with the field in
the past. By and largein the United States at leasthealth education;
recreation, dance, safety education, athletics, and even-our own scholars
and scientists want to get as far away from us physical educators as
they can!, Eveh if they still take their financial support from us, they
are seeking to identify themselves on campus and off as anything but
physical educators. Obviously this, is a very grave problerriand the
American Academy of Physical Education must address itself to this
issue at every possible sopportunity, but for now these remarks are
simply serving as an introduction to "4 viewpoint from history and
philosophy, and there will be a reaction subsequently from the view-
point of a teacher-coach.
The Nature and Objectives of History and Philosophy

History and philosophy tire two related disciplines from which we
16
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in physical education and sport mustseek guid nee, as well as their
two corresponding subdivisionsthe history a -philosophy of educa-
tion. Our profession must be aware of w e it has been, how it

------...\developed, what its persistent problems a , and what it should do
about them. Sours historical and philosophical research, plus investiga-
tion of a descrigrve nature related to management as a developing
social science, is the type of endeavor tq which many of our best minds
should be devoted in increasing numb4s. Scientific research of a more
basic nature is most important, of course, but ply cannot afford
to slight scholarly investigarroh in the social scienc and hUmanities

E aspects of physical education-rand-sport. A greater .amoitrit of bio-scien-
tific truth is absoittely essential, hitt in the final analysis. men and
women act according to their own kystems of social, ethical, and/or

. religious values.

--.-.:

Our Body of Knowledge. Historical occurrences, loci 1
1

forces, sci-
entific discoveries, and inventions all hold implicatiioms for physical
education and sport either within= or outside of education. In the early
1960s we became concerned about the body of knowledge up.on which
our developing profession is basoid. The "knowledge explosion" had
caught up with us, and its subsequent increase in a geometric ratio has

. threatened to engulf cis. We were faced with the absolute necessity of
"re-tooling" and upgrading our, research efforts in universities. In to
process some have been able to restructure their graduate- programs
in order to prepare highly competent research workers who can under-
stand and assess the knowledge available from a multitude of disciplines.
Some universities have not been able to make this adjustment for a
variety of reasons, and they may soon find their units eliminated or
relegated to lesser status in the academic hierarchy at the university
level. One has only to examine the-annual output of th es and disserta-
tions in the Research Council's "Completed Research,' and he or she is
soon reminded of the late Paul Hunsicker's comment about the quantity
and quality of these endeavOrwriever actually "startling the academic
vaprld." Won't we ever learn?

We will only be successful as a profession to the extent that
wenot our students aloneare 'able to create this knowledge, to
develop ordered generalizations based'on these findings, and to make it
available to professional practitioners in physical activity and sport for

it the bett ment of mankind. This task belongs to us alone. No other
discipline ill do this for us, except in a secondary way and belatedly.
No other neration of physical educators have ever faced such an
enormous problem. I find myself forced to ask if the members of the
Academy are truly aware of the problem, and _what we are doing to

rove the situation through our influence.
17
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it 'while carrying out an assessmen of tbe status of sport and physical
education historkal kesearch as p of the Big Ten Body of Knowledge_
Project, I found It necessary to te that the "contribution of physical
education historians is, relativ ly speaking; quite meager indeed, and
that the quality_ of this work ayes much to be. desired" (10, p. 5).

, Since then, the situation in th history, area has improved considerably
) because of several professional evelopments (e.g., the North American

Society foi the Stnilly of Sport History).
. There are some problems that concern me here, however, that

should be mentioned. First, .far too little of the historical investigation
contains what-M. Adelnlan has called an liiterpretive criterion. Second,
those involied dott treat physicareducation as a social siitem lb a
sufficient extent. .ird, we have not devised m hanisms whereby our

1 professional practitioners are making adequate use of the material
reported in their wcirk. Last, and there ;re other criticisms that could

,,,,,-/ be made, we are unbelievably provincial in regard to the fine material
that exists, in languages other than our own.. -

Philosophy of Physical Education and Sport. In the late 1950s and
1960s there was an upsurg of interest in physical education, and sport
philosophy. This seemed 13 develop cdncunrently with'\the increased
emphasis on research that urred immediately after the first Sputnik
was orbited by the Rdssians. As the ratrupficientific and.technologicalIprogress accelerated, we soon understood that our kno ledge about the
physicai...fields and. the biological processes had vastly exceeded funda-
mental knowledge about human behavior. It has become increasingly
evident that man must learn quickly to direct science in the best
possible way to serve humanit% At this juncture the question Hof the
values by which people live enters the picture, and we have a ratio al
explanation to account for the increased interest in ph' y ;or
what was thought, to be the subject-matter of philosophy.

- . History of Physical Education and Sport. More than a decade alio,

However, we find that there are almost as many definitions of the
philosophic task as there are philosophers, and any effort to achieve

Isgreernent on the best way to do philosophy is doomed to failure at this
time. Proceeding from this premise, I can only say that I see philosophers
as scholars dedicated to, and perhaps ultimately responsible for, the
outlook and values of the various societies and cultures in which they
live. The philos.opher should attempt to evaluate what we know andA believe. about the universe and our own sphere of human affairs.

.,",z Subsequently he may evolve a systematic and coherent plan by which a
human being may live. Also, he may seek to justify his position in
various ways against other competing philosophical approaches. In-the
process he may analyze these other positions carefully, make comparisons
and show, what he believes to be their deficienciws. Further, he may
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gradhally, or even suddenly, change his own position becaus?'of culnula-
tive scientific evidnce which appears to refute what he had previously
held to be trye. Finally, he may even abandon the traditional or
scientific approaches to' philosophizing completely. if he becomes con-
vinced that up to now it hasn't been possible "to be clear about exactly
what, we are saying or even exactly what the , question is that we are
asking" (5, p. xii).

lop

M ?re than a decade ago. once again in connection with a body-of-
knowledge report presented to the Western Conference Physical Educa-
tion Directors Meeting (1%5), I tried to assess the status of physical
ethication and sport philosornUp to that time most of the investiga-
tion carried out had been n ive and speculative, but the beginning
of the existential orientation and the first traces of analytic techniques
were appearing in the literature. Fraleigh's excellent analysis of the
status of the subject in regard to three approaches (theory building,
structural analysis, and phenomenology) appeared (2). and shortly there-
after -(1(171); Osterhoudt's monumental analysis and assessment of the
literature (which built upon the bibliographic effort of the present sr
author and a4sociates) appeared, and was subsequently awarded the
Carl Diem Prize. Then in 1974 Harper's review of the literature carried
the, topic a bit further chronologically (4), while in 1977 the present
atAhor's bibliography was updated through 1975.

What may be said about the present status of scholarly-endeavor in
this subdisciplinary area of our field? The situation in the philosophy
area has improved considerably because of a number of different reasons
(e.g.. the Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport). However, there
are some problems that concern me here. too.

First, practically none of the scholars concerned are willing to
analyze the social system of plysical education in any way. There seems
to be a feeling' that opprobrium would result from such involvement.
Such an attitude is narrow, shortsighted, and quite probably represents
an overreaction to the presumed inadequacies of most physical educator-
coaches at all educational levels. 'Continuation of such an attitude will
only serve to widen the gap between these "misanthropic" physical
educators who often still receive their financial support from educational
units perceived as physical education by the general public.

Second. I am therefore very concerned about the future of this
subdisciplinary area of specialization within physical education and
sport because I do not know of one university in North America where
one can specialize in this area at the doctoral level in a department
where there are a minimum of three producing scholars in physical
education and sport philosophy who employ one or more of the recog-
nized philosophical- research techniques.

19
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Third, my feelings are mixed about the Philosophic Society forthe
Study of Sport. Naturally, I am delighted that such a professional so-
ciety exists. and I am pleased that many with a physical education
orientation have an opportunity to relate to a somewhat smaller, but
active, group of trained philosophers who are sincerely interested in
sport phenomena. However, there is only one educational philosopher
in this group and one other who began with a. physical education back-
ground from Springfield. Also, I don't think that this group will be of
any assistance to the profession of physical education in any way.
Further, the membership could undoubtedly be increased nationally,
continentally and internationally if the terms movement or physical
activity were added officially to the name Of the Society.

Lost, here too we have not devised mechanisms whereby' profes-
sional practitioners in our field of physical education and sport tan re-
ceive any help whatsoever from- the scholarly contributions of the So-
ciety's members. Nor does the Society's journal hold any interest for the
general public. Obviously, this gap must be bridged in some way similar
to the approach of the Canadian Association of Sport Sciences recently
to publish a scholarly, but applied magazine that can be read with in-
terest and profit by the typical professional practitioner. (It must be
said also that there is no evidence either that those functioning in the 8
to 10 other recognizable Sub - disciplinary areas of specialization are really
aware, or are making any use, of the journals' which both the history
society and the philosophy society are publishing.)
Relationship of History and Philosophy to General Education in

----Physical Education and Sport .

The primary focus concerns the relationship of history and phi-
losophy to the general education in physical education and sport of our
society. My investigation over a period of years has been accomplished
by, recasting unilateral historical narrative into an approach to physical
education and sport history that delineates the persistent, recurring
problems that'-have emerged since man's history has been recorded in
sufficient quantity for reasonably intelligqnt qpalitative analysis. This
pragmatic orientation features an approach in which an inquiry is con-
ducted to ascertain, for example, what influencR a type of political sys-
tem in a culture had on the structure and function of its educational
system, and concurrently, on the program of physical education and
sport offered. All history can, therefore, be viewed with an eye to the
persistent problems (i.e., social forces or professional concerns) that
have revealed themselves as a result of an in-depth analysis. Thus, no
matter which of a number of historical theories or approaches is em-
ployed, such a "persistent problems" approach guides one to search for
the interpretive criterion._ to seek out underlying hypotheses, to ask how
this or that historical treatment aids in the analysis of past problems,
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and to inqulie whether ne* insight has been afforded in the search for
solutions to problems-that people will perhaps always face. This approach
has been adapted to our.speVialized field from educational history, and
this adaptittion is my. own aontributiow, to a very large extent..(1; 11).
(See Figure 1.)

This approach to historical analysis makes history much more
interesting and exciting in the general education of college, students,
not to mention the insight that it offers to the professional physical

4 4 education student. It is based completely on an individual presentation
of .the problem areaspersistent or perennial problems of the present
day that; have been of concern to men and women over the centuries.
A conscious effort is .made to keep the student from thinking that 'his-
tory is of antiquarian interest only,. The student can move back and forth
from early times to the present as different aspects of a particular per-. sittent problem (e.g., the concept of 'the healthy body') are treated.
This "longitudinal" treatment of history is in contradistinction to a
strictly chronological one (as interesting as that often is). These persistent
problems, then, (i.e., the influence of values, nationalism, etc.) are the
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ones that recta again' and again down through the. ages, and will, in all

continue to occur in the future along with others. A problem
used in thii sense. (based on its early Greek derivation) would be "some-
thing thrown foiward" for people to understand or resolve.

Physical Education airid Sport Objectives for the Future. In addi-
tion to providing young people with a general education that includes
physical education and sport history., developed through the use of aq
interpretive criterion, I. have been, concerned with philosophical analysis
employing several different eisearCh techniques. One of these techniques
has been so-called structurallmalysis. Even when fortified by the results
of scientific investigations, the resultant analyses have been criticized by
some whp claimed that I had committed the naturalistic fallacy (ire.-,
deriving an "ought'," from an "47). Nevertheless, there are 'still philoso-
phers who believe that the most fundamental goal of 'philosophy is to
help man "assimilate the impact of science on human affairs" (6, p. 16).
Following up on his concern with whether man is to. be the "master
of the. machine," Kaplan states that "the business of philosophy is to
provide a system of ideas that will make an integrated whole of our
beliefs about the nature of the world and the values we seek in the
world in fulfillment of ou human, nature."

I believe most fervently that this function, among others, is largely
the task of the philosopher. Thksk, I have developed a set of aims and
objectives for physical education and sport that relate to the general
education of all students (including our own majors in physical educe-
tion). During the net 25 years, the need is to move ahead, .whether it
turns out to-be to the right, to the left or to the center. (As you might
suspect, my statement has a scieptilfic base, and is laced throughout
with progressivistic leanings containing important elements of pragMatic
naturalism, existentialism and .utopian 'reconstructionism.)

As we move toward 2001, it will be absolutely necessary to affirm
the priority of man and woman over athletics and physical activity of all
types. As was so well stated by the late Arthur Steinhaus, "sport was
made for man,, not man for, sport." As important as so-called physical
fitness is, it will be very important to promote the concept of total fit-
ness. Spore and physical education ran provide excellent problem-solving
experiences to children and young people; hence, students should have
the opportunity to seleCt a wide variety of useful activities, many of
which can help to deVelop 'social intelligence' (as defined by Dewey).
The activities offered should bars natural impulses into play. in physical
education. Such classes and intramural sports and physical recreation
are more important to the large majority of students than interscholastic
or intercollegiate athletics and deserve priority if conflict arises ..over
budget allotment, staff availability for instruction and guidance,. and
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, u f facilities..However, provided the above needs sand igiterests have. .__fula._support_ihOula be given to team (as Well as individual
and dual) experiences at as high a competitive level as possible in keep-
'Ing with the overall educational aim (12).

To create the ideal situation in the future, the concept bf universal'
.Man .'and universal woman should be promoted as the aim of general
edUCation for all. We must keep firmly in mind the idea of individual
freed 0m---the absolute necessity of the per4On having-the opportunity to.
choosb..for him/herself just as soon as "awakening awareness" makes
such individual freedom possible. Such choice should be based on
knowledge, skills and attitudes as determined- by 'self-evaluation. The
child should be made to feel at home in the abtivities program while
striving for actualization of .self. It is, vital that the' person, select the
values that are being sought in the activity. The physical skill of modern
dance should .be included in the program prominently so that the young
person may creatively explore body movement as desired.

The ideal of social-self realization in a world culture is basic in a world
living. as dangerously as ours seems to be at present. 'There can be no
such thin_g as a fixed or upivertal curriculum in physical education and
sport. It should be developed through the employment,- of shared plan-
ning. Wholesome - physical recreational skills' should stressed , ,. while
at the, same time relaxation techniques should be learned 'to 'combat
life's many tensions. Mental hygiene ,and "sex education should be in-
cluded as integral aspects tot'a total program. While appreciating the
'importance of self-expression, . there should be strong emphasis on
democratic methods to help the group.. realize goals arrived at through
'democratic consensus..

Last, the field of education, including sport and physical education
within the school's,, must play a vital role in. the development of what
might be called an "ecological awareness." Our students must develop.

. and maintain physical fitness within' a concept of total fitness based on
goal of international- understanding and brotherhood. The field of

physic education and sport must -assist the process of general educa-
tion for all so that the urgent need to take care of the inanifold ecosys-
tems on this "closed" planet are fully understood. We must help to
teach young persons the vital necessity of assisting with the basic re-
cycling -needed- so that a "reconstituted" -earth will be transmitted to
future generations.
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A TEACHER-COACH'S REACTION TO ZEIGLER'S
"A VIE INT FROM HISTORY AND PHILOSPHY"

Madge M. Phillips

My remarks are not as much a, reaction to the ey and Zeigler,
papers as they are thbughts generated from having re the papers.
The japers made me aware that I am not "just-a teacher t a physi-
cal educator who was fortunate to have had a liberal arts background
and to have taught in a )iberal arts college. My 25-year career as a gym
teacher represents a .collectipn of meaningful, experiences in. colleges

,,and universities. I have sperit I years in a liberal arts. environment,
the last.13 of which have been asj teacher of fencing, folk dance, field
hockey, land other assigned physic] education activities. I have coached
field hockey, advised departmental service and honorary groups, spon=.
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sored a faculty badminton club, advised students, and served on numer-
ous- faculty commiftees. I taught 'a- few "major" classes but my typical
schedule included five, to six activity classes, coaching, advising and
committee work. In addition, I was taking course Imprk during the sum-
mer for a higher degree and reading during the year for comprehensive
exams, personal satisfaction, dissertation, and unfinished course reading
lists.

Early in my teaching career, and at about the time. I was wonder-
ing, if all my course work and required experiences were essential for
teaching physical- education classes to college students,/ I went to the
opening showing. of the chairman of the Art Department's modern art
work. One of the viewers was shocked when infbnmed of the price of
one of the paintings. I heard her ask the artist how many hours it had
taken him to paint a particular work. The reply was an emphatic and
emotional, "My God, lady, every minute I have lived went into that
painting!" Teachers of gym classes could also be emphatic and say with
emotion that the sum of their -experiences contribute to their effective-
ness as a teacher. I soon discovered that the students majoring in phil-
osophy, Spanish, psychology, history, sociology, biology, and physical
education did not deposit their intellec?ual abilities on the steps of the
gymnasium when they came to my classes. They were curious, analytical,
concerned, confused, alive and animated. They expected me to have
read what they had read or were 'reading; to take time to discuss impor-
tant campus and world issues; to explain some of the scientific aspects
of performatce; to interpret complicated fencing or field hockey rules;
to show the lelationshipsrbetween the dance forms and cultural values
of various Indian tribes; and to appreciate' their creativity or new ways
of performing traditional sport skills. They assumed that I knew how to
teach physical education but they also assumed that I was an educated
person.

Today there is a concern that, a high percentage of the nation's
work force is overeducated. Dr. John G. Kemeny, president of Dart-
mouth College, asks, "Who are these 27 percent who suffer from this
terrible disease of overeducation? All of a sudden it hit me- I am one of
them. A doctorate- in, mathematics is not a requirement for college
presidents, therefore quite clearly I am in the category of the over-
educated" (2),. D.r. Kemeny could very well have been thinking of those
in our group who are constantly, suggesting that we ate overeducating
the gym teacher when we recommend or require courses in our sub-
disciplines.

The question we must ask ourselves is Ohy the-vvd t. overeducated is used
in a derogatory sense? It presumably just deans 1hat you know more
than .you absolutely need to know for your occupation. Clearly 'under-
educated,' in that you are not qualified, for your job, is a derogatory term.
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But why is it a terrible thing if you know more than the absolute minimum
you need-to-know-to earn a living? .Think about what must have happened
to our civilization if, indeed, we can turn a word like 'overeducate' into
a derogatory term! (2)

Historically, liberal education has a mpted to determine and
Clarify human needs and values, Many cons dered it basically an ethical
enterprise in which we were all made aware o our humanity. We believed
that the unexamined life, was not worth livi Critical inquiry prevailed
and students and faculty carried on th tr tions which rested upon a
humanistic rationality that made value consideration foremost. Today,
many fear that "cognitive rationality" and its stance on value neutrality
may be a major factor contributing to the death of the liberal arts tradi-
tion. Murchland's article, "The Eclipse of the Liberal Arts," develops
this particular idea and suggests that Ayer's Language, Truth and Logic,
"one of the bibles of twentieth-centUry thought," has contributed to
cognitive rationality. According to Ayer, ethical judgments have no
objective validity whatsover. They are insulting to rational minds and
unscientific. According to Murchland, Ayei " ..lbecame a kind of
Moses of positivism whose first commandment was: Thou shalt not
commit avvalue judgment" (4, p. 24). Teaching gym classes in a liberal
arts environment was an opportunity to use the gymnasium, fields,
swimming pool and office as laboratories for critical. inquiry and for
exploring the "examined life" approach for the individual, the group, and
of society itself. Value neutrality had no place in these labs.

The new "gym teacher" is entering teaching at a time when the
pursuit- of academic excellence has become a platitude. Confusion is
deep seated, not only among physical educators but in education and
other major social institutions. According to one who might be identified
as a cynic,

.'. our confusion .is so deep seated that we no longer understand the
meaning off` Simple words and phrases. The pursuit of excellence is equated

-.with espousal of elitism; the compilation of credits it deemed an educa-
tion; the mission of the university is confused with that of a community
college; the obtaining of a grant is confused with scholarship; research is
equated with money. The use of gimmicks is equated with good :teaching.
Quality is quanity. Bigger is better. Obscurity is profundity. (1, p. 5)

Hopefully the gym teacher with a background in history and philosophy
will no; be victimized to the extent that shallow phrases become the
substance of what passes for a college or university education. A course
in logic, ethics, history, sport studies, sociology of sport,
movement theory, nd developmental aspects of perceptual motor skills,
might be better tpan a course in Professional Physical Education 6000,
A Nev., Bag of Tficks for the Teacher- of Physical E4ication.

An alumna from the liberal arts college in which I taught continued
26
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her work in medical school and shared some information regarding
_medical_school, alumni. I-believe, or am suggesting, that her comments
could have been made by a physical education alumnus.

In the first five years after graduation, alumni say that they Should have
been taugh more practical techniques. In the next five years, they say
they should have been given more basic theory. In the 10th and 15th years,
they inform the faculty that they should have been taught more about
administration or about their relations with- their co-workers and subor-
dinates. In the subsequent five years, they condemn the failure of their
professors to put the profession in its larger historical, social, and eco:.
nomic context. After the 20th year, they insist that they should have been
given a broader orientatioti to all knowledge, scientific and humane. (5)

Eventually, those who enter a profession will see the relationships be-
tween areas of study which are non-professional in nature and those
which are identified as professional preparation courses. They are also
beyond saying that one is more important than the other.

Mumford's synthesis of Kroll's way of bringing the professional -
discipline issue into focus is worth repeating.

Kroll. suggests that the --traditional pattern of a typical undergraduate
major in physical 'education would be analogous to preparation for the
ministry were.such preparation to consist only Izof courses dealing with (1)
the relatiptisbip of church to 'society; (2) counselling in church work; (3)
methodersf delivering inspiring sermons of a non-controversial content;
(4) professional organizations; (5) administration of church affairs; (6) the
law and the church; (7) non-taxable fund-raising ideas, and so on. Kroll's
point is that all these courses merely describe a job analysis of the profes-
sional activities'of clergymen, the whole training program being completely
devoid of any in-depth study of theology itself. (3)

I recently shared these thoughti with a fourth-year Jesuit seminary
student who said amen to Kroll's analogy. He indicated that he would
spend a year or two as an intern in a parish. He was apprehensive re-
garding his ability to prepare and deliver "sermons" and thought he
should have either course work or independent study in this aspect of
his work. He very quickly added that he would be spending a. lifetime
as a professional and could take ,advantage of conferences and work-
shops to acquire some of the practical skills of his profession. He stressed
that he would be a student for just a few years and did not wish to use
this time to do those things he cour8 do at a later time

Zeigler suggested that many of our scholars and scientists want to
get as far away from physical education and physical educators as they
can and that they are seeking to identify themselves as anything but
physical educators. I agree that this is a grave problem. An equally
serious problem is that there are also teachers of physical education
who are proud of being physical educators and who wish to be associated
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with physical education but who are also thinking seriously about get-
ting away from ptrsical education.- These are physical educators who
have had undergraduate and graduate programs in which they have fo-
cused on a "body of knowledge" or "discipline" approach dint who do
see relationships between the various subdisciplines and effective teach-
ing of students in our activity programs. When these "bright-young-or-
old-best-of-two-world" physical educators see gypi teachers teach intui-
tively without a theoretical or concep al backgPound; see gym teachers
who make no attempt to be other tha tradesmen; see the system or the
establishment support antiquiZTerrino ms; and because they see the
relationship concept play an insignificant part id the teaching - learning
processthey too are tempted to leave physical education. Their motH,a-
tion for departure could not be identili&I as elitist or intellectual snob-
bery. They have become disillusioned. We need to continue to attract
bright yoeng people to physical education but we also must encourage
them to stay with us.

During a graduate course in Personality Theory at the University
of Iowa, Dr. Mumford Kuhn, the "Who Am I" Kuhn, shared this
story with us. A professional couple in Scarsdale, New York considered
sending their four-year-old son-to a prestigious preschool. The school's
counselor informed them tha(t the child would be required to take tests
to indicate his probable success in the school. The little boy took the
battery of tests and all awaited the results. When the parents were called
to the school director's office and informed that it would be best not to
enroll the child in the school, they asked for a description of the test.
The subjects were given two pieces of a 10-inch squark'cloth one of
which contained seven buttons and the other, seven buttb`n holes. They
were permitted 10 trials to fasten the buttOns holes to the buttons. The
two highest and two lowegt scores were eliminated and the average of
the remaining 6 trials was considered the final score. When the parents
expressed amazement towtheir son that his score was not high enough
to be admitted to the preschool, especially since he could button his
own clothing, the child replied, "but Dad, those. pieces of cloth were
not attached to anything."

If we understand the concept of relationships, it seems that we.
should be able to identify that to which we are attached. In our field
we have many isolated tasks whicli are not attached to anything. If we
know to what we are attached-z% mother nebula--then we should
have no difficulty understanding the relationships which exist among
those rings of gaseous matter,' or of our .subdisciplines. I believe it just
might be more appropriate to identify all of the subdisciplines as the
mother nebula and _then view the ways in which we practice and use
this information as the rings of gaseous matter. We continue to be guilty
of having a profession which gives birth to a discipline rather than
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having a discipline which gives birth to a career or professional alterna-
Alves.- As loll' as there is room for those with an interest and background
in history and philosophy; as long as we search for relationships to dis-
cover what it is that we are professing; as long as we continue with the
deyelopment of a more effective means of deliveriqg the knowledge which
undergirds our profession; iq long as we search and researchthere is
reason to be optimistic about the future' of our discipline and profession.
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RELATIONSHIPS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
A VIEWPOINT FROM

MOTOR LEARNING-SKILL
ACQUISITION
Muriel R. Sloan

6.

The Nature and Objectives of the Motor Learning Skill Acquisition
Subdiscipline

Motor learning, its objectives and scope, and the qualifications and
functions of Motor learning experts have been widely discussed and
variously interpreted, possibly more than any other subdiscipline in the
physical' education field. The specific nature or priority objectives of
this subdiscipline thus are open to individual interpretation and prac-
tice. In a global sense, I would describe the study of motor learning as
being concerned with the evolution of skilled movement behavior. The
term evolution is used deliberately in the sense of the development of
skilled performance through the process of increasing differentiation
and hierarchic integration and control of movement. We see this process
in the developing movement repertoire of the very young and in the
processes involvedip the acquisition of more specific, complex and highly
organized movemat skills. By skilled movement behavior is meant
movement which successfully accomplishes the intent of the mover. This
encompasses qualitatively effective performance in movement with It
variety of purposes as well as acquisition of specific skills, such as are
found on the playing. field, in the dance studio or in "gym classes."
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Within this large sphere of study, some of the most commonly
-stated --objectives arm (1) understanding the processes which underlie
the ability to learn and perform motor skill; (2) development of theory
and laws which describe, explain and predict skill acquisition and
performance; and (3) development of theories of instruction and formula-
tion of teaching models with practical implications for the teaching of
skills. A quick review of some current emphases may help to highlight
the nature of the field and provide a base for examining its relationship
to "gym classes."

First, there has been a shift from analysis of the material or tasks
to be taught and ways for Organizing practice of those tasks, to analysis
of the characteristics of the learner, particularly to analysis of the
processes involved in perception and control in movement behavior.
Thus, we have a process analysis orientation superseding a task analysis
orientation. Second, a strong and needed theoretical orientation hits ,

seen the increasing adaptation of research efforts toward testing existing
learning and performance theories from other disciplines, particularly
from psychology and neurophysiology, and the development of new
motor learning theories. Third, this theoretical orientation, coupled with
the process analysis approach, has led to a heavy reliance on communi,
cation theory and cybernetic and information processing models as
frameworks for research and application to learning and teaching. Fourth,
there has been utilization or reliance on singular theoretical models to
explain and describe the learning process and to prescribe teaching
strategiin rather than an eclectic or non-theoretical approach.

The vigor of the subdiscipline and its impact outside of our field
is evident from the acclaim given recently by a psychologist to motor
lemming researchers for spearheading the revitalization of interest in
motor learning by psychologists in the past 10 years (2).

Relationships between Motor Learning-Skill Acquisition and Gyin
Classes

Fro the viewpoint of those who teach physical education, there is
no d ubt at the subdiscipline of motor learning shSuld- be closely

la tObwhat they do. Even though our profession has had a propensity
shifting its objectives with the prevailing winds, one of its primary

and long-standing objectives has been the development of skilled move-
ment behavior and particularly the acquisition of specific motor skills.
Among motor learning specialists within the subdiscipline, there appears
to be unanimity in the view that unearthing the basic laws and principles
which govern the motor learning process will eventually contribute to
more effective teaching of movement skills. The key word is "eventually,"
and there are varying tolerance levels for this period among motor
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learning specialists. as reflected in their research objectives and in the
tasks 'studied.

The combined emphasis on theory building am) process analysis
has led many researchers to forego study of complex movement skills in
favor of relatively simple movements whose dimensions are easily con-
trolled in a laboratory setting. Others attempt to use movement tasks
more closely related to those of interest in gym classes. The first group
would seem to have more tolerance for a time lag, not necessarily
because they see no value in physical education activity, but because
their sights are on presumably more far-reaching ones, namely, theory
development and the status of a science. Proponents of this approach
would seem to agree with Adams when he said, "The villain that has
robbed 'skills' of its precision is applied research that investigates
activity, to solve a particular problem, like kicking a football, flying an
airplane, or operating a lathe. This accusation sounds more damaging
than intended, because applied research is necessary when basic science
lacks the answers." Later, "...the task centered approach fides justified
when practical reasons required us to know tasks and efficiency in
them, but it is a limited way of achieving the larger scientific goals of
law and theory" (1).

To search for the potential relationship between such theory goals
and physical education programs, one need look no further than the
experience of the. discipline of psychology itself. At the 1975 annual
meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association. Glaser (7) reiterated
a belief expressed by John Dewey in 1899 in a presidential address
before the 'American Psychological Association. Dewey asserted that
the real essence of the problem is found in a connection between the
two extreme termsbetween the psychological theorist and the practi-
cal workerthrough the medium of the linking science. Regarding the
time span between the results of basic research and its practical appli-
cation. Thorndike has defined "eventually" as between 30 and 50 years.
While Dewey pressed for ,asAntermediate linking science or structure to
intervene between learning theory and practical application, Thoendike
was concerned with more direct application of what he knew aboUt
learning and psychological method to teaching practice. In addition to 46.,
his general theory of learning, he brought to educational topics a
scientific approach involving careful analysis of the nature of the task,
the design of teaching techniques as a furictian of his ,experimental
findings, and measurement of what the task analysis indicated were the
components of the performance being learned.

A science of motor learning based upon stu y. however profound,
of only simple graded responses may never hake relevance for "gym
classes." That, however, has not been and is not the goal of psychologists
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in motet learning. Do the psychologist and the motor learning specialist
-ftphysical education part company, in this respectt Although- liontur
physical educators have long recognised the perceptual and cognitive
components of skilled movement and based research and teaching
practice on that concept, it was psychologist Fitts' definition of percep-
tual-motor skill which gave it credence and drew psychologists' interest.
Fitts linked gross motor and manipulative skills with language and
thought processes because of at common perceptual basis (5).

For example, Posner and Keele (13) speak of the factors causing
the study of skilled movement to once again be of particular concern to
psychologists. One Is that it provides good way of approaching issues
Of attention and performance of mental operations in general, this
assumption resting on Fitt's definition of skill. Further, that informa-
tion about the physiological substrates of action suggests that studies of.
voluntary movement may rival vision and audition as a vehicle for
studying the relationship of brain and behavior. Lastly. that the devel-
opment of information processing psychology provides a framework for
studies of the roles of attention, memory and perception in the control
of movement. Although there is obviously overlap in objectives, the
toostiselogist uses motor skill as a means of studying perceptual and

Ave processes in general. while the physical educator would be
interested in the role of perceptual and cognitive processes in the
learning of motor skill per se.

If we agree that researchers heed to use tasks which best enable
them to effectively study variables of interest. then motor learning
researchers should find value in studying a variety of tasks which are

Acpresentativi of the perceptual, cognitive and motor demands of move-
ment footed in physical education and dance programs. Whiting, a
psychologist and prolific writer as well as a researcher in the acquisition
of perceptual motor skills, said recently, "Surprisingly, an historical
overview suggests that an original concern with the skilled movements
of people at work and play in their natural settings has been gradually
replaced by successively more restrained requirements of the laboratory.
This has 'happened to such an extent that it might almost be believed
that moving a- cursor along a linear track would serve as a base line.
model for the understanding of skilled behavior!" (20).

A number of motor learning researchers in physical education are
attempting to be interveners between learning and performance theory
and application-to teaching. The often-cited skill acquisition model and
application by Gentile (6) is one example, along with °thew (14, 18,
21). They have all drawn on or developed learning or performance
models and have attempted, to some extent, to relate to these models
the skills or skill components of activities found in "gym classes"

1
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Even with inclusion of more c&nplex skills in acquisition models,
however, there appear to be limitations in analysis of the movement
tasks which may limit usefulness for teaching implications. This may be
a function of priority attention to the perceptual demands made by the
environment in which the skill is to be performed, us in the open and
closed continuumor it may be lack of application of the feedback
concept central to information processing models to the goals, processes
and products of movement itself.

For example. striking skills such as batting are often used to illus-
trate perceptual-motor demands, goal-setting and feedback. Often the
analysis and, therefore, goal-definition focuses on the obvious require-
ment of joining bat with pitched ball. Equally obvious is that an entirely
different idea of the movement demands of the batting task, of the ap-
propriate motor plan and of pertinent feedback would result if the re-
quirement were to bu the hall or to hit a home run.

Another vital face of the learning process is the individual learner.
This shoind be a truism from an information processing view. requiring
that we consider variables which influence selcctipn, interpretation and
use of information in the development of skilled movement behavior. If
we are to benefit from the experience of older disciplines such as psy-
chology, particularly with respect to instructional application or lack of
it. we niust combine what have been two separate historic streams of
thought.1 method and affiliation which exist in psychologythe experi-
mental and the correlational approach.

Two Approaches: Experimental and Correlational
The experimental approach is concerned with discovering general

laws of behavior where the scientist changes conditions in order to
observe their consequences. The correlation approach is concerned with
already existing conditions and with variations between individuals and
social groups. Cronbach describes the lengths to which experimentalists
go to avoid "embarassing differential variables," such as decortication
of subjects. drawing subjects from narrow subcultures. etc. He depicts
the correlational psychologist as being in love with just those variables
the experimenter left home to forget (3)!

Applied to-teaching strategies. in the experimental ap1roach teach-
ing methods are the main variable and the quest is for the "best method"
for the majority of the given population on a given task. The correlation
approach seeks to find methods for a variety of individual and group
differences. For the teacher whose students bring a multitude of indi-
vidual and group characteristics to the learning situation, there cannot
be one best way. especially if the teaching model is based upon research
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with restricted populations. Thus, research has to examine the relation-' ship of individual variables to learning strategy in the acquisition of
skills relevant to physical education. Beyond general models, based upon
communality of process, the result may be different optimal teaching
'models for different individuals as well asdfor different tasks.

Research Studies to
Let us briefly examine other factors which give some insight into

the potential relationship between the subdiscipline and school programs.
A high proportibn of the research emanating from the field of physical
education is in the form of theses and dissertations. A review of research
related to teaching physical education published several years ago cited
over 300 references (12). Of this number, approximately 70 percent were
unpublished graduate studies; among the remaining 30 percent, a num-
ber were published graduate studies. The authors of that review
acknowledge that the most obvious singldlievent that might be related to
changing what teachers do in the gymnasium is the explosion of research
activity by physical educators in motor learning.

To evaluate the possible impact of a discipline approach on the
nature of graduate studies in motor learning over the past 10 years, a
survey was done to determine any shifting emphases from skill acquisi-
tion research specifically related to teaching to more theoretical orienta-
tions (22). Between 1967 and 1971. approximately 40 percent were
theoretically oriented and 60 percent were teaching oriented. Between
1972 and 1976, approximately 30 percent were theory oriented and 70
percent teaching oriented. It appears that graduate students either con-
tinue to prefer to make application to teaching or are required to indi-
cate practical significance as a reason for their research.

A survey of articles published in the Research Quarterly revealed a
different pattern (24). Between 1966 and 1970, approximately 60 percent
were theoretically oriented and 40 percent teaching oriented. Between
1971 and 1975, theoretically oriented reports rose to 85 percent. Equally
noteworthy is the fact that there was a substantial decrease in motor
learning research reports in the last five-year period, compared to the
previous five-year period. An explanation for the decrease may be the
fact that more theoretically oriented studies concerned with motor
learning and motor performance have found other vehicles for com-
munication. A survey of the Journal te Health. Physical Education.
Recreation, which is the publication most popular with teachers of physi-
cal education, suggests that the bulk of the articles related to teaching
methods for specific activities are based upon the experience and logical
analysis of the writer rather than on research in motor learning (23).
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Who speaks to the motor (earning researcher or to whom does he
- listen? It is interesting to note the references in articles and in motor

learning books by physical educitors. Some reveal almost complete
reliance on other disciplines for examples of research to fit particular
motor learning frameworks. Id the area of KR, for example, it would
appear in some instances that nothing has contributed to our knowledge
since drawing the three-inch line.

Where else are the results of the "explosion" of research in motor
learning going? Some is reported at AAHPER research section meetings,

jnore is reported at meetings of intradisciplinary organizations such as
the North American Society for the Psychology of Sport and Physical
Activity, the Canadian Psycho-Motor Learning and Sport. Psychology
Symposium, and at meetings sponsored by disciplines otterthin physi-
cal education. 4

Theretis no question /that thes avenues are vital to progress in
motor learning research. The growth o these modes of inter- and intra-
disciplinary communication attests to t vigor of the subdiscipline. But
we are not asked to gauge the health of a subdiscipline, but if there is any
relationship between its objectives and output and gym, classes. From
the standpoint of direct communication with teachers, one can only
conclude that gym classes are to motor lear9ing research as bomb 'shel-
ters are to "explosions."

To alleviate that situation sooner rather than later and yet c ntinue
to build a sound and relevant body of knowledge, I suggest the following
for the subdiscipline: (1) continue to spearhead the drive toward ac-
cumulating as much knowledge as possible, about the development of
skilled movement behavior; (2) use more complex activity as well as
simple responses to develop and verify models and theories; ( evitalize
the task oriented approach and combine it with esent process,
orentation approach; and (4) syn es e motor learning research for
development of instructional theories and test learning and instruction
theories in instructional settings.

V

Relationship between Subdisciplines
.The skill acquisition process involves communication or interaction

between the learner and the skill to be learned, as well as communica-
tion between a learner and a teacher and between the learner and other.
learners. In terms of task or skill analysis, biomechanics (or kinesiology)
has a vital contribution to make. Through its many tools, biomechanics
can analyze skilled performance and help us to know how mechanical
principles are utilized in the process of moving to accomplish desired
outcorrees. Such analyses contribute to sorting out "style" and "form"
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based upon knowledge of the mechanical requisites for meeting task
demands. It can help to set models of good. performance, for example,
as related to given force-demands of a particular task. For the learner
and teacher, this information can proiide die basis -for identification of
performance goals and folvelating product feedback to the movement
process. Comparative analysers of good, and poor performers also give
a basis for observation and error correction -by the teacher. It can ,Oro-
vide information about 'stages. 'in skill acquisition relative to expected
final performance and can confirm or test theories of differentiation
and hierarchical control. Through longitudinal studies- using cinematog-
raphy and electromyography, it can give us information about the effect
of instruction on changes in performance over time. One of the impor-
tant functions of the motor learning specialist concerned with -applica-dk
tion to teaching is to translate filmed and EMG observations into units
meaningful to the learner.*

Exercise physiolOgy hag important contributions to make to both
task analysis and learner analysis; for example, in analysis of the phys-
iological cost of different activities, the effect of environmental condi-
tions on physiological states, the effect'of stress and fatigue on learning
and performance, and physiological characteristics related to age, sex,
etc.

Areas of social psychology, 45 well as developmental and perceptual
psychology, bring into the realm of motor learning psychological charac-
teristics such as personality, attitude, motivation, etc. and the interactive
relationship between pgychological structure and skill acquisition. The
authors of an addendum to the 1972 Research Quarterly devoted entirely
to skill acquisition rightfully drew attention to the need to include so-
cial-psychological factors and growth and development factors which
are pervasive elements of skill acquisition and performance (10). ton-
Lsiderable attention has been given to social-psychological and sociologi-
cal analysis of sport and of skilled athletic performance. Examining
these variables within the context of motor learning research is essential
for developing more complete learning and teaching models which will
be of potential use to the teacher.

Knowledge about the acquisition, retention and transfer of move-
ment Walls is directly relevant to the organization and sequencing of
curricular experiences in the sehools, in accordance with' program _ob-
jectives. It is also from the area of curriculum that motor learning spe-
cialists concerned with application to teaching can draw areas of needed
research.

The .area- of philosophy is basic to all our endeavors whether they
be research or teaching.* Scientific research is value-free in that its
methods must be objective and replicable. But theories of learning, as
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can be observed in the histo of learning theory, are influenced by or
reflect not only objective evidence but also philosophical assumptions
about the nature of man -and- interaction- with the environment. Note
the current emphasis on information processing models rather than S-R
models of motor learning today. The experimental and correlational

`' approaches in psychology referred to earlier represent different philo-
sophical streams.

The interpretation and use of kill acquisition research data and of
theory is influenced by the- values-dh(kobjectiVes of physical educators.
For example, studies of the influence of cognitive variables on skill
acquisition give mixed results7 Use of these data in teaching strategies
will depend on the importance given to cognitive objEEtives within 'the
skill learning process as well a. s to skill acquisition itself...

Schmidt (16) suggests that his schema theory lends support, how-
ever, inadvertantly, to methods used by movement educators for many
years. What impact will such a finding have on physical education prac-
tices?, And on what basis will there be acceptance or rejection 9f recent
analyses Of skill acquisipon and implications for teaching strategies
based upon Skinnerian behaviorism (4, 17)?. And .would we not find
different models of skill acquisition and instructional models based
upon Eastern philosophies rather than Western, as for example, the
man-environment relationship expressed by advocates of "sport! as the
subject matter of study?

.e

Rationale for4lelationships
The search for a rationale, or reasons, for relationship between

and among the subdisciplines and basic physical education programs is
not long or convoluted. The more difficult search is for4mplementation.
All are involved with human movement experience and its Many pur-
poses, processes, forms and institutions. This subject matter formS'_the
basis for a- number of related continuums, with study of many aspects
of the phenomenon at one end and application to many _aspects at the
other.

The term many' aspects of at both ends of the continuum may be a
kely to an integrating rationale whigh speaks to two 'separate but related
questions: (1) Will the "rings of gaseous matter" .obscure and deny theiv
'origins and sever relationships with basic physical education? (2) Can
they continue to exist and prosper within the field Of physical educa-
tion? The answers depend in part upon how one views the "mother
nebula," defind for us by Alley as the basic programs of physical educa-
cation. Or, to ask the question another way,- why do children leave
home? Some are at odds with parental values or even ashamed of them.
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Some want freedom to grow and feel the need for more independence
of thought and action. Sonic leave to make their fortune and to help

Weirs parents build a new, larger and better furnished home. Without
overburdening the analogy, it is clear that some of the subdisciplinee
had reasons for detaching themselves from basic education, and others
for maintaining a distant or close relationship. If all are to live in the
same house, the "mother nebula" must welcome adding- rooms -fo her
one -room house and refurbishing the old furniture.

The past 10 years,. have seen- a proliferation of subdisciplines; the
designation by some that sport is the particular phenomenon they will
study; the loss or decreasing influence of dance as it seeks affiliation
and identity with art rather than with education; the increasing distance
between the goals of subdisciplines directly related to school instruc-
tional progranys and the practices in those piograins. It has been said
that in the evolution of a science, the healthy perkid reminds one of
differentiation 9f structure and integration of %function, as in organic
development, in the unhealthy period there is disassociation and
faulty in n. e recent history of our field has been one of dis-j-association. A 'first step toward health development may simply be
recognizing And accepting differentiatio _of structure and function; that
is, accepting_the increased scope and-depth of our field without insisting
that all efforts be directed toward basic physical education programs.
From this recognition of diverse, yet-related goals and applications may

ions.come closer association and new int ions.

Evidence of this already can be s from the formation of the
Alliance Research Consortium with representation from all branches;
from national meetings bringing together specialists in motor develop-
ment, motor learning and sport psychology; and from the interests of
sport psychologists and sport sociologists in skill acquisition and in
studying 'professional and basic physical education programs as institu-
dons (8; 10). ,

, .. -.

the vision of the scope of the field has enlarged, so can the scope,
co ent and 'methodology of basic physical education programs. Althpugh
d' ct experience in the Many forms of movement is, and sho Id be, the
principal education vehicle, additional avenues can be ated for
students to analyze, study and reflect on the role of move t in human,
life. 'For example, classes outside 'of the gymnasium, but within the

,"mother nebula" can . introduce students to the world of- the sport
psychologist and movement aesthetician.

To strengthen the integration between the subdisciplines and "gym
classes," however, more clearly differentiated intervening structures
seem' necessary. Ten years ago, in discussing future directions in physi-
cal education, I saw as ,basic to interdependence between discipline goals
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and education goals the organization for feedback between the two (19).
I urged then that the spade separating them not be a, desert, but rather
an oasis to which all would come to quench their thirst before con-
tinuing on their respective ways: It is clear now that the oasis must con-
fain,formally differentiated structures with integrating functions: Others

._in our field ,have_ spoken to this point quite eloquently 11, IS).
As Glaser said in supporting the need for a psychology of instruction,

-leaving the connection between theory and pr'actice to i dividuals who
might be interested is insufficient in. this day and age.

We need a core of professicinals qualified and interested in devel-
oping an applied science and art of human movement who would direct
their research, scholarship and teaching efforts toward more immediate
concerns of teaching and learning in school physical education programs.
Membership in that-core or intervening structure would represent exper-.
tise in the subdisciplines, in the science and art of teaching, and in the
activities. of basic physical education prggrams. They would be respon-
sible for analyzing, testing and synthesizing knowledge bearing bri cur-
ricular and, teaching practice. Subdisciplines involved with the art and
aesthetics of movement, and with the study of movement in more than
its mechanical dimensions, are needed partners in this function.

The concept of a synthesizing agent can give rise to a variety of
structures at institutional and professional organization levels and along
a continuum from professional preparation to in-service education.
Whatever form they take, their identity and purpose must be clearly
established and rewarded. As our field continues to develop and grow,
further differentiation: rather than disassociation, can be the source of
new integrations. This can create a dialectic froin which new forms and
priwesses of physical education will emerge.
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'REACTION TO SLOAN'S
"A VIEWPOINT

FROM 4
MOTOR LEARNING -SKILL ACQUISITION"

Reuben B. Frost
Dr. Sloan's presentation, as I expected, is scholarly, thoughtful

and thorough. There is much to be learned from it and I found little
40
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,
with which to quarrel. It includes a discussion ofqthe nature and objec-
Iives of motor learning, its relationship to "gym classesr," something
about graduate research in this area, and a review of the relationships
between subdisciplines. It concludes with two analogies, one of which
compares basic physical education with a "mother nebula" and the
offshoots of this bOdy of rarified gas with the children who sometimes
leave home (the children being the subdisciplines which -have been
trying to find breathing space and encouragement to develop under the
umbrella of physical education).

The other analogy is the one with which I shall begin my reaction.
Toward the end of her article, Slow says:

Ten years ago...1 saw as basic to interdependence between discipline
goals and education goals the organization for feedback, between the two.
I urged then that the space separating them not be a desert, but rather
an oasis to which all would come to quench their thirst before continuing

- on their respective ways.,
I, too, like the analogy and think it is expressed rather poetically.

More important, it caused me to ask myself some questions. VVhy slon!t
the coaches, dance teachers, elementary physical education teacher,
College professors and others an this broadZoctopus4ike" profession
drink out of a common stream? Is the Wate.unpalatable to some but
not to others? Are the contents so complex that one needs a special
digestive apparatus to assimilate them? Are the differences so real that
different diets are necessary?

- Perhaps the following excerpts from the article, "The Civil T ongue
of EdWin Newman," have meaning for us.

Newman is equally discoritfittell by 1/vokIslitona)..4.ouble.talk. "Expects
certain fieldsthe fine arts, law, philosophyare using language, ti3 sug-
gest That what they're saying is far more complex and difficult than what
it is. They make it next to impossible to understand what's being said."
"I realize this could go on forever," he says. "but, this is from San Diego,
a task force report on nursing home care. 'It is hoped that the 'recom-
mendations made are reality-oriented, and that their implementation is
possible to achieve.. ..'
"Which means, simply, 'We hope this can be done." Newman leans
back in his swivel chair, unable to continue. (1)

`13o we, when writing or speaking about .the learning of skills,
couch our statements in language so difficult to understand that the
coaches and. physical education teachers do not find it worth the time
and effort it takes to decipher it? Ordo we in our professional prepa-
ration programs limit the substance of the courses anchor lower the
standards to the point that the "practitioners" cannot understand even
well-written articles? Or is the best answer to our dilemma found in
Sloan's article where she says:

,
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We need a core of professionals qualified and-interested in developing
an applied science and art of human movement who would direct their
research. scholarship and teaching efforts toward more immediate con-
cerns of teaching And liarning in school physical education programs.
'Membership in that core or intervening structure would represent expertise
in the subdisciplines. in the science and art of teaching, and in the

of bask physical education programs. They would be responsible for
analyzing, testing and synthesizing knowledge bearing on curricular and
teaching practice. Subdisciplines involved with the art and aesthetics of
movement. and, with the study of movement in more than its mechanical
dimensions, are needed partners in this function. a.

While most of-Sloan's article is quite straightforward, I will confess
that I read the following three sentences several times before I felt
satisfied that I had grasped their Tull meaning. .

In a global sense, I would describe the study of motor learning as being
concerned with the evolution of skilled movement behavior. The term
evolution is used deliberately in the sense of the development of skilled
performance through the pprocess of increasing differentiation and hierar-
chic integration and control of movement. We see this process in the
developing movement repertoire of the very young and in the processes
involved in the acquisition of more specific, complex, and highly organized
movement skilli.

I arcz not sure whether this should be classified as "jargon" but I
have been wondering if it could have been said more simply. Would it
be more effective to say: "Motor learning consists, of the development of
skill in movement. It includes incrdasing the repertoire of skills in the
very young and developing more specific, complex and highly organized
movement patterns"? Now I am not sure that it is entirelx fair to take
a few sentences out of context and suggest the criticism that is implied
here. However, I have often felt, in reading material on motor learning
and psychology, that too much jargon is used.

Because Sloan's paper is of high quality and has suggested many
ways in which motor learning-skill acquisition is important to coaches
and physical education teachers, I should like to spend my remaining.
time presenting a list of items which I have found valuable or which I
feel would be helpful if I returned to coaching and the teaching of
activity courses.

I. Those working with the very young and/or ith the handicapped
should know that nervous integration is both p -natal and post-natal
and that much of it occurs as a response to movement. Whether we
accept the theory of neurobiotaxis (the movement of nerve cells toward
the point of stimulation) or not, it is important to realize that children
"move to learn" as well as "learn to move."
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2. All who are in the business of assisting individuals to acquire
physical activity skills should understand that there are' two basic com-
ponents in voluntary m vementsperception and the motor act. Inability
to learn and to perfor may be due to impairment of either the per-
ceptual apparatiii or the body's motor equipmentsometimes both.

3. Teacheri and coaches should be knowledgeable in the area of
operant psychology. The fact that various kinds of behavior can be
strengthened or weakened on the basis of their consequences is impor-
tant for both learning and performance.

4. An understanding of the phenomenological approach is also
essential. Each person becomes aware of himself and operates .in his
own total environment and private world. Facts and events become real
as .th re relevant in the circumstances in which individuals perceive
themselVes.

. .

5. Learning is intimately related to motivation. A central motive
state, wherein an individual believes that prolonged an determined
efforts are worthwhile, is necessary if one' is to learn difficult tasks.
Appropriate arousal, superimposed- on such a central motive state,
often produces outstanding performances.

6. Feedback, both in the narrow and the broad sense, is essential
in motor learning and performance. Guidance from proprioceptors and
exteroceptors plays an important role in all motor behavior. Assuring
that students are provided "knowledge of results" is part and parcel of
good teaching.

7. Knowing when "whole teaching" and "part teaching" will be
the most helpful and using methods appropriate to the situatipn
characteristic of the successful teacher and coach.

8. A knowledge of (a) the most effective distribution and the optim
length of practice, (b) the intellies employment. ._ of mental rehears
(c) the productive utilization of audiovisual materials, and (d) the use
appropriate manual guidance in difficult movements, are essential
one teaches or coaches at higher levels of skill learning.

9. The combining of basic movements into motor patterns and
the automation of these so that they may be called out by the correct
combination of cues are processes which should be understood by coaches.
Practicing voluntary movements until they become involuntary is an
essential part of a*high-lever athelete's preparation.

10. All aspects of body mechanics are key bits of knowledge to the
learner and to the performer who really. wants to improve. The basic
principles of kinesiblogy should 'he mastered by the coach and the high-
level performer.
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11. Motor learning is affected by fatigue, organic impairment,
disease and other defects in the physiological mechanisms operating
within the organism. A basic knowledge of exercise physiology is one of
the attributes of the great teacher or coach.

12. Finally, a coach and/or physical education teacher must under-
stand the reciprocal relationships between all dimensions of the human
orgainisthphysical, intellectual, social, spiritual. There is interaction
between all aspects of the individualcognitive, affective and psycho-
motor. The great coach, the master teacher will give attention to ttse
needs of the total person. As a program or a lesson is geared to bring
about change in one dimension, the effect on other dimensions will also
be considered.. The teachable morn may reveal a physical, intellectual;
psychological or social need.

These, then, are some of the tho3ghts elicited by reading Sloan's
article. I agree that a partial solution to our dilemma m_artie in differ-
entiation rather than in dissociation. Let each specialist develop expertise
in his/her speciality. At the same time there should be closer associsr-
tion between the theoreticians and the practitioners. Coaches and
teachers will benefit from msptering the theoretical aspects of motor
learning. If this is going to occur, however, there must be greater effort
to write iesearch articles and scientific expositions in language which
not only can be understood, but even enjoyed. There must also be
increased emphasis on preparing our future teachers and coaches to
read professional articles with understanding.
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, A SEARCH FOR -RELATIONSHIPS--SOCIOLOGICAL.
AND SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Jan Broekhoff
The theme of this meeting; to relate the various subdisciplines or-

biting around physical education to each other and to the more mun-
dane, practical aspects of the profession, presents speakers and partici-
pants with a writable challenge. In the past 15 years much has been
said and viiiten about physical education as 'an aeademic discipline,
but it is very evident that these cogitations did not resolve the fund",
mental differences between disciplinary knowledge and practical knoW-
how, between academic. theorists and professional teachers. Alley's
metaphor of physical education as a "mother nebula" and the subdisci-
plines as "rings of gasebus matter" remind me of a story by comedian
Bill Cgaby dating to the time when he was a physical education major
at Temple University. One night, his girlfriend who was studying. phil-
osophy paced the room asking "Why is there air? Why is there air?"
Cosby answered, "Any P.E. major can tell you that. Air is thpre to
pump up basketballs!"

Since physical education majors are not likely to study
Socratic philosophers, they are not apt to lose their metaph
nocence about air. And who is to say that here ignorance isn't
That does not mean' that physical education students rernatu naivety
pragmatic for a lorig time. As they become initiated into the physitiogi-
cal aspects of their discipline they get, to know about expired air, in-
spired air, residual air, alveolar air, oxygen debt, aerobic capacity and,
Max. VO to mention only a few air-related toptcs: At the same time,
they gain knowledge from other theoretical subfields that may or may
not tie meaningfully related to the teaching they have to do in the schools.
Much of the theory may originally have been derived from the practical
concerns of "gym" teachers. Just as certain, however, much of it will
have divorced itself from practical considerations to become an end in
itself. In any case, most undergraduate students la physical education
will catch at least a glimpse of a bewildering array of specialized knowl-
edge under ,the more or less familiar labels of the subdisciplines.
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The search for knowledge as an end in itself has the obvious ad-
vantage that philosophers, historians and scientists can explore problems
that are not limited by narrow, practical perspectives. As .a result, novel
and exciting are of inquiry may lead to unexpected discoveries that
broaden man's mind, and his culture. Perhaps it is in this sense of free
inquiry that we talk about a truly academic discipline. In think that it
was in this spirit that Franklin Henry described an academic discipline
in the context of physical education as

...aa organized body of knowledge collectively embraced in a formal
course of learning. The acquisition of such knowledge is assumed to be
an adequate' and worthy objective- as such, without any demonstration or
requirement of practical application. The content is theoretical and
scholarly as distinguished from technical and professional. (7)

Although 'I have strong feelings about the worth of an. academic
disidipline,.I detect several serious problems in applying the concept to
physical education. First of all, very few physical education students
Will teach knowledge obtained in a formal course of learning in the way
that chemistry 'studenti will later teach chemistry and math students
will later teach Mathematics. One might object that it is more appro-
priate to compare the physical educator to the biochemist who applies
knowledge of biochemistry to find drugs against certain diseases or's
civil engineer who applies knowledge of mathematics and physics to
build bridges.. The difficulty with physical . education is that it draivs
upon a wide variety of knairledge from the natural and behavioral
sciences as well as the humanities. Physical education is not simply
applied physiology and anatomy, applied motor learning and biome-.
Chinics, or an* applied behavioral science. It is just not realistic to ask
physical education students to embrace widely divergent sources of
knowledge in a formal course of learning withou irement of prac-
tical- application and then expect them somehowe,to i ate this knowl -.
edge and apply it to the teaching situation.

ya-

Pelicans. Omelettes and Pedagogical Intentions
The difficulties in integrating knowledge at the practical level are

very much related to a second problem which pertains to the unity of
the academic discipline of physical education itself. The coherence and
unity of an academip discipline usually result from a well-defined focus
of attention and a 'Particular mode of inquiry (8). For physical educa-
tion, the focus of attention has frequently been identified as human
movement. It has become apparent, though, that 'the term human
movement is too vague and general to serve as a unifying concept in an
academic discipline of physical education. Although, in an idiosyncratic
way, both are concerned with human movement, there appears to be
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little in common between the physiologist of exercise studying the
.3nechahism of glycogen supercompensation lin the gastrocnemius muscle
of the frog and the philosopher of sport meditating on the phenomenol-
ogy of space and time in rope-pulling contests. One could make a good
argument that many of the subdisciplines in physical education in effect
belong to other "mother nebulae"; that exercise physiology is a specialty
within physiology and-sport sociology a "gaseous cloud" within sociology.
It goes, without saying thaipto many, such fields. are galaxies apart!

The rapid development of theoretical subdomains in physical educa-
tion has been accompanied by a flurry of national and international
societies, associations and arganizatidns. It is no secret that the multipli-
cation rate of learned societies is among the fastest of social institu-
tions. The following poem by Robert Desnos indicates the need for a
thodghtful evaluation of the present state of affairs.

One day young captain Jonathan -
he was eighteen at the time

`Captured a Pelican
1.On an island in the Far East.

In the morning,
This Pelican
Of Jonathan's,
Laid a white egg
and out of it came
A Pelican

At;Astonishingly like t first.
And this second Peli n
laid in its turn
A white egg,

, From which came inevitably
Anothpr
who did the same aga -
This sort of thing can .go
A very long time,
if don't make an omelette. (5)
I should like to make a modest contribution toward the omelette

by looking at some of the sociological and social-psychological dimen-.

sions of. physical education. To do so, however, I feel that we need to
ask ourselves first what physical education stands for and especially
what physical education teachers try to accomplish in the practical
situation. I am going to limit my remarks to physical education in the
schools, to what I like to call a pedagogical situation. This does not
mean that physical education could not be extended to pedagogical
situations outside the schools and, for that matter, to adults of all-ages.
Western European literature in the latter case would refer to andragogi-
cal or simply "agogical"*Ions.

In a limited sense, t see the task of physical educators as the
. 47
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guiding of children and youth toward adulthood through 1.vigorous
physical activities. "Gym", teachers give exercises, conduct games and
teach children how to play and dance with certain purposes intend:
Initially, these purposes could be called pedagogical intentions; in their
final form they are usually labeled "objectives." For the teacizer, the
physical activities are nearly always means .toward one or more ends.
This does not mean that the students themselves cannot be wrapped "up
in them. It is entirely possible for educators to realize their intentions
withOut )revealing them to the children. In this context, it is very
important that physical educators be free to change the pedagogical
situition, to adapt the activities to meet,edutational objectives. Here
lies one of the main reasons why sport cannot be equated with physical.
edbcation. The pedagogical potential of sport is limited in direct pro-
portion to its structural rigidity as a social institution.

Educational intentions reflect the discrepancy between a perception
of a situation "as it is" and a perception of what it "ought to be."
Educators, and therefore physicsl educators, are agents of change; they
are ameliorators who want to change a situation for the better. To achievarg.
their goals they need knowledge and I can see at least three ways in
which physical educators could benefit from supportive domains of
inquiry.

First, pedagogical intentions and educational objectives mirror the
values of a particular society. The study of educational philosophy and
the philosophy of physical education may help to clarify these values.
Since objectives do not exist in an historical vacuum, the history of
physical education should provMe an important perspective. As I hope
to shbw later, the sociology of knowledge can shed an interesting light
on certain physical education objectives as well. SeCond, before physical
educators can effect change, they need an accurate assessment of the
existing situation that is value free and not influenced by pedagogical
intentions: The measurement of initial levels of physical fitness, for
example,, should not be biased by the desire to improve fitness. De-
pending upon the kind of objective, physical educators should have the
support of a number of existing,subtlisciplines to obtain an accurate
picture of "what is." The third way in which the practitioner needs the
help of the subdilciplines is in the evaluation of change. Once, the
educator has selected a method to reach a goal, the effectiveness of this
method needs to be assessed. Here again the evaluation should be value.
free- and independent of the normative aspects of educational practice.

Strength. Once of Significance
I shall now attempt to show how sociological and social-psychologi-

cal knowledge can be of value to physical educators in coming to terms
with their educational goals. The fact that I do not draw extensively
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from the existing subdisciplines of the sociology and psychology of sport
should not imply that these fields have little to offer to the theory and
practice of physical education. I also wish to make it clear that my,
excursus into the social sciences is not meant to create another Pelican.
PhysiCal education theorists have given far too little attention to prob-
lems that are directly or indirectly related to the practical situation. It
is high time we Mart concentrating on making an omelette.

To look aE thF obj tives of physical education from the perspective
of a sociology nowl entails explanations that relate theory and
practicen the field to m r comprehensive social structures. As Berger
and Luckmann (1) indicate, sociology of knowledge can be seen as an
intermediate step between the self-evidence of knowledge in everyday
life and epistemological analysis. As such, they consitder it to be part of
the empirical discipline of sociology.. In this connection, an article by
John H. Gagnon (6) exploring the social and historical significance of
physical strength is of interest. Gagnon's main thesis is that physical
strength, which once was highly significant in the social organization of
met, into hierarchies and in distinguishing between men and women,
has lost its significance in this respect. He identifies several responses to
this changing role of strength, two of which are particularly important,
to physical education. One of these, Gagnon calls "the cosmetic re-
sponse" in which jogging, isometric exercises and certain individual
sports serve to maintain youthfulness and physical attractiveness. Physi-
cal strength thus becoines an aspect of physical beauty, "...a secondary

'...°\ sex characteristic, retaining this significance without having any func-
tional importance." For a large portion of the working and lower eco-
nomic class male population, on the other hand, manliness and physical
prowess are still intertwined. These males, according to Gagnon, fight a
rear-guard action against the declining importance of physical strength.
They hold traditional views of gender roles and usuall' are ardent sport
fans. Sport itself can be viewed as an atavistic ritual in whiCh physical
prowedit still separates the men from the boys. Since there is hardly a
substitute for strength in the differentiation of the genders, Gagnon
foresees continued resistance against changes in this area.

If Gagnon's description can be considered as an accurate analysis
of the function of physical strength in society, some intriguing questions
emerge about the function of physical education. Do physical educators,
who traditionally put a high premium on physical prowess and physical
fitness, indeed belong to a cultural and social rear guard of our society?
Does the typical physical, education program perpetuate traditional
gender roles through subtle differences in the socialization of boys and
girls with respect to physical activities? It is interesting to note that in
recent years there has been an increasing tendency among physical
educators to return to the intrinsic values of play, sports and dance. At
the same time there is a call for humanistic practices within the
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profession. Are these developments signs that the structure of physiclifri
education is in the process of adjusting to societal changes? At this
point there should be a caution against judging educational objectives
exclusively by sociological criteria. Physical strength may retain much
of its validity as a sound objective from biological and psychological
developmental points of view. Gagnon himself observes that especially
among boys physical prowess is highly valued and 'that "in the child's
world strength still retains some of its historical significance."

The social construction of reality, to borrow a phrase from Berger
and Luckmann, leaves physical educators with many dilemmas. In my
research with children from Toledo, Ohio, I found that girls in the
upper grades of elementary school t holVed.. a significant tendency to
underestimate their ical strength and jumping ability when they..
compared themselves all menibers of their class. The boys in these
grades consistently overestimated their abilities (2). Fro twia social-psy-
chological view these inaccurate self-perceptions could 'Very well be
explained as a functional adjustment to gender role expectations.
Teachers with .a traditional concept of sex mid might let the situation
rest here. ()their physical educators, however, may feel strongly that
elementary school children should have an accurate idea about their
physical capabilitjes, regardless of sex. For them the next question
would be how does one go about changing these misconceptions. This is
a perfect example of a situation in which a pedagogical intention
reveals the discrepancy between "what is" and "what ought to be." In
such cases, the physical educator becomes a conscious agent .of social
change.

Play Education and the "Hidden Curriculum"
Traditionally, introductory textbooks list social and emotional

development or adjustment as desirable objectives of physical education.
In practice, these objectives often receive little more than lip service.
Many teachtnwill claim that about all one can expect from them is
that they reach some of the primary goals in the areas of physical
fitness and motor skills. Frequently, the social and emotional adjust-
ments of children are seen as incidental outcomes of physical education
programs.

Similar attitudes can be observed in the world of sport __Aere
development of character an .od social relationships are perceived as
natural and self-evident outcomes of cg.mpetition. Those who emphaslie
the intrinsic values of physical activity may shun social and ernotignal
'objtivesbecause they are against using physical activity in a mealis-
end relationship. Daryl Sitdentop (14), for example, maintains that
physical education should be "play education" and he dissassociates'
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himself from the utilitarian approach of education-through-the-physical.
Ironically, in his theory, statist objectives enter through the hack door
in the form of "socialilation into the play environment." Siedentop
makes it a point that social behaviors such as !`civility in the play
environment" must be taught "just as surely as otie teaches a change-
of-directions dribble or a top-spin serve." It is hard for me to conceive'
that Siedentop would be. happiest if "civility" remained a behavior
intrinsically link6d to and reserved for the play situation.

Some of the most radical educators object to any kind of socializa-
tion through the schools because this would force children to behave
according to inhibiting and constraining social models and because it
involves the sensitization of children at a subconscious level and, there-
fore, takes away their autonomy. Kathryn Morgan (12), however, in an

. article about the open education movement, demonstrates convincingly,
that these radical educators are. very much 'involved in socialization
processes albeit for a social structure which is largely visionary at
present. She further points or,it that open educators are probably more_
successful as s ializers than traditional teachers because of their
emphasis on a ectisie, petsonal relationships with their students. Con-
sciously or sub sciously educators shape the behavior of children and
behind every educational program there is most likely a "hidden cur-

, riculum." It make` eminent sense, then, that physical educators should
gain an awareness of socialization processes and not.: leave the social

'* and emotional development of children to chance.
In an informative overview of the role of games in psychosocial

" development, Loy and Ingham (9) stress the need for a planned approach
toward educational goals, stating:

It is suggested that if physical educators seriously wish to pursue educa-
tional objectives (especially rethose related to social development) through;
physical activity, then they must attempt to operationalize their particular
educational aims and explicitly design, develop, and conduct innovative
games and sports, which are likely to, aid the student in attaining these
specific goals.

This conscious use of physical activity to reach educational goals stands
once more in contrast to the intrinsic motivations of sports or "play
education." Inherent in the two approaches are structural differences
which merit some further attention. .,

The anthropologiit Stephen Miller (11) suggests that play is a
context in which the chief merle of behavior is the elaboration of means
rather than the marshalling of means toward certain ends. This is not
to say that there are no goals in play, but :hese goals are more
knportant as preconditions for the exploration of means than as ends in
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themselves. In a primitive.sense,-phty is galumphing," a rather clumsy
way_of_nuning about, In .which the efficiency of the straight line it
abandoned for the delight in movement itself. Since play involves flexible "--
combinations of activities that normally would not go together, there is
the possibility of producing novel situations which Miller sees as an
important skill for survival;

15,

Within this frame of reference, Polgar (13) contrasted teacher-
supervised play with free play behavior in school yardi of groups of
sixth grade boys. She observed many differences which seemed to be a
function of the different roles of the peer group and the adult in the
socialization of children. In their peer groups, the children were not
highly concerned with ends. The games chosen were of a lesser spe-
cialization of rules and roles; they arose spontaneously and allowed
considerable elaboration of means by ,rule variation, partitularizing
relationships, and encouraging novelty. In the classroom, the physical
education teachers consistently applied arbitrary, extert4ally imposed
rules. The teachers would often allow only one correct way of playing
and an inordinate amount of time was spent in the organization- of the
games. Without making value judgments about ends-related learning
situations in education, Polgar raises the question whether play can still
be called play in the physical education classroom.

There is little doubt that physical educators profoundly alter the'
structure of play and games. I should even venture it is their jOb to
do so. The lesson to be learned is that "galumpill" succeeds best
with a minimum of intervention from adults. If, as Miller seems to
think, "galumphing" is the essence of play, "play educators" find
themselves on the horns of a dilemma. By teaching children how to
play, they run a large risk of destroying the intrinsic meanings of play
at which they aim. By childien alone, they would find themselves
out of a job!

The structure of a physical education class as a social environment
is determined by many variables. Physical educators should become
aware of these variables and the fact that social development is not
something that takes care of itself. One of the most discouraging
findings iri my own research was that groups of boys and girls who were
highly unpopular at the end of the fourth grade .remained just as
unpopular at the end of the seventh grade. Compared to their peers,
these children were in poor physical shape and had very low motor
skills throughout the upper elementary school period. It is obvious that
many of these children with low social status need extra help from'
physical educators. Yet, in the highly competitive environment of the
"gym" and the playing fields, they are often the first to be sidelined (3,

. A) . t
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Children with low social status form but one reason for the need of
_a_sociaLpsychology of p activity. Martens (10), in a monograph
of that title, surveys man vant areal" such as social facilitation,
social reinforcement, aggres. n, attitudes, and socialization.. His ap-
proach to social psychology relates it closely to topics in the psychology
of sport and motor learning. Personally. I have gained much insight
from the research and writings of symbolic inter-actionists elaborating
op the seminal ideas of Charles Horton Cooley, George Herbert Mead
and others, I see many applications to physical education in their
theories on the development of self. The self in 'social'interaction would
seem to be particularly appropriate to those teachers who want to stress
humanistic values in the gymnasium.

Integration of Knowledge in Physical Education'
Important as it is, the social dimension of physical educatio is

only one aspect among many others. Perhaps it deserved the extra
attention given to it because it fists so often been taken for granted. By
now, it must be fairly apparent that to me the integration of the various

. aspects of physical education can only be achieved in relation to
pedagogical intentions and educational objectives. The history and
philosophy of physical education, the sociology of knowledge, but also

biological and psychological insights are important for value .

clarification with respect to aims, objectives and intentions. Only an
integration of these various points of view can lead to sound pedagogical
intentions and educational objectives working toward the more compre-
hensive aims of general educttipn.

A further :integration of knowledge will occur when physical educa-
tors ask questions about "what is" in relation to what they think
"ought to be." The most important questions here are in the form of
"what do we know about the physical, motor, emotional, social, and
moral development of boys and, girls?" Such queries point to the need
for integrated knowledge about children of a developmental nature.
Since physical educators deal with growing children, they will. be aided
most by integrated information derived from developmental anatoihy,
physiology of exercise, motor learning, social-psychology, and biome-
chanics. Often the subdisciplines of physical education show more
interest in adult, than in developing, organisms. Questions of .a devel-
opmental nature can also be .asked about exceptional children: thus
leading to special areas within physical education.

Finally, with respect to the cotrses of action physical educators
take, knowledge from the various subdisciplines needs to be applied to
test the effectiveness of programs and methodologies. Once again, this
will entail an integration of knowledge because no single point of.view
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should determine a particular course of action. Depending upon a
teacher's h%tentio ns. the_exercise_ most effective from physiological or
anatomical, point of view may be totally unacceptable for social or
psychologlal reasons. Such considerations point to the important role
of teacher-researchers employing a team-approach toward solving prob-
lems arising from the practical situation

Undergraduate students in physical educationlould have a wide
exposure to learning experiences in which they acquire knowledge inte-
grated .at various levels in relation to the practical concerns of the
profession. They should gain a thorough understanding of the aims of
physical educitiOn and the options they have with respect to pedagogical
intentions and educational objectives. After ,course work in traditional
areas such as physiology of exercise, anatomy and motor learning, they
should turn to multidisciplinary seminars in which they get to know
about children and youth. These seminars should be team-taught and
involve frequent contact with the children themselves. This multidisci-
plinary approach should then be carried through in courses involved
with the didactics and methodology of physical education.

Graduate programs in Ohysical education should encourage the
development of teacher-researchers with an interest in applying knowl-
edge from one or more subdisciplines to problems in the areas of
pedagogical intentions and developmental and didactic-methodological
considerations. Such persons would form an important link between
what goes on in the highly specialized departments of the subdisciplines
and the practical situation where knowledge has to be translated into
know-how.

I should like to end with a final observation about the specialists in
the subdisciplines who have long since divorced themselves from the
practical concerns of the mortals who work in the gymnasia. After
giving the matter considerable thought I have come to the conclusion
that these people are the true players. They revel in the elaboration of
means, and goals are only important -to them inasmuch as these allow
them to keep on "galumphing." 1 count most of my friends among
them and. I shall defend to death their right to galumph. In large
measure, it may be their kind of play that will prevent physical educa-
tion from developing narrow stereotypes. As Schiller remarked quite
some time ago, "...man only plays when in the full meaning of the
word he is a man, and he is only completely a man when he plays." I
for one shall hate to see the day in which a subdiscipline ventures too
far from the "mother nebula" and dissolves into hot air!

1. Berger,
1967
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REACTION TO BROEKHOFF' PAPER
"SOCIOLOGICAL AND

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS"
Raymond A. Weiss

In reacting to Dr. Broekhoffs paper on sociological and social-
psychological considerations, I, would also like to react to Dr. Alley's
paper since it helped structure Sroekhoffs paper. r.

You may recall that in Alley's structural model describing the
Current situation in physical education he likened situation to a
whirling nebula which threw off rings ,of gaseous mathciler thii formed
around the "mother':, nebula. I feel a bit uncomfortable about the
anqogy to gaseous thing's; upon' occasion my students, have been known
to allude to my remarks in class as gaseous. Webster didn't make me
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Eitel any better withothe definition of **swat as "empty talk" and "to
talk nonsanssi or_fahehood." _However, that didn'tlbother me as much
as the reference to "mother" nebula. According to Webster, the adjec-
tive form of nebula is nebular, and Webster refers to the nebular hy-
pothesis as involving a mass of nebulous matter. Webster goes on to
deflne nebulous as "hazy, vague, indistinct, or confined." I simply
refined to allow rmy mind to carry the analogy any further. I didn't
want to associate Alley's structural illustrationvpf relationships in phys-
ical education.rith'anything gaseous or nebulchis. I think I felt threatened
by 4.he posaibility of a element of truth in the association.

However. I had k decide whether I could accept Ailey's st ture
of relationships in physical education. As a starting poifit, I want to
be sure I understood the language of our field, so I dutifully looked
through many Rf the references on the topics' listed in Alley's model.
I had no trouble with such terms as biomechanies, mot* learning, skill
acquisition, exercise physiology, and the other satellites in the model.
However, it was mind boggling to read all the different definitions of
physical education. But there was no stopping now. I was committed
to accept some definition of physical education or admit defeat and
not finish this re paper. Unthinkable! The solution flashed into
my mind. I would' my own definitiona definition that has some-
thing to say aboiit the role of scientists such as august members of the
Academy, but at the same time has something to say about the role of
teachers such as myself. Definition of physical educOtion: The study of
ways in which motor activity can be used to modify human behavior
and the conduct of programs to cause such modifications.

My first rirction was that Alley's model would not fit this defini-
tion. Since I was reluctant to change the definition, the alternative was
to change the model. The new model would have to accommodate the

4' three concepts in the definitionmotor activity, human behaVior,
programs. It seemed somewhat obvious that two of these concepts act
upon, the third; -that is, motor activity, and programs act upon human
behavior. But there was still the matter of how to show the relation-
ships among the three concepts. A cue comes from the abstractness-

,

concreteness trait in motor activity and programs. On ;the continuum of
an abstractness-concreteness dimension, motor activity and programs
are poles apart. Motor activity is real; you can see it and recognize it
for what it is. Motor activity is a child skipping, a woman swimming,
a man lifting weights. There's nothing abstract about any of these
activities. YOu recognize, them for what they are. On the other hand,
a program is an idea developed, to explain something abstract, and
when .you look at something called a program, you give it a label, such
as physical education, while. someone else may give the same prqgtam
a different label, such as recreation. For example, one day I came late
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to a meeting at which a videotape was being shown of an adult working
-wfilt-a--chlid-who-was engaged in what -wat-clearly and concretely -a
motor activity. I watched the remainder of the showing, convinced I-
MU" watching a portion of a physical education program. When the
Wits came on T. discovered that the presenter was a dance therapist
showing a videotape of herself providing a child with dance therapy.
Furthermore, she bristled. slightly when I innocently commented that
what we saw looked very much like physical education.

Yes, I am convinced that motor activity and program are poles
apart; yet. they both are used to change human behavior. That sort of
puts human behavior in the middle, and that's the way I would translate
my definition of physical education into a structural model, as shown
below.

MOTOR ACTIVITY
modifies human behavior

we CAN modify

U N A N . 1 1 ` A AV I

Blow anics Motor /earning ExNercise Social
physiology , soc

-4tficiacilBly"
The meats to modijy behaviorh

-----
f-Hiifo-ienda-Philosophy
(What we WANT' to modify):.....

PHYSICAL EDUC TION PROGRAMS
modify human behavior

Structural Model of Relationships in Physical Education.

chology-
gY.

The rest of my remarks go directly t;Dr. Broekhoffsi paper. As a
scientist, Broekhoff comments that he has strong, feelings about the
worth of an academic discipline. As a *Wei, Ptoo have strong feel-
ings about the worth of an academic disciplineso much so that the
upper,half of the structural model I prepared represents the role of the
disciplines in determining the worth of motor activity. The scientist tells
us.what motor activity can do. My career as a teacher is on the line in
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these days of ban budgets whefe survival of the profession may depend
-upeitwhist IMO.- can do. Every time- science forges a strrmger
link batireea motor activity and medical health, I utter thanks to the
scientists who are clarifying the role of motor activity.

Dr, Broekhoff writes about objectives as mirrors of the values of a
particular society. The implication here is thpt while motor activity can
be used in many ways to achieve a variety of objectives, some objective4
may be more relevant to society than others. His example of physical
strength is excellent in that it shows bow changing values of society can
elevate a particular objective to a pinnacle or reduce the same objec-
tive to a level of unimportance. Who would have thought 30 years ago
when strength and other fitness components were riding high °Atha
crest of priorities because of the demands of a worldwide war, that 30
years later that very same element of strength would be in danger .of
falling into disrepute because the gender roles with which strength is
associated are being attacked? As Pa teacher, I had better stay in tune
with the times or lose my audience, especially now when physical
education is becoming increasingly elective.

The matter of priorities in physical education objectives is reflected
in the lower half of the structural model I prepared. The model shows
that history and philosophy give direction to the physical education
program, making some behaviors more important than others. It also
shows that methodolon4nd curriculum are means used to modify
behaviors.

Broekhoft's reference to strength and gender roles helps us realize _

that the pathway between, program and behavior can be a two-way
street. On the one hand physical education can modify social behavior,
and on the other hand social behavior can modify physical education.
Notice the arrow heads at both ends of the line connecting social
psychology-sociology and physical education in the model.

As a teacIler, . I like the idea in my model of the separation between
what physical education can do and what it ought to be doing. I know
physical education programs can be used -to increase physical fitness,
but I am not Beall convinced that I should be spending as much time
in clast as it would take to raise fitness to the high levels which some
programs have achieved. I would rather teach my students about fitness
exercise programs and give them the incentive to develop fitness out-
side the regular' class, alloWing more time to teach motor and sport
skills. Society is. less enamoured of the work ethic than before, and
leisure appears to be a concept whose time has come. Tennis, paddle
ball and golf are some of the activities that are "in" and I had better_
get the message or I'll be up on the carpet, trying to explain to irate
parents and school administrators why I'm still teaching the old phys-
ical education.
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Summarizing, as teacher I've got to be on my toes, which means
I shonki:

1, know what motor activities can do to change behavior
2. make wise choices about priorities In planning the physical

education program 1

3. be aware of changing cultural norms and their implications for
teaching physical education.

Dr. Broekhoff's paper could help me stay on my toes.

RELATIONSHIPS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
A VIEW FROM EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Perry B. Johnson

"We are the two halves of a pair of scissors, when apart, Pecksniff, but
together we are something." Charles Dickens, The Old Curiosity Shop

I have taken the liberty to assunie that the aim of this year's
Academy program planners is to stimulate the emergence of a together.
rather than a disjointed, profession toward the ultimate end that liasic
physical education !night be improved. Such an aim is admirable and
lofty and, in the minas of some, unattainable as well! Implicit in the
theme of these meetings are two' premises: 1) there is some dissatisfaction
with what basic physical education is, and 2) the independent nature of
the various so-called subdisciplines is either responsible for -this state
and/or that a strong working relationship among them, holds some real
hope for improving the situation. To describe these relationships, as
challenging and complex as such a description may be, is hardly the
most difficult task before us. To describe them in such a manner as to
break through the many ego-involved personal biases so tenaciously and
defensively clung to by so many of us is a monumental chore.

I can do no more (nor could I do less) than to lay carefully before
you my considered perception of what ought to be in contrast with what
is. I implore your careful consideration of these perceptions before
making a conscious, objective decision as to what to discard and what
to accept.

While musing and nodding my head in disbelief that we are as a
professional group considering what should be so obvious, I was struck
by the relationship of this theme to several themes in the recent past;
"Accountability, Relevance, and Involvement"; "Shall We Change the
Designation Physical Education?"; "Shall We Support the Concept of the
Development of a NatiOnaL Curriculum Model?" All of these themes
relate, in one'fashion or another, to what goes on in the name of basic,
physical education.}Ben Franklin may not have given much thought to.'
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basic physical education in Poor Richards Almanac; nonetheless he
left us with meaty principle to keep in mind when we take a serious
look at our basic programs: "It is hard for an empty sack to stand
upright." 1 do see our sack ("bag" if you prefer) as being at least par-
tially full rather than empty and, in all fairness ii. in some places the
sacks are overflowing while in other places they ale at least fuller than
they were. Yet our Collective sack is in general not standing upright
because it is relatively empty; it is large enough and we must fill it.
Perhaps we can provide a stimulus that will lead to the filling of our
sack; such an (fort is a worthy aim.

With this aim in mind, I will address myself; from the viewpoint
of an exercise physiologist, to the questions posed by Dr. Alley and his
planning, committee. But before responding to these questions, lest my
perceptions be misconstrued and therefore any subsequent debates by
us .tendered ambiguous, 1 wish to identify the basic working definitions
essential to any rational discussions of these questions. My working
definitions may differ from yours or from more traditional ones, but I
can work only from those in which I. believe. I hope that you will be
able to separate any quarrels you have with my specific proposals from.
quarrels more precbely associated with my underlying working definitions.

Physical education, by whatever naive we do or ought to call it,
is first a discipline, that is to say, a "specific branch of learning" and,
second,.by intent and by focus, a profession; it is a "vocation requiring
knowledge- of some specific discipline." It is, therefore, both the study
and educational application of concepts and principles of the motor.
cognitive. affective and social dimensions of and related to human
physical activity. be it work. sport or play. be it _tier typical or atypical
persons. It is clear what is meantphysical education should be the
study and practical application of all that is known and all that can be
learned about every aspect of the physical activity of both play and
work for every person, whatever his...or her physical abilities and limita-
tions.

A discipline is any of learning; thus any unified and sys-
tematic effort to extend k dge beyond that contrived out of a shar-
ing of ignorance can rightfully be called a discipline. In a similar vein,
any truly learned person With profound knowledge of a specific discipline
attained by systematic study can rightfully be called a scholar. I shall
use these four terms as I have defined them throughodt the paper:
physical education, profession. discipline and scholar.

WIWI are the Nature and the Objectives of the Subdiscipline exercise
Physiology?

Exercise physiology is a science, that is, a branch of study and
knowledge dealing with facts gained and being gained by systematic
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study. It concerns itself with the functions of the living organism during
and as a result of physical exercise. Its primary objective is to study.
discover and. explain: (I) the physiologic0 responses of the body to
exercise, and (2) the physiological adaptations resulting from regular
exercise. Often this objective is motivated by an interest in how these
discoveries and explanations relate to and can improve physical per-
formance and health, or how they relate to safety while engaging in the
physical exercise of work or play.

What Is the Relationship of Exercise. Physiology to the Other Sub-
disciplines?

I IP

Before describing the relationship of exercise physiology to the
other sudisciplines. I am compelled to comment upon the nature of our
subdisciplin,is. In keeping with my definitions, physical education is in
part a discipline composed of various subdisciplines. I see potential new
subdisciplines waiting to be made viable and professionally acceptable
by those who might be willing to make them so by means of their
unified, systematic search for knowledge, using the proper scholarly
tools of inquiry and hypothesis -testing. Thus, I believe curriculum,
methods and game-sports-activities could become subdisciplines in the
fullest sense of the' word. In regard to the subdisciplines as classified by
our planning committee, I would be more comfortable with a few slight
modifications. First, I believe we might logically separ(te psychology
from the sociology of physical activity, but since they both are basic
ingredients of the affective domain made up essentially of cognitive
behavior and related emotions, whether individual or collective, I can
be comfortable in this presentation with their marriage. SecOnd, growth
and development (including geriatrics) must be included, if not as a
separate subdicipline, then as one fundamental consideration within
several appropriate subdisciplines; the same is true for measurement
and evaluation. My assumption is that each of the life. science sub-
disciplines subsumes within its -particular foctis growth and develop-
ment as well as measurement and evaluation of the phenomena involved.
Third. 1 must think of history and philosophy as separate subdisciplines.
Fourth, I must alSo.add two subdisciplines: (1) remedial - .adaptive phys-
ical activity ,(by.` whatever name you prefer) because I don't feet the
ndividual subdisciplines can give the attention to this area that it

needs; and (2) games, 'sports and activities. The latter. I fear, was not
identified as a subdiscipline for an obvious yet la table reason: it is
considered to be what basic physical education is. d though this is
historically all too true and though it may be true tha such activity is
the means as well as a major component of what we ou t to be doing,
it certainly is not, and should cease to be what basic physical education
is. Therefore, I submit that we should have scholars providing input to



Abe basic program from a subdiscipline of mimes, sports and activities
(with no preconceived notion as to what belongs in the program just
because it is an activity or because it has been there). Finally, 1 should
like, to separate curriculum. and methods, the reason for which will
becOme obvious as I proceed. With this slightly modified and expanded
set of subdisciplines. then. 1 will yndertake the task of succinctly dc-
scribing the relationships between exercise .physiology and each of its
sister subdisciplines.

Simply stated, there exists ideally 'a working relationship between
exercise physiology and every one of the other subdisciplines I have
proposed; Part I y'Figure I illustratesthe relationships schematically.
The possible relatloiiships art of several kinds: (1) 'subdisciplines may
study or apply certain concepts or principles by working cloSely together;
(2) one subdiscipline may provide or seek feedback from another; (3)
one may suggest to the other certain problems for study. Representative
examples should clarify the potential relationships I see' for, exercise
physiology with each subdiscipline.

I. With hiomechanics: cooperative research to improVe running, effl-
ciensy, lifting efficiency. safety in physical activities. etc,

2. With motor learning: cooperative research to explain the mechanisms
responsible for strength and muscle endurance increases; exploration
of the improvement of a comPlex skill where fatigue is an especially
disrupting problem
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ith Apsycho-sociological: study of some Siecific endurance. perfor-
:--M4nce where motivation and,social setting^ are particularly involved

4.1 With- iemedii4atlaptivri research fnvolving the techniques of range-
of- motion 'increase Where. ripaIr4bie -muscle damage is involved;
extent ;of en`durarif activity for emotionally "disturbed patients , in

s'. terms of increases-
ce

blood lactate level
5.. James, sports, and activities: endurance ..ancl.. power fact4s as

- relateitto age and developmental levels, influence on rules, play area
dimentioni, and playing time for a new activity; request to exercise
physiology to study physiology of a sport with particular reference to
heat stress. - r:, -.

- . ., Art
,

6: With history:.:in ut from histOry conceiving the origin and cultural
view, of coaching practices that ha evolved from a purely pragmatic.

f yet vunsupporta motiVation -'1'.' . --.. ' -11 ..
7. With philoso .y: Philosophy guides the process Of .examining what

is known wh ri,,wcneed a rational value deelsion concerning .the use
of some pftysioloilkal principle, especially where knowledge is in-
complete;-. exercise physiology provides, part,::pf the scientific base,
the material foundation from which the philosopher summarizes a . i:p_1
synthesizes:- .

'.
-8. With curriculum; provides both Cognitive and .physical .fitness .con-

tent 'for basic program; curriculum(' asks- of exercise physiology, "a
what Age. or developmental level can specific activities be introduced
safely?--0 . . .

9. With method: exercise physiology provides data regarding methods - .,,.-

of attaining' fitness as function of .age and initial fitness level;---
method asks exercise physiology to study modified fitness methods-,) that will be effective within specific kinds of facilities limitations.

These examples make it clear that exercise phySiology should and could
have a close and important working relationship with, each of the other

. subdisciplines. .-

What Is the Relationship of Exercise Physiology to the Basic Program?
It seems apparent that exercise nhysiology can have a moseintimate

(Tiplationship with the basic physical eftcation program and does, in fact,
in the .inter-relationships model I have just described. This particular
model is explicit -there can be no basic program of substance and quality
without exercise physiology and the other subdisciplines. ILIketvise, it is not
possible to have a basic prqiiram that. is compatible with rriy definition of
physical education without this relationship. ExercisspliSrsiology con-
tributes to and relates with the basic program directly Mfwell as with and
through the other subdisciplines; the relationship, to be complete,

Ir- needs to be a two-way thoroughfare, with feedback and constant up-
dating: 1
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To be more specific, exgrcir physiology has- identified may basic
-principles and concept thatshould be a part of the basic program. The
following Usti.* by no means exhaustive. There are of course, Many sub-
concepts and lower order principlesisftbsumed under each of these major
headings:. A4o, there is much yet to be learned, and subsequentlyadded,
to this list,
1. Cognitive as well as practical Principles relating to the assessment,

attainment and maintenance of: circulorespiratory capacity (aerobic
poiVer), strength muscular endurance, flexibility, and optimal body
compositiofi .

2.. Concepts relating to: (a) the potential values of attainingand maintain-
ing the above fitness'qualfties; (b) exercise limitations related .to age
and health status; (c) appiaisal of the various substances purported to
aid performance; (d) exvcise responses, their mechanisms and impli-
cations; (e) training adaptations, their mechanisms and implications;
(f) effects of regular exercise On growth and development and vice
versa; (g) effects of exercise on aging and vice versa;_ (h) relationships-
among diet, regular exercise and weight control

3. Principles guiding us as to when children are physiologically ready to
safely undertake physical fitness improvement

It seems difficult to escape the obvious: the basic program should
receive considerable input from exercise physiology.. The relationship is.
(limited only by choice, apathy or ignorance of one or both of the parties
involved!

. .

Is there a ritionale drat encompasses in an orgagized, consistent and
integrated fashion all of the subdisciplines and what goes on in the basic
progra 0! Is there a rationalcthat encompasses what should go on in

asic program? YES! -.. .

The unequivocal NO answer to the first question arises from my
conviction that,'except in a few isolgUsd situations, whaf we call the basic
program of K-12 and college servicF7hysical education is not the result of
any coordinated effort at utilizing input frorrf all of the subdisciplines.

For emphasis of this point, let me state, again my definition of
phytical education: the study of and educational appliCation of concepts
and principles of the motoi, cognitive, affective, and social dimensions= of
and related to human physical activity, be it work, sport, oplay, be it for
typical or atypical persons. Unfortunately, our sack is nowhere near this
full! ta-reful inspection shows that the scope of the study is limited:That in
our basic programs, by and large, 'educational application is way behind
what is known; we giv lip service to and provide little, if any, purposeful

kattention
to t lye, affective and social dimensions; we are obsessed

(4,6,with the play' and sport; and we are only beginning to lend adequate
support to the need for full range activity for the atypical. All too often,
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physical education is wh4tever the physical educator do*s. Locked cim-
fortablY behjnd a formidable door, basic physical education all too often
sits, oblivious to the knocking at its door by the various subdisciplinet
wanting to be admitted for an audience! .

But what could, and should, if* relationship be? That, blessedly, is
quite another matter! Nipee. the potential working relatio among the
subdisciPlines in...Fig-tire 1. Most of the sub ciplines,
especially those currently possessing relatively large bodiei of knowledge;
are highly interdependent (or should be), and exerci physiology, motor
learning, ,biomechanics,:sobiopsychology`," reniedial-ad tive-(all with their
growth, development; measurement and 'evaluation 7conipon ts)- ob-.
viously have input for curiiculum4and method. In addition, hi ory and
'philosophy also should provi0 content input and both can 1st with
methods development. Examples of the subdisciplines' input o curric-
ulum, and method should be obvious. Ay you,see, there are threekindi
orinput:' (i) what I will call content input (what is. to be taught); (2)
differentiited from content "Is curriculum input (when, how much and
in what sequence information and activities are best introduced); and
(3) method input (how best to facilitate cognitiVe, motor, affective and
social learning related to physical activity).

Figure t portrays .the curriculum scholar "-gathering- content" as
well as input regarding the optimal developmental level,- proper se-
quence and time required for the learning experiences, and so on.
From these he or she develops a curriculum; which "cshould be an
explicit series of intended learning e4periences. The methods scholar,
kaced n input from the subdisciplines (especially motor learning, socio-
tisy ologicalremedial-adaptive and the growth and development corn-
pon t's of exercise physiology) as well as from his own research,
designs. optimizing learning experienees for each and every cognitive,
motor and affectiv component of the curriculum. The historian .and
philosopher 'also ist where needed in the processes of developing
curriculum and m ods, the historian providing carefully conceived
probability estimates of the future based on meticulouS study of the
past, the philosopher providing guidance for decision making where the
body of knowledge has gaps or is incomplete, or 'whertevalue decisions
are called for.

Finally, the curriculum and methods scholars must constantly eval-
uate the results of the learning experiences and re-design as necessary,
submit problems for investigation to the other subdisciplines, and so
on. Jr"

Where does this schema place the practitioner, the physical edu-
cation teacher? The latter is, of course, the final implementer of our
plan for the potential learner and no less important than any of the
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contributing scholars I have described. Teaching is an art, one which
many believe- to be almost inborn. Be that :as it may, that art, in

.physical education, must be based on science and can be enhanced by
- input from science. As a simplified example, assume that the. methods
scholar has established on the basis of logic and rigorous-research that
significantly greater numbers of adolescents I develop positiire exercisit ,

11-behavior . if allowed options than if inequired o participate in certain
activitiets, In al)propriate curriculum units, t is principle would be
hefavily stressed in the curriculum methods guidelines. The probability
that More teachers will incorporate this principle into their program
would thereby be increased and thus we would enhance their t "art" of
teaching. Along. with whatever the teacher brings to the profession in
the. way of personal characteristics, he or she must be well/prepared
academically to implement the program to really physi y educate our
childrenand youth. The teacher must have a reasonab a working know-
ledge of fiat has-gone into the development of the 'co tent and meth-

jods as well as the content and methods pr- se. 1 o not believesthe
teacher can effectively teach from : a "teach-look other words,
cannot use the "cookbook" approach to teaching). .4, - -,

This schema of the relationship among the subdisciplines as it
could and should be is, to be sure, intomplete. There are queitions to
be answered even at the theoretical level let alone regareIng imple-
mentation. For example, does the, curriculum scholar simply develop
the series of structured learning experien4es as a' topical outline leaving
tie rest to the practitioner, or does he/she expand the outline and
include the content' in depth? Does the methods scholar simply extract
from-the research literatpre or go beyond and conduct a different, more
classroom- oriented type of methodology research of one's. own?

When it comes to the question of implementation, I ask myself:
where and how shall such a schema functionat the local, state,
.district or national level? How .does Abe availability- of competent schol-
ars in all of. the suggested subdisciplines influence the answer to this
question? Are there sufficient scholars to 'implement such a cooperative
effort at th.e local or even sate or regional level? The answer to me is.
quite clear: we have no choice- at the presentwe implement our inter-
subdisciplinary effort in a very few_. isolated local levels or at the na-
tional level, and we simply do not currently have the qualified scholars
(as I have defined scholars) in all of the subdisciplines to do otherwise.

-This integrated approacticould be implemented and a model basic
program developed. Such a model must be flexible. Rather than reduce
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creativity, it can enhance creativity, for it should be clear that no one
creates anything totally new..but rearranges and synthesizes that which
is already stored in various loci of the sensory-association arias of one's
ceirebial cortex. This, since creativity cannot exist without models of
some sort, .why not. provide good models to replace those which teachors
now have? (The models are generally the K-12 programs to which they

.t themselves were .exposeck)
As a further argument to support such an effort, Figure 2 illus-

trates the. effect such a flexible model ought to have eventually .on
basic physical, education. With our hit-and-miss interrelationships
among the subdisciplines and with what goes on now in basic physical
education, I su'lmit thaliehe distribution of total. numbers of optimally
physically educated. persons in our, country presently approximates a
curve badly skewed to the left (A). A flexible model developed by
integrated efforts of the scholars as suggested by my schema, presented
tactfully but vigorously to our schools and practitioners, could and
should normalize the curve as shown (B). Can our aim be anything but
to physically educate as many eople as we can to an optimal level so
that: t'hey, have. a thorough nowledge about everything related to

1' exercise, fitness and sports kills; they have the ability (#nd skills,
within . their genetic limitatio s, to rform physically, be it in their

a4vork or their play; and they migh enefit from actual
and444tavior that reflects positive use of what they do know and What they

can do?,

S

.1
A

B

soli isms

0% 50% 100%

KNOW EDGE LEVEL

Figure 2. Distribution of physical 'ty knowledge levels among American adults.
A: Estimate of current distribution; B: Hy 'thesized normalization that could result frolii
proposed approach to basic program, develop. ment.



I ant convinced that physical education has. been attempting to fill
its sack so that it will stand upright and that small strides are being
made. But we will never have a normal curve and will, at best, shift the
skewness of our existing curve only very slowly to the righilluCliur sack
will not stand upright as long as our basic' programs remain unduly
preoccupied with games, sports and activities, giving only lip service to

'important cognitive and affethe very ti
content, principles, curriculum, anderth s texts wilkdb exactly that).

learning (and most of our

Neither can our sack be filled as lo g as our subdisciplines work
independently, and not Until we find some way of initiatirtg and using
effective feedback so that the research of our life-science disciplines
identifies answers to questions being asked. It isn't likely -to happen
until we develop more curriculum scholars who aye, in fast, experts ifi
more than outlining the activities and sports to be included and in whpt
sequence for how many weeks. These curriculum .scholars must incor-
porate more than topics, games and skills; they must develop specific
cognitjve and affective content. Likewise, we must have methods scholars
to provide us with more _than squad 'arrangements, generalizations
about learning, ways to take roll and keep records and grade students; -they must investigate, for example, ways of utilizing whAt we know
alwut social impact, learning principles, _arid so on, to improve the
facilitation of the learning of the cognitive and affective concepts re-
latbd to physical activity. In short, unless we develop scholars in all of
the. ,s'ubdisciplines I have suggested and organize our effoits fib integrate
and synthesize the good works of these scholars, 'basic physical education
in /general will continue td be' whatever it does, with little hope for
significant change because it knows no better. And we will continue to
have only isolated cases where enlightened individuals extend them-
selves to provide a. basic program that goes beyond an introverted,
limited perspectiveand even these will continue td suffer from the
lack of integrated effort and input from subdisciplines foreign to their
own scholarship.

If it is our aim to stimulate a new integrated approach involving
many competent schola'fs from our existing and potential subdisciplines
to the improvement of K-12 and college basic physical education, we
cau,do this only if by overcoming our personal biases and by reasoning
together. We cannot succeed if we argue and debate emotionally. Even
what appears to be a wropg perception need not disrupt progress
toward Collective creativity unless the receiver allows his emotions to
interfere with rational thinking! Such is. not easy, especially among this
august group of peopgwhe do think well and have done so for years.
But I. urge that we have a go al it; our sack is large but needs to be full
to stand upright. We can do this only by in integrated effort; to
paraphrase Dickens, we are several pieces of a tremendous bio-machine,
when apart, Pecksniff,' but together we are something."
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REACTION 9F A TEACHER-COACH TO-JOHNSON'S
"A VIEWPOINT FROM EXIRCISE PHYSIOLOGY"

Katherine L. Ley

Many years ago when first ventured forth as a young professional
speaking on panels And joining discussion groups, I was startled by E.
C. Davis when .he said, "The practical mind is a stone in the road of
progress" because I had prided myself on having a practical mind.
Ideas had to be useful or they were unworthy of my consideration. My
evaluation dr-a.protiogal was based on whether it was a good idea (and
the majority.were) and how soon it could be put into practice. Too few
ideas could be implemented immediately; thus, in my opin, the
lost merit. Today I. am. cast- in the 'role of a stone in e road of
progress. I am to react to the position paper just presented-'from the

teacher -coachof a teher-coach or student-performer, a practitioner, if
you

First let me underscore the importance of the topic being addressed
by this 'Academy. The relationship between theory and practice is such
a timely issue that I would label it "survival talk" for physical educa-
tion. I would suggest, however, that we are not so much engaged in a
search for relationships as in a search for a delivery :,systern. The
relationships are thetg and have been Foe sortie- tirne,Mcire are being
'identified emery day in E variety of ways and `from a&varietY of.sources.-

New knowledge in the.form of ideas 'aid concepts has been devel,
oped much faster than we can devise ways to apply it in,our daily "gym
classes" and athletic programs. Here lies much mores than "a stone in
the road of progress"; it is more like a major chasm or crevasse. We
need bridge builders so the goods can be delivered to those who need It
mostthe. teachers and coaches .who daily must meet the needs of

. students and performers.
The_ search for knowledge' exploded in the 60s. The stones in the

road at thaOitne were represented by a need for research grants. While
leaders of the field struggled with the body of knowledge of physical
education; a 'Comniiitee' funded' by .AAHPER undertook_ a project to.
formulate clear-cut 'siatements of the taCts aid understandings under-
Alying the exercises and activities in the physical education progran. The
committee's project culminated in 1969 with the publication eof the
book, Knowledge and Understanding in Physical Education, an d the
devekipment -in 1970 of the AAHPER Cobperative PhysiCal Education
Tests for grades 4-6,7-9,10-12. There are six standardized grade cycle or
step tests o forms for each grade cycle designed to measure the
content that ould be achiespd by students at the.6th, 9th and 12th.
grade levels.
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The work of this committee is mentioned. here beoalise the manner
in which its bay of knowledge was organized is a direeLapplicationif
all the relationships being discussed at- this meeting. The body of
knowledge. in Knowledge and Understanding in Physical Educatidn
was organizixl into the following major headings:

I. Aotivity PerfOrmance: Basic movement skills, body4Aechanics and .

concepts fundamental ta-movement. skills in strategies and actfiriq,
patterns

II. E of Activity :. Immediate and long-term effects, including
physic al responses, fatigue and impairment; capacity for effort; .

effective. Utilization of capacity for skills; effective social behavior;
-self-realization; and development,of values'

III. Factors Modifying Participation in Activities and Their Effects:.
aAge and nititturation,r sex .differencel, stress, physical condition, (i.:41111

performance aids, ehvtitonineni,..etc.
The concepts were graded as logitilly4-as possible from dimple to

complex and the grade level at which the concept. could be introduced
was sugristed.. "It is reasonable to believe,".-said the committee, "that
a concept could be introduced at the prunary level, stated in erms that
a child of this age could understand and work with, and t en stressed
again in the intermediate "grades when a more scientific proach is
taken. On the high school level the scientific principles invo ved might
be studied depth, and applications of the principles broadened in
scope."

Although the project of the committee was initiated in the m dle
60's and conipleted in 1970, relatively fei, physical educators be n
teaching the concepts in their daily physical education activity cl
Said another way, the theorists test their hypotheses, and conclusions
are drasiin from research; students engaged in professional preparation
learn about the research; they acquire the facts from the_ body* of
knowledge and, we who teach them, assume our students now are ready
to(and therefore will) apply the _body of knowledge in their daily "gym
classes." We have a wrung assumption!

Education measurement expIrts tell us. that students do not auto-
Matiaally make applications. Thelkfore, the learning situation must be
structured in -such' a way as to teach students how to make telationships
and apply concepts. An instructor who - imparts knowledge to a class
but waits until the final exam to ask students to draw inferences, cite
relationships or apply principlei, is being totally unfair to those students.
It is quite possible that we have been so 1;tisy teaching studentsTill the
content we think the!, need to khow that we have not taken -time t2
teach them to apply- the knowledge of the many subdisciplines oT
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physical education. We have 'shortchanged our students _who, in turn,
have shortcanged their students. lite ultimate result is that which we
are currently experiencinga. lack of regard for physical education as a

t_ discipline among other disciplinei, and's lack of respect 'for the cop-
. tribution physical eduCation can Make to total education.

The failure to teach ,persons preparing to become teachers. how to
bridge the chasm between theory 'and practice has been manifestAn.
another way. As we attempted to fully implement the project on knowl-
edge and understinding about physical education, many, many physical
educators obseried that "gym classes are for activity;:tO teach the
concepts of the body of knowledge one needs a classroom, and everyone

. knowS there is too little time spent ins activity anyway."
And so I agree completely with my colleague when he says, "Our

'sack will not stand upright as long as our basic programs remain: unduly
preoccupied with games;sportS and activities . . . and . . our subdisciplines
"work indePendently." Le.ine quote from Knowledge and Understanding
in Physical Education to the question, Why teach a body of knowledge
in physical education? 4,:b

It cannot be emphasized too strongly thit physical educktion is
basically an activity program, for herein lies_ its strength as a school sub-
ject and a teaching tool. No one can dispute the tremendous importance

) of physical ictivtein early childhood as the source of knowledge of the
world around us.

The need for teaching a body of knowledge in physical educatioa
appears indisputable, then, if the school accepts its responsibility to assist.
the individual to develop his potential; by giving him not only the skills
but the background for knowing, "how" and "why," so-that he may con-
tinue to grow throughout his lifetime.

We must stimulate an integrated approach lake that initiated by
the AAHPER - funded, project committee. If "the basic physical educa-
tion program in general continues to be whatever it does," if has little
time left for,survival. Our programs can and will be taken over by com-
mercial cornmunityenterprises. I would rather be a boulder in the road
if I could cause a detour of the progress being made toward the elimina-
tion of physical education classes- from school programs because they

viewed as being no more than organizedf re essi
obably more, has been done in the ea of exercise physiology

than iii some of the other subdisciplines be ause of the national concern
about cardiovascular disease and malfunction. There is a growing interest
among persons of all ages about their reaction to exercise, figure con-
trol and weight training, endnra-nce and fitness. Interestingly enough,
much of this type of thing is being done in Y programs, Ogure control
salons, even senior citizen programsage grchips outside those attending
physical edtication classes in local schools. At the college level one of
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the most popular classes we offer women in our general program is
figure control. The course,carries one hour of credit and includes under-
water weighing, skin :fold tests, nutrition charting, oxygen consumption
and aerobic activities. AerobiC dancing has become popular in the .

dorms as an evading activity taught by members of the classes to inter-
eated roommates. The class actually is applied exercise physiology com-
plete. with field testing; our major students do not have this type of
course in their program Of study. Instead we require them to complete
a three-credit course in exercise physiology. The lab portion utilizes
elaborate equipment not available in local schools and we dO not succeed
in bridging the gap from theory to practice for all our students because

:there is not enough time to cover all the content. Some of our students
vcilunteer 'for independent study projects at the local Y and become
exposed to the applications. possible. One 'young man took the women's
figure control daft because 11e/wanted to work in a chain of health salons
that specializes in figure control, a job opportunity we have heretofore
ionsidered offensive to our esofession, We really should be preparing 'sit
personnel- who have the scientific foundation upon which to operate
such programs.

1 Many of our athletes are shortchanad, too. We train them for
competition; we tell them what to do to get fit, but do not-take time to
exOlain why,Lhey do *what they do. If many of our women athletes are
not in conchlion, it tnay-be that the coaches themselves have never
experienced such- demands. Most of us coach as we were coached, just
as we teach at we were taught.-

. .

We already know 'more than we are teaching people to apply. There
is considerable doubt in my mind that we need "curricultim scholars"
and "methods scholars" to extend our -knowledge. Rather it seems we
should develop teachers who are scholars in the sense that during their
preparation to become professional physical educators they learn to (1)
apply concepts, (2) translate the meaning of the concepts into vocabulary
apprortate for the age group they are teaching, and (3) conduct field
tests d interpret the results to the individuals who are the subjects of
the field tests.

Furthermore, I challenge-this Academy, with its long heritage of
leadership and commitment to the advancement of physical education,
to assume the responsibility for two things. The first, in my opinion,
would do much to provide a rationale to encompass all basicprograms; -
the second would assure everyone that we are dedicated to the advance-
ment of physical education as a profession.

First, we should develop: a., standardized curriculum of physical
education for grades K thru 12 based On concepts related to the study,
practice and appreciation of the art and science of human movement.

,
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For the most part, the concepts haVe been ,identified. each activity,
sport or game needs to be analyzed as to which concepts make a sub-
stantial contribution. A variety of expe 'ences might be used to mas-.

. ter one concept, or one experience mig t contribute to several concepts.

There is no intent.here to sell a packaged curriculum beca4se the
curriculum designed for one school will not necessarily- meet the needs
of another school. Facilities and eqpipment will be different, as will
educational philosophies among teachers. Under this plan, however,
every locality, regardless of its geography, climate or social and (Economic
status, would select whatever activities, sports and games it Could pro-
vide so that the concepts taught would develop physically educated indi-
viduals.

The important- outcomes would not be what one learned to play
but .rather what. concepts one had armed to use because of playing
something. Being able to play some ing well would be a fringe benefit.
a spinoff, a plus. Physical educ on' would no longer be whatever it
does; it would do certain things because of what it wanted students to
be. Our curridulum would be more like all the other disciplines and
somethink of very own. We could have the model basic program
Johnson refers tothe flexible model that enhances creativity needed to
provide programs peculiar to a specific community.

The second project- requires the establishment of an in-house
accreditation procedureour own Better Business Bureau, if you wit.
Any profession worth its salt tries to protect itself from pretenders.
There are professional preparation programs that do not include under-
graduate courses in exercise physiology, motor learning, measurement
and evaluation, biomechanics, histiy, and philosophy. Why, if we are
truly concerned about teaching and applying the interrelationships of
these subdisciplines, do we allow persdns to practice in our profession
who can teach students only how to perfoim activities?

We referee our puJelications, we referee our garries and sport con-
tests. we train officials, but we do not referee our own profession. We
must eliminate inadequate programs of professional preparation. As my
friend J hnson says, "we can do this only by overcoming our personal
biases a d by reasoning together. We cannot succeed if ,we argue and
debate e otionally. . .. a wrong perception need not disrupt progress to-
ward colle me creativity. land I would add professional betterment]
unless the receiver allows his,e<Stifans to interfere with rational thinking."

I, too, urge that we have a go at it! It is time for us to become as
meaningful to others as we are to ourselves.
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RELATIONSHIPS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
, A VIEWPOINT FROM BIOMECHANICS

Roger K. Burke

The model for these sessions of the Acadetny,depicts a hypothetical
universe; with the basic physical education program located at the solar
center, and a number of discrete but related subdisciplines orbiting
circumferentially_around that central sun. These planetary subdisciplines
may have been spun off from the. central bock or may have been
attracted from outer space by gravitation, or then again the whole
system may have coalesced out of some primordial nebula. The origin
of this heavenly system is not under. our discussion,' but if it were, _I
would favor the Big Bang Theory, or perhaps the concept of a Black
Hole would be more descriptive.

My assigned, mission is to land on one cif these planetary bodies
the one- called. Biomechanics-L-and to'do four things: (I) define what it
is and where it isthat is, report the coordinates of its displacemebt;
(2) identify-interrelationshipi between biomechanics and the other oribitiAg
bodiesthat is, analyze circumferential dynamics; .(3) discuss intess
telationships between the central sun of physical education and the
planet called biomechanics --that is, look at centripetal andr.centrifugal
forces (which may or may not be equal, and which hopefully in this
case are not opposite); and (4) suggest what the ideal interrelationships

- in thig overall system could or should be that is, predict the ultimate
equilibrium state.

Let's get to the analysis. What are the coordinates in space? What
is -the nature of biomechanics, and what are its objectives?

I. Coordinates in Space: The Nature and Objectives of Biomechanics
Biomechanics is , a subspecialization of the parent discipline of

Kinesiology, spelled vAth a+-Big K --the whole stqcly of organismic move-
,. ment, including asa special case the study of human movement. Blo-t/ mechanics takes as theoretical basis the principles of classical New-

tonian mechanics and applies them by using the methods of mechanical
. engineering and mathematical analysis. It feeds back its findings to the
.parent discipline, Kinesiology, and to the many other interested dis-
ciplines and applied fields: s

.,
-

The fundamental assumption o? biornechatiics is that -organisms.
. .

value system and influential rfocial context. Such exclusivity of vie

filehave like machines. In,other words, biomechanics s'tudies the ma-.
chino-like properties of living organisms, especially humans, and tem-
porarily ignores the fact that the organisms, may have a personali
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point is attificial, but necessary at thr outset tt, delimit the field and set
the stage for experimentation.

If one measures the location' in space of a few anatomical land-
* marks, then the _displacement, velocity and acceleration of the whole

body, and its'parks can be tracked ratller accurately. After substituting
these kinematic data into established equations, a complete dynamic
analysis emerges. Forces and energy changes, which were obscure at
fiist, can be identified and quantified.

Applications of biomechanical analysis- haie been revealing. Some
intuitiongtabout human rnstvement have been corifirmed,, but man;

- others have-been rejected. Insights gleaned by eyesight and by subjec-
tive kinestfesis frequently have been-shown to be false: There are some
_classic examples of this. in sports. For example, the great Johnny
Weissmuller, who in .1929 held the records in every freestyle swimming
event from 100 yards to one-half mile, said (11) that. he inclined his
body and utilized his powerful fhittet kick to - achieve an "aquaplaning
effect" which lifted fiim partly out of the water and thus reduced waterjresiitancelechanical analysis based on motion pictures showed that
be was alf wet. It is quite possible (although speculative) that if
Japanese swimming coaches had paid attention to W muller's book

Alp instead of studying biomechanics with T. K. Cure on. a ingfield
College, which they did, they might not have been able to dominate the
ensuing. 1932 Olympic swimming events.

It is not necessary here to delineate the extensive 'applications of
biomechanics to a 'myriad of other fields of study, which are literally
too numerous to mention. They range fro surgery and rehabilitation,
through astronautics, to the design of bleac er seats. _Sometimes it,
seems that only automobile designers have ignored biomechanical prlh-
ciples, for we have yet to see a driver-passenger compartment fit for
human habitation from the standpoint of either comfort or safety. But
instead of dwelling on the it pplications of biornechanics, let us look at a
few of its general characteristics and limitations.

Biomechanics Is not a new field despite many recent claims cp the
con racy. The theoretical aspects of mechanics were thoroughly worked
ouf by Isaac Newton in 1687, and were polished by the successive
generation or two of phyticists. It is true that.there were some horren-
dous problem in applying mechanical principles quantitatively to
human mavelrt. Eineers are more accustomed to working- with
simple; standard geometrical shapes, rigid or only slightly deformable
objects, and, masses of evenly-distributed density. But the human ma-
chine is geometrically irregular; the orientation of its parts- is constantly
changing; and the density of its mass is heterogeneous. Nevertheless,
the imposing complexity of the human machine had been solved by the
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end of the 19th century, thanks to the genius of the brothers Ernst,
Wilhelm and Eduard Weber. Alfonso Borelli, and Wilhelm Briune and
Otto Fischer.*

_ .

Braune and Fischer dissected- cadavers 'and prepared a set of
constant proportions with which to specify the parameters of the human
machine-1n meticulous detail, they delineated the complete theory and
methodologyanatomical, mechanical and mathematicalfor the
quantitative analysis of human movement. There has been no substantial
advancement in the fundamental theory and methodology of biome-
chanical analysis since that time. Recent advances have been almost,
entirely in instrumentation: super-high-speed cameras, automatic stop-
action projectors, three-dimensional mirror systems, electromyographs,
force plates, electrogoniometers, digitizep, computers, and plotters.

The thoroughness of the early workers was responsible, in effect,
for bne of the most commonly- voiced criticisms of current biomeehanical
research. It is not directed towarFt the testing and advancement of.
theory.' Its output is descriptive arialysis. In the world of scholarship,
many authorities look down their noses at descriptive research. Per-

. sonally, I see no reason. to apologize for this state of affairs. As_a mature
aspect of science, biomechanics long ago achieved the goa f many
sciencesthe state in which its fundamental predictions

I\R\

certain validity. Problems, in biomechanics are not questions related to
its own theory; they are problems of instrumentation, of exactitude of.
measurement, and of determining precisely ho-4., its established principles -
apply to particular examples of human movement. This permits a
significant contribution to virtually every ether field of inquiry. In f47t,
such variety of applications is one of the strengths of biomechanics.

The functions of civil, structural and mechanical engineering are
analogous to those of biomechanics, with some differences though. Bio-
mechanical engineers seldom design machinery; their definitive ma-
chine, the living organism, has already been-invented and manufactured
by a master designerGod and/or evolution, depending upon' yOur
viewpoint. Living machines are absolutely superb, although every one of
them eventually is recalled by the manufacturer.

Attempts by biomechanists to invent new ways of performance by
the living machine have not been very successful. Instead, the biome-
,chanist looks at examples of biologic movement to try to decipher the
obscure details of its modus operandi. The resulting information and

Reference to English-language translations and commentaries on the historical works
of these scientists have been compiled by Rasch and Burke (9). An abridged translation
of some of the works of Braune and Fischer are readily available (2).

ti
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concepts often can be used to assist other performers to learn, improve
or recuperate, The National Aeronautics and Space Administration

'. subsidized much blomechanical research to find out how an astronaut
floating weightlessly! in space could twn a. screwdriver without .simul-
tammiusly filming himself in the opposite direction. Orthopedists have
used biomechanics to design artificial li bs that not only have the same
weight and length as the good limb, bat also- the same i char-
actecistics, so that the gait of an amputee will be even and rl mical.

I.

So much for "coordinates in space." The next secti
"circumferential dynamics --the interrelationshipi of bio
rome of the other subdisciplines orbiting around physical educittio.n.

Gircuinfereq ti 1 Dynamics: Relationships of Biomechanics to Other
Subdisciplines.

examine%
hanics and

Historically, exercise physiology has consistenly utilized biome
chanits in the development of its most important principles. Mechanics
"is crearly a central aspect of studies in energy metabolism, respiration,
hemodynamics, heat exchange and ergometry. Although biomechanics
and exercise physiology arise from different bacjcground disciplines,
they tend to jojn hands.in research. For example, the-elassic determina-
lion of human power output by Wallace 0. Fenn (3,4,5),_is a landmatIc
in bo *ological and biomechimical research. This kirkl of merging

f s ized methods in research is'the sort of interdisciplinary rela-
tionship which could be exploited to an even greater extent, and with a
greater variety of disciplipes.

,
Another subdiscipline, irotok befiavior, has had little historic rela-

tionship with biotnechats. Unlike biomechanics and exercise-physiology,
whose theories are, welstablished, motor behavior research is churn-
ing aria seething with the development and testing of theories: Poten-
pally, the interrelationship is great. The rols of biomechanics should be

`to contribute the advantages of establisheacwnethdds and laws to the
testing of important theoretical hypotheseg in motor behavior. Even--
--tually,t such "activity will contribute conceptual understandings to the
discipline of Big Kinesiology, consider here to be.theilarge,r discipline
of interest.

Socio-piychology of spoil is another_orfiting subdiscipline in which,
so far, there has been little interaction with biomechanici, The two
areasppresume fundamentally different modeli of the ..eatur0 of human
beings, and one might think that -this 'precludes conjunctive research.
HoWever; the December 1976 issue' of the Research (Zitarterly, for
example. contains a study of "Biomecha.nical Correlates ofPsychologiCal
Differentiation in Female Athlete?' (7). This sort of research. emPhasis
is pregnaht, and the offsriring is likely to be cherished by both parents.
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Turning now to the interrelationships between biomechanics and
the area of curriculum and methodology, a major point can be made by
quoting from Philip H. Phenix' -Realms of Meaning (8), the book that
served as major source .reference for the Aciademy meetings two years
ago. Az

The educator's function is to direct the student toward authoritative
knowledge rather than toward the lower forms of learning. Such knowledge
is found within the disciplines. Hence, it is tb the disciplines that the

y teacher shnsaiskturn for the content of instruction. . i . Furthermore, .. .ali
materist` e' from the disciplines, and none from caller sources....r of disciplined knoWledge excludes commonsense ap-
proach ....Education is justified only if it makes it Unneces-
sary f ation to begin the long climb to civilization from the
beginning stifled by providing a long head start ....This does not
meat', beginning at the level of everyday, commonsense opinion nor even
at the lever of skills that have proved their Osefulness in the past.

- -,.
in: transferring the implications

/- of this statement from general
education to pt ofessiorial education, some modifications might be war-
ranted. But with the excuation of a few experiential learnings which-do
not emerge from the disciplines; the statement shuld stand. Itsines,kagef
if one is willing to accept-K.'. leatly. defines the relatiotishiprbetween
biOmechanics and."curricultfiii nd methodology. Biomechanics supplies
a wealth of concepts and facts to curriculum studies. Conversely, prob-
lems.terising in the latter area should be used in fortmilaang biome-
chanical research probleys...,, 4

.
.

O.' f coufse, some needed bkornechanical research is lacking. To
date, ,biomechanical research"in sports has been directed almost exclu-.

. sivelyk,to. the analysis of superior or championship performance. At the
other end of the scale, Idnesiologicarresearch in medicine and therapy
has emphasized the pathomechanics of locomotion, and to a -lesser
extent the mechanics oeminimal activities of daily living (ADL). Between
theie extremes, tyre, is a serious gap. We know little about the bio-
mechanics of unAtilled performance,: and of the biomechanics of -the

Motor develo process of either "normal" ;or disabled persons. -,
Such, know ge 'iScritically important to ourriculutti and methodology,-
yet- it I. relatively unexplored field of\rAtarch. "---...`"4-

i%ermore,,,thereis a. remaining .problem of major dimension.
sithaisciplinek art id physical ectIrtion truly are in orbit. Al-

eV personnel devoted to professio educAtion may be Housed in,
the same campus buildings as personnel conceied with research in the
disciplines, sometimes they seem -tt live in different worlds and to steak
different: languages. .

Something mote than."further research".is requj ust -be a

aft
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drastic revoluttm in: the professional undergraduate curriculum because
the ourriculum. inherited from the days of "normal schools" is badly
outdated. Undergraduate physical education majors need extensive-basic
study in the sciences and,social sciences. They need college algebra and
analytic geometry, a year of general biology, general and organic chem-
istry, a semester of physici, psychology beyond the introductory level, at
least one course in sociology, and a course in philosophy. They need this
general education unless if is our purpose to train playground leaders-
instead of piofessional physical educators. Lest anybne think that these
prerequisites are unrealistic and too stringent, it should be noted that
similar prerequisites are ,required routinely in comparable professional
fields; such as nursing and phytical therapy. In education and physical
education, there seems to be a prevalent belief that one can understand
high principles without wading through hard-core fundarnentals. Every
nterscholastic coach, and most, exercise physiologists, know this is not

Ili rue. What about the average teacher of undergraduate history and phi-
losophY if spOirt? Of ntethods? Of curriculun? Of administration? Or
for that mattet,-of.structural kinesiology and mechanics?

We are a in4tvement Science, but we often relegate specific muscle
actions to an ,inconspicutous table in the back of a Jcinesiology book:"We
teach biomechanics, but many of our students, when given the equation
"s = 'Agta," can't solve for "t."
1"--Last but not least, what are the interrelationships between biome-
chanics and history/philosophy of human movement? The study of any
particular scholarly -field, such as biomechanics, requires one at least,
temporarily to adopt the assumptions and philosophic outlook of that
specializatiori. When the biomechanics researcher goes into the labora-
tory, he/she must give allegiance-to the concept of "mechanical man"
(12). In the laboratory, any other allegianc would destroy the.researcher's
scholarship. But what of the situation when the researcher comes out of
the laboratory? There is no commandment that he/she mullikretain the
philosophical viewpoint which was. so- essential, to his /her Oriolarship.
One uses the principles of structural engineering to build a skyscraper.
One uses the principles of biomechanical engineering to analyze foot-
ball' skills. A moment later, theThroblems may be quite different.. How
will the skyscraper be financed? Or, is football a suitable activitar.for -
the basic physical education program in elementary school ?. To answer
these questions, an. entirely different philosophical outlook May be
necessary.

What is true? What is real? What is right?, What is wr g? These
are questions for philosophy, not biomechanics. Philosophy elps both
the specialized scholar and the generalist,/to understand e assump-
tions implicit in the various disciplines. Philosophy also ill minates the
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limitations of applicability of these assumptions. Looking! En the opposite
direction, disciplines produce. information to..serve as assimilative ma-
terials in the formulation of general philosOphies.

This history of biomechanics contains many implications which have
Inver been explored adequately in the literature of physical education,
although they have elsewhere (6). How -did it happen that Braune and
Fischer developed their model of the machinery of human 9tovement?
They did so because they were motivated, appreciated anirsubsidized
by a social system that not only had discovered the utility of machinery
but also perceived that humans could be used as ineXpensive ready-
made machines in industry and warfare. Similarly, exercise physiology
at the time ,of its birth wa,s properly known as "work physiology."
These disciplines emerged from a particular operant philosophical as-
sumption about the nature of human beings. Appreciation of historical
antecedents:could lead us to a more careful' examination of the meau-
ings derived from the disciplines as well as to a more -sophisticated'
understanding of the meaning of contemporary human movement activ-
.ities, such as organized competitive sports.

Centripetal Forces: Relationships of Biomechanics to the Basic
Program of Physical Education

So mucti for the circumferential
subdisciplinels. It is time to examine
biomechanics and the basic program
that is the central sun to so many of

relationships among the orbiting
centripetal relationships between
of physical educationthb thing
us.

Physical education is not all movement. After all, there are cogni-
tive and affective domains, as well as the psychomotor. And even this
modern version. of the old spirit-mind-body trinity is emplbyed isnainixe,
for the purpose of emphasizing the unified integration of the living
human being.

Nevertheless, "movemenelts one' of the best definitive words with
which to characterize physical education. Movement is the prominent
focus, the universal medium, and the most obvious .visible product of
physical education. To the extent that physical education is movement,
then in that sense and to that same extent it is also biomechanical. The
relationships are implicit. One might only raise a few questions about
implementing these relationships.

. First, how much does a performer need to understand about bib-
mechanics? A short answer could be, "Not much!" Many of the most
outstanding champion performers have known nothing 'of biomechanical
principles. Alid, if the truth be known, a few of them were probably
incapable of such understanding.
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Next, should the performer's attention be centered on biomechanics
during his performance? The short answer: "Sometimes, but not
often." John Hughlings Jackson, "the father of modern neurology,"
was the first to state that movements, not muscles, are represented in
the motor centers of the brain (10). This explained why thinking about
contracting a specific muscle tends to disrupt a fine coordination.
Today, we would revise Jackson's statement by speaking more in terms
of motor programs than of specific movements in isolation because a
given movement can sometimes be activated in one patterned context
but not in another.

Analogously, seems certain that knowledge about a mechanical
principle,such as oment of inertia, is stored in the brain remotely
from the location f a motor pattern whose function is precisely to
manipula a nt of inertia. However, a 'performer need not be.
discoura m acquiring mechanical insight into hisher performance.
Indeed, such knowledge might be useful to an advanced performer or
to a *ginner learning a simple skill; or it might be motivational or
satisfying in its own right. Still, there is no solid evidence that thinking
about mechanics while performing is a profitable strategy. The title of a
popular primer on mechanics is Learn Science Through Ball Games
(1). No one has yet written a book called Learn Ball Games Through
Science, and the idea is questionable. Even in such a mechanical sport
as wrestling; maneuvering to a position of good leverage should be a
matter of pfbgrammed response to a kinesthetic pattern rather than a
reasoning process. In education, formal mechanical insight might better
be regarded as concomitant_ !earnings than as precursors of improfed
motor performance.

Another question is, how much does the coach or teacher need to
understand about biomechanics? And if again, a brief "answer is re-
quired, it should be "The more the better!" Mechanic4l terminology
might well be avoided, but coaching advice should be based on sound
mechanical insight. Knowledge from biomechanics=and from other
disciplinescan replace the notoriously unreliable jrituitions derived
from personal performing experience. Besides, what 'athlete is so versa-
tile as to have had experience in all of the activities usually included in
a well-rounded physical education program?

IV. Ideal Relationships in Physical Education: A Global View
The final task of this paper is to look globally at the described

univers of discrete but related bodies. What is the problem here?
Perh s

icitf
it iinjght be described in terms of fragmented overspecializa-

tions, divergent directions and inadequate communications. If this were
the case. perhaps the solution would be to prevent inde ndent devel-
opmerf the specializations.
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. The idea can be jected. There is an entirely different way of
looking .at t uni e, Perhaps, instead, it is evolving normally, under
the influe f i o n natural laws. That which appears to be diver-
gent overspect i is instead 'a tou-de-force4in the production of
knowledge.,: bf' there arc attendant problems. Progress .always
creates p lems. Pr ress in professional physical education has beitiN)
spectacul and appearsitrbe increasing at an accelerated rate. It has

-been pow red by the increased output of the disciplines, only a.few of
which have been mentioned here. We need deeper, more sophisticated
specializations, and that's exactly what we have been getting.

We need a' drastic upgrading of professional training programs,
and that, too,' is exactly' what we have been getting. Look at the
increase in quality of undergraduate textbooks, the improvement in
laboratory facilities, and the advances in providing internship experi-
ences. Look at the sophistication of fitness programs, a mete 30 years
after we ,first discovered the principle of. progressive resistance. Look at
the biomechanical expertise of coaches of swimming and track and
field, and note that the concept of Big K Kinesiology is penetrating
even the traditions of baseball.

We do need improved communications, and we do need intensified-
interrelationships among the separate specializations, -hut that's exactly
what we are getting.. Look at the concept of mainstreaming in adapted
physical education anil compare it with what we used to call "correc-
tives." Look 'at the new concepts of sports medicine and of socio-
psychology of sportfields that defy attempts at making clear-cut
definitions, and yet which are so effective in breaking 'down ,barriers
between disciplines.

And, finally, look at the idea of Big K Kinesiology. Don't tell
anyone outside the field, but in truth it has' not yet achieved the status
of a real discipline. Maybe it never will. But it is giving us a focus we
never had before, and a rationale for intercommunications.

In the universe around physical education, there may be some
disorderhut it is the disorder of ordeily volution.

1
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REACTION OF A STUDENT PERFORMER TO BURKE'S
"A VIEWPOINT FROM BIOMECHANICS" -

Henriette Heiny

.." This paper is basically not at variance with Roger K. Burkes previous
position statement. However, starting from a performer'i viewpoint,
some contemplations will reveal that a person indirectly involved will
put a different emphasis on the same subject matter.

It is hard to imagine that there is any activity area in physical
education or athletics that does Rot want or need the input we are
gaining through biomecitanical research. Established mechanical princi-
ples of the human body have become so much a learning and teaching
aid that they have merged into the methodics of teaching. The prospec-
tive physical education teather and coach of today cleats with methods
of problem solving that only 10 yea ago were in the hands of specialists
alone. We will have to admit that spite of still numerous unsatisfac-
tory conditions, the partnership een physical education and the
related sciences has become much closer.

Biomechanics is one of the younger subdisciplines that is helping
us to 'a more thorough and precise knowledge of the whole of human
movement. Recently its results have become more valuable since em-
hasis is put on their applicability in practical fields. The stage of mere

, data acquisition seems to have passed. The development of research
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equipment' is Ridvancing cckntinuously, malsipg it possible to approach
more complex problems f .kb a result, publications have become more
relevlnt to the specific iparitt than was frequently the case in earlier

BiomechanistrAvUl probably I* astonished about the fliquent use
of biomechanical literature by perforniers and, coaches. A- successful
coach regards his/her gymnasium or track field as a t.mling area of
suggested changes in techniques. The coach's. suspicion toWard old text-
books and traditional opinions should be, one of the strongest motiva-
tion factors for any scientist close enough to observe this urge for
revision. BuOtittt the coach alone, a certain breed of performer too, is
not satisfied any more with the critiqueless repetition of motor skills to
the effect of ripped calluses. We know that the understanding of
biomechanical principles will not prevent incidents like this, but it will
help to avoid a certain narnber of mistakes 'that lead to faulty motor
patterns and, as a result, to limited success. ,

It is true that biomechanical research has done little !Fiore than
verify already knoirn facts. autthis does not speak against its useful-
ness. In other cases .research has given helpful suggestions on econo-
mizing energy input Of increasing th,e performance level with more
efficient techniques. To a certain degree; the improving of competitive
performances, especially in individual sp9 s, are an example. In gym-
nastics, for example, biomechanical res rch has helped to clear the
question of structural classification of mnastics skills. Former mis4'
takes in .classification, and with it eta faulty use of terms, are in the
process of being removed, and a terminology from, a 'more objective.
aspect is being worked on. Unfortunately- this development does not
show up in the American Worts literature as would -be desirable. The
interested performer and coach have to fall back on western and east-
ern European sources liEbenefit from this valuable process.

.According to this literature, tii? new approach has an important
influence on the methodics of gymnastics: the structural classification
of skillsOlimplifies the teaching. It occurs that for two different skills
physical and motor. prerequisites, or even some stages within the hierarchy
of leadups,, can be completely identical. This means through biome-
chanical research we are given a tool to clean up the frightening
disorder that makes so many physical education teachers hate to teach,
gymnastics. Furthermore, .tbe fact that elements of different skills cor-
respond exactly to each ogikr, has a positive result on the process of
motor learning' through tIS means of transfer. Both teacher/coach and
student/performer benefit from 'this development, provided that this
knowledge has found its way into physical edlilation teacher education.

This paper agrees emphatically with Burke's contention that coaches
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and teachers have responsibility of knowing the principles f bio-
mechanics just as w I as knowing the didactics and m.ethodics of ach-
ing. However, we sh uld. Ago even, furt rand state that the perfor er,t1 .

and that includes t a certain degree. e,Ypunger student, performer,
should be given tutor nces to consciously apply in-physical education
classes what he/she is d g with in meehanics classes.' Right here. Het
a chancewith biomecha ics intelligently simplified reduced to
basic principles- let the youngerigeneratio grow with a new
uMerstanding of their body being a part of a nchanical world, under-
lying the same rules as does every machine. Our new (aching phil4so-
phiei aim to develop more responsibility and independence -on the
student's pa T4c teaching approach of problem solving is a good basis
from where On ask questions like: "f&ow 'tome Roger works so hard
when he ru s, but he seems to run on a spot and doesn't get anywhere?"
If the teacher would not just correct Roger but discuss the Underlying
principles, he or she might be re successful in many cases, The
statement that it is not helpful to aboutstudent. when he thinks out
mechanics while performing does npt fer ,to the learning process as _a
whole, while, includes more than just the action-much. Understanding
of methanRWA principles can help' inAgie creationi a mA tal picture,
which a student will have to eyablislrbefore he tri To OUP children,
technique is not something stPange *and Unpercerva le any more. The

,.) environment is full or mechanical equipment and today's school 'ciir-
riculum,is'eagettfO teach phildren its use. Why not ha them under-
stand their dwn iff&Tneni from the same viewpoint?.--

-From the performer's and coach's standpoint another question is
of special interest. How far can biomech cal research go in inventing
completely new techniques to achieve billEr competition results? That ..
it is possible has been proved in some incidents. The somersault long.
jump is a, perfect example. Professor Ramey from the University of
California, Davis. states:

the technique evolved? from a recognition that during the support
phase the jumper 'develops .angular momentum that results in a forward
rotation of the body if the jumper stays in a fixed position during the.

Athletes react to this effect by executing arm and. leg motions
. that effectively attenuate the rotation effect.. : . T. Ecker correctly reasoned

that instead of trying to control the unwanted forward rotatiop in the
flight phase, the athlete could use it to turn all or the way over and pro-
duce a somersault. (2)

A few athletes were adventurous enough to try. this and it showed that
they-had better performances in this technique than in the conventional
technique.- Sure, this test cannot prove that the new technique is' abso-
hitely superior, noncan another test, conducted at the,_Washington state
Urfersity, 'prove ,an .opposite opinion (I)r It -needs the willingness *of
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many, more top athletes. to try out such y6Besfions and test them for
dial! effectiveness. But, the step has been made where -mechanical
hypothetical reasquillng has challenged the performer to lipst it. -Here in
the UnIted'.Sistes IPe will agree that this approach is rather new, Arid
opposing opinions toward its probably emerge..., .", ,..

..... i. I

In eastern European countries. literature .abncerning pimilar 'ideas .,

dates back to the 501 and 60S.. It seerns.that .fOr each sport the mechani-
cal principles and characteristics are eitablished as as basis on which all .°

other biological 'factors are discussed. These include the individual's .
constitutittn, i.e., the physical and hereditary dlipositJon. the ab
fuingional:adaptation,..the mechanicid tear Aid tear and density of
indscokar tissue, and others.. With statistical' longitudinal etudiks, the.
authorities seem to have established ways ofVredIcting, in the early
stake of Childhood, what somatotype, or structural development, will
take plane' under normalcircumstanCes. In the training programs of the
USS for example, subjects are reje ed or accepted for a particular
spo thing- to their body type. Is this not choosing the right ma-
chine; iv. s Ilk mechanical job? It . is a more .philosbphical and
ethicai ti ifwe _Want to accept a s:Orrpletely planned And guided
system s. An 'extreme position is salitllom the best solution. How-
ever. we can'still learn something from these easter European research
labs .--that is the cooperation of relating .disciplines l'

'or us, a decrease. of it pride of place, a decrease of
disturbing differences, in tenology, and 11 closer cooperation with ii
those whore suppoied to benefit from this research, are defibitely
prerequisites for the continuation of the thus far-satisfactory develop-
ent in biomechanics. Above all, the human body is avery "individual"

Machine, and its ability to perform is dependent upon a.great variety of".
actors, the. concerns of which belong to the fields of different scientists.
Responsibility for our better understanding ofithe whole of the human
movement rests with all Of these scientists: 7.

a

'!°
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4.
RELATIONSHIPS IN PHYSICAL-EDUCATION:

A CURRICULUM VIEWPOINT
A E. Jewett -

.0.----...

Scholars who identify cur culum as their arealof inquiry have more
difficult,* defining their field of study !ban the average researcher, ,prac-
Ationer or professor. Othough curriculdm development has shown much 9 d

vitality in schools andlschooling since the founding of this country. it is
relatively young as a science (13). and definitions are still evolving. For
todax's purposes. I have seleCted a phrase from the ASCD 1976 year-
book, Perspectives Qn Curriculums Development 11776 -1976. Curriculum .

development centers upon "the opportunities for grdwth and develop-
.ment for alt Who are influenced or affected by the guidance of the
"school. These .Opportunities and activities are provided through the
various forms and arrangements for instruction" (3).' More specifically. .

curriculum is concerned with overall educational planning; Instruction
is the implementation of, that plan, focusing on *the teaching-learning

.. procesi., . 1

AdMinistration and -supervision, like professional specializations.
are related to curriculum. Administration prtindessAgeeriltip and
management functions in the developmeht of curricillum.-Mtpery

curriculum
n. is

Tion; as a leadership function, supervision of personnel is more. di ly
it ttimately related to curriculum when its focus is supervision of ins c-

a responsibility of administration. I submit that .curriculum is the cen-
tral area. of the three from a disciplinary standpoint. physical education
curriculum theory is a branch of general curriculum theory. Its nature
differs from physical education administration and supervision in that
physical education curriculum requires unique subject-matter input at'..
the theoretical level as well .as the application level, whereas 'both
administration of physical education and supervision ig physical educa-
tion apply general theory (of educational administration and of super-
vision, respectively). ,

t-.

As a branch of general, eSirriculum theory. the nature and objectives
of the -subdiscipline of physical education curriculum possibly can be
understood best by reviewing the five conflicting conceptions of the cur-
riculum categorized by Eisner and Valiance. The cognitive processes
approach, according to Eisner and Valiance,

:..is primarily concerned with the refinement of intellectual operations:
. It refers only rarely to curriculum content. focusing, instead, on the. how

rather than the what-of education. Aiming to develop asort of technology
of the mind, it sees the central problem of curriculum as that of sharp-

4 ening the intellecsisal processes and developing a set of cognitive .skills
that'cau be applied to learning virtuallyillpything. (4) 1

1
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Bereiter illustrates this position, assillPing:
Schools do not and cannot successfully educaterthat is influence how
children turn out in any important way. The. most they can do successfully
is provide. child care mod training. (I)

The cognitive. processes approach hai not held much appeal for physical
education. curriculum specialists since the development of cognitive
process skills has never been viewed as a primary responsibility of our-
subject field. It is conCeivsq21e, however, that as we concern ourselves
with motor prooess iskills,we might develop a parallel orientation to the
curriculum in physical education. ....

Curriculum as technology_ is a second approach, one which pas
found many enthusiasts in physical education. Eisner and Valiance
!laic described .'this approach as follows:

It conceptualizes the function of curriculum-as essentially one of finding
efficient means to a set of predefined, nonproblematic ends ..It is con-ter eniod not with the processes of knowin or learning,: w with the tech-
nology by *Arch knowledge is communicated and "learn g" is facili-
tated .... The focus is less on the learner .or even on his relationship to
the material than on the more ptIsaical probleM of efficiently packaging
and presenting the material to him. (4) - *

Physical educators who have adopted the use of highly specific,
precisely stated behavioral objectivesilas their orientation to curriculum
development are reflecting the curriculum-as-technology conception.
Curriculum materials are -.Often prepared as programmed learning
sequences. Task contract systems and computer simulation techniques
are frequently used to implement this approach. The names of Gagne,
Silverman and Glaser are among those identified with the conception of
Curriculum as technology.

s.
Eisner and Vallanceohave labeled hird approach self-actualiza-

tion or the curriculum as consummato experience.
Strongly and deliberately value saturated, this approach refers to personal
purpose and to the need for personal integration, and it vitmvs the func-
tion of the curriculum as providing pertonally satisfying consummatory
experiences for each individual learner. It is child centered, autonomy -
and growth oriented, and education is seen as an enabling process that
would provide, tl* means to personal liberation and development:

This approach focuses sharply on content... :this orientation is con-
cerned almost as much with process as the two preceding orientations,
but in a different sense. Rather than directing itself to how the curriculum
should be organized. it formulates ,the goals of education; in dynamic

j. personal process terms....It is reconstructionist in, a very personalized
sense....
As content,... the curriculum is seen as an end in itself. As a stage in the
life process, education would provide both content and tools for further
'V-discovery. (4)

4
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The self-actualizers. including Phenix, Jima, Greene, Maslow,
Benne, and Pi !der, "conceive of education as an integrative, synthesizing
force, as a total experience responsible to the individual's needs for
grOwth.and personal integrity (4). Some of the concepts and much of
the terminology of this approach are popular. in plivsical education
literature. In my judgment., however, as a basis for actual curriculum
development in physical education, the self-actualization approach has
not been embraced with any genuine enthusiasm. I believe that this
explains the fact that the most eloquent spokesmen for "the new physical,
education" are not themselves physical educators. George IIIT,01.vn. Paul
Brandwein, James Michener. and George Leonard have reakhed people
Whom we have consistently tailed to reach because they have communi-
cated their insights into the self-actualizing aspects of sport and physical
education and the potential of the physical education curriculum as
consummatory experience. By and large, physical educators have not
sought to strengthen physical education curricula by providing the
means to personal liberation and development through "this enlarging
of the human adventure that sports are all about" (9), or by stimulating
the search for the "ultimate athlete" as "one who joins body; mind,
and spirit in the dance of existence" (6).

Curriculum as social reconstruction, as the fourth perspective is
designated, is described by Eisner and Valiance in part as follows:

With this orientation there is a strong emphasis on the role of education
and curriculum content within the larger social context. Social reConstruc-
tionists typically stress societal needs over individual needs; the overall
goals of education are dealt with in terms of total experience, rather than
using the immediate processes which they imply. Social reform and
responsibility to the future of society are primary....
An approach in which social values., and often political positions, are
clearly stated, social reconstructionism demands that schools recognize 14

and respondto their role as a bridge between what is and whet might be,
between the real and the ideal. It is the traditional view of schooling as
the bootstrap by which 'society can change itself....it embraces both a
present and a future orientation, both an adaptive and a reformist inter-
pretation of social relevanceiblA

Rarely has physical education curriculum development been
dominated by the social relevance perspective. The dominant political
orientation has generally been conservative: Jot many of us are futurists.
We have welcomed very few radicals, social reformers and aggressive
reconstructionists into leadership rolts in our profession. Few of us seek
guidance in The writings of Marx, Mann, Illich, Molnar. Apple, and
Pinar. When physical education curriculum has been influenced by a
conceptan of social relevance. it has been with an adaptive rationale,
emphasizing the .need for fitness for future survival as a society.
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Academic rationalism Is the most tradition-bound of the five ori-

entations, according to Eisner and Valiance.
.academic rationalism is primarily concerned with enabling the young

to acquire the tools to participate in the Western cultural tradition and
with providing access to the greatest ideas and objects that man has created.
These embracing this orientation tend to hold that since schools cannot
try. to teach everything or even everything deemed worth knoviing, their

eAlslitmirate !Unction is that of cultural transmission in the most specific
....The curriculum, it is argued. should emphasize the classic

disciplines through which jnan inqinres, since these disciplines, almost by
definition, provide concepts and criteria through which thought acquires
precision. generality, and power....
Einetaiging in the curriculum literature currently is a strong orientation
toward "the structure of knowledge"a significant rethinking of the
traditional disciplines....By digging to find the structural bases of the
disciplines, the structure of knowledge question is bringing a new and
sophisticated concern with process into a traditionally content-saturated
conceptualization of education.. , . The structure of knowledge orientation
is a dynamic new development within a very old field. (4)

Academic rationalism is alive and well. It could be argued that this
perspective does not apply to physical education, since physical educa-
tion has never enjoyed the status of a "classic discipline" or even an
"established discipline." Certainly Hutchins, Bestor ana Koerner never
recognized physical education as a discipline, although Slchwab' might
be willing to do so. But to the extent that curriculum planners in our
field have advocated a continuing emphisis on time-honored content
and havc recommended analysis of the body of knowledge relating to
human movement phenomena as a basis for curriculum organization,
the conception is a structure-of-knowledge orientation. I submit that
academic rationalism, whether it be interpreted through movement-
forms, movement-elements, fitness-components. or organized-knowledge
model, is in fact the norm in physical eduation curriculum develop-
ment.

I have chosen to delineate the nature and objectives of curriculum
as a field of study by using the Eisner - Valiance analysis of five con-
flicting conceptions of curriculum. I believe this analysis to be the
soundest s4ailable. However, this portrayal of the nature of curriculum
is incomplete without some additional attention to those 'who style
themselves as reconceptualists. Macdiinald distinguishes among three
groups of scholars in the curriculum' theory field in is introductory
chapter to Curriculum Theorizing. "One'group...sces t Cory as a guid-
ing framework for applied curriculum development and search and as

tool for evaluation of curriculum development" (7). The second group
is characterized as conceptual empiricists. "These scholars work to
achieve conceptual consensus, to identify variables' operative in the cur-
riculum. and. using the empiriCal methods of the behavioral sciences.
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to explain and predict curriculum phenomena"(11). The third group is
characterized as revisionists or reconceptualists.

Pinar estimates that 60 to 80 percent of curriculum professors be-
long to group 041C, the traditionalists. He states that the conceptual
ampiricists:constitute perhaps 15 to 20 ,percent of curricularists. 'In his
opinion, although the reconceptu representepresent only 3 to 5 percent of
the curriculum field, "their iMpottance for the field far exceeds their.
number." He states that the reconceptualists can usually be subdivided
further:

re,

One subgroup is distinguishable by its apparent primary interest in
criticism. This criticism may take historical form, as it does with . . .Crernin
arid Kliebard; it may be methodological, as it is with . . . Apple and . .

Mooney, or it may take political form, as it dots with [Mann].
A second [subgroup] is concerned with understanding various aspects

of curriculum, such as conversation, temporality, and language in
Huebner's case; consciousness in . ..Greene's; transcendence in... Phe-
nix.!s; and sanity, madness, and experience in :. . Pinar's. (11)

The primary concern of the curriculum specialist in any field is
educational decision-making. He or she attempts to deielop expertise,
relating to decisions concerning the statement, selection and relativite"
priorities of educational aims and ,objectives, the selection and organiza-
tion of subject-matter content4.student-,teacher interaction, and .evaluia-
tion. Curriculum theory, according to Macdonald, "is the study of how
to have a learning environment" (7). IA the subdiscipline of physical
education curriculurh, the nature of human movement phenomena is a
significant factor in making all of these decisions. Interrelationships
among particular movement phenomena often serve as major deter-
minants in curricular decision-making. Thus, all subdisciplines of
physical education are inextricably related to curriculum.

The disciplinary knowledge of biopiechanics is crucial to sound
curriculum development, whether efficient and effective motor perfor-
mance is,,a primary aim or a key means to' reach an objective of lifetime
fitness or a more immediate self-realiztition goal. The findings of re-
search in exercise physiology are, clearly needed in determining content
appropriate to the development of fitness,. establishing training regimens,
making decisions concerning' frequency and duration of activity sessions,
and modifying physical activity programs for persons of differing age's,
motor abilities and leve!s of physical conditioning. Insights gained from
reseh in motor learning and skill acquisition should provide guidance
concerning delivery systems' to the curriculum specialist with a tech-
nological orientation, identification for the academic rationalist of the 3
most economical practice procedures to be used bx studehts in mastering
traditional movement activities, and cues to the curriculum self-actualizer
for facilitating self-directed learning. Curriculum researchers shafe with
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7those in social psychology and sociology the research methods of the
social scientists, especially the large majority of curricularists who
classify themselves as pragritatists or concept 41 empiricists_ yis the cur-
riculum field is attempting to develop hiset; al.perspective historical,

iir

criticism is becoming an increasingly effective tool in making curricular
decisions, especially those relating to aims and teacher-student interac-
tion. Philosophy of spcirt and physical education plays a major role' in
curriculum development since curriculum theoryrincorporates axiology
and logical analysis. The reconceptualists are striving to revise curricula
primarily in terms of phenomenology existentialism, humanism and
alternative social and political philosophies.

I have been charged to emphasize the relationships between the
subdiscipline of curriculum and the basic program of physical education
for all Students and to suggest a rationale that encompasses all of the
subdisciplines and what should go on in the basic ppgram of physical
education. The direct focus and absorbing concern of the 'curriculum
specialist is the general.education program of phys.k.th education (typi-
cally labeled the "basiC" program). At certain times,, applications of
curriculum theor- must be directed toward prolessioital preparation
programs or gradt4te programs for those who are to gilie leadership in
our research effortS. But these applications always- seed to maintain a
concern for -the student in the general education_program whose experi-
'ences with movement phenomena and 'velated opportunities for growth;
and, development are the major focus of the teacher and the ultimate
justification for both basic and applied research.

-." Macdonald and Clark (8) have stated that the derivation of objec- ,._.),
tives is the most fundamental problem in curriculum. They have pointec1.4.,
out that we have little or. no research or theory to aid us in solving this
problem. The 1973 summary- of research on., teaching physical education
by Nixon and Locke (10), which is clearly; the most authoritative work

; on this topic, offers a `learning framework for teaching and research"
which has outstanding potential both for analyzing available data,)and
for identifying important research gaps. However, a learning frartte,vork
doe not deal with the actual derivation of curricular-objectives.. Although
t .has been some excellent work more recently, notably studies by ..

lante (5) and Chapman (2), the resoluition- of value problems basic
curriculum focus remainS.critical:' 4,,

.
..1.1t''

It is ray- .conviction that the rationale foriptixsical education ,must
be derived from analysis of its objectiCres or.' -role in general education,
'from study of its values and potential meanings to the part-
the "basic" physical education program at all levels. Data-f.
available identify approximately 20 different "meanings"--to.; be sciliAr
through participan' in movement activities, ranging from joy ofirlo ye:

:N. ..
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merit to spatial orientation, and from. circulorespiratow telliciency to
expression anti cultural involvement .(2. 5). 1 propose that all of these
meanings might be incorporated in three vatic clusters to derive a ra-
tionale that encompasses all of present-day physical education. -I identify
these three value complexes as fitness, perfornthnce and transcendence.

Fitness includes such standard components as strength, flexibility
and cardiorespiratory endurance. Performance- encompasses all modes
of skille41 motor performance in sports, dance, \iiqUatiCS, gymnastics
and body mechanics activities.' Transcendence,' also called self-actpaliza-
tion, is defined by Phenix as "'the' experience of limitless going beyond
any given state or realization of being.**

Every actuality is set within a context of ideal possibility. Every end realized
becomes the means for the fulfillment of further projected ideals, . the
acknoWledgement of transcendence suggests a curriculum that has due'
regard for the uniqueness (44the human personality... A curriculum of
transcendence provides a context for engemkring, gestating, expecting,
and celebrating the moments of.singular Awareness and of inner illumina:
tion when each person-conies Mb) the consciousness of his inimitable per-
sonal being. (4)

A "basic" program or a general education in physical education devel-
oped in accordance with this rationale wotild-inclucle flinch-of what the
best physical education curricula now offer, particularly as they area
designed to achieve fitness or performance skill; but it. would also be

4,,7...revolutionary in certain important respects, 'especially in creating op-.
portunities to realize transcendence. The anticipated change's' in current
practice require some--Te.scription..

One truly revolutionary change will be ,discarding th concept that
physical educatidn's responsibility be'ins with cgildren.iriet eir fifth or
sixth year and ends with persons reaching,legal maturity' 18 to 21
years of age.' Physical educators will work with.early childhoo educators
to provide movement exploration and perceptual-motor development
programs for three- and, four=year-olds, guided by knowiedgeAle and
sensitive adults. Guided movement experiences and planned perceptual-
_motor challenges will not he limited, to sehopl environments. but will be
included in the services of day care -e'enterkediatric clinics, and varied
social agency programs. We will deve.1Thead start" programs for
those with unusual movement..educatkr motor development needs.
Enrollment will not be restricted to children froria' wetfare families or
those with multiple disadvantages, but will be encouraged for every
child whose daily environment- lacks' Ole stimulation of novel and 'varied
movemenOtdsks, or whose responses to:such tasks suggest the need- for
more intensive or extensive movemenkexperience.

Elementary school physical 'education Will he-highly individualized
and personalized. Although children freq.,ptly participate in groups,
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they can be guided within these groups toward self-awareness, conscious-
ness of position in time-space, and, identification of a dyn;itic self in
an environment of moving objects and Other persons. Teachers of
elementary school children in America's third century will capitalize on
the best that we have learned from each of the mail), advocates of move-
inent educationguided exploration and discovery in a wide variety of
activities with and without equipmenci systematic and progressive experi-
erwes in fundamental locomotor skills and ball-handling skills; strenuous
physical activity, involvement and success for everyone; and unique re-
sponses, creative expression and dance for each child. Adults provide
vative equipment; children invent their own-ways of moving over, under
and through it. Games as as dances are created by the children.

Popular games are introduced, but boys and girls arc not separated
to play them. Everyckne is expected to feel pleaSure in dancing, just at
everyone is expected to run as fast as one can and to throw a ball as
efficiently as one's level of motor development will permit. Perhaps most
important, teachers provide frequent guidance in individual awareness
of the .body in motion arid of personal response to this inner being
which compels him or her to fight actively to retain and extend the feel-
ing of human joy iris physically dernanding and psychologically exhila-
rating movement.

\ Middle school physical education will continue emphasis on ex-
tending the child's sensory perceptions It is more impo'rtant that the
child be aware of the feeling qualities of a successful physical perfor-
mance than of the result as measured by a performance score. The child
increases self- knowledge and self-confidence in experiencing gymnastic
activities of all kinds; stunts which test balance and flexibility as well as
strength, dances which pc-I-mit free and expressive movement as well as
those which require precision, control and endurance.

Attention should be given to enriching the environment, to making
the surroundings for physical activity pleasant. Much of the programmed
activity should be conducted outdoors in the natural environment which
will be available when the gymnasium doors are locked. Games played
on the sand, in the snow, on the ice,'on a grassy 'slope, in the woods,
have a special challenge and unique satisfaction. Track activities which
have universal appealrunning. jumping, vaulting, throwingcan be
given more prominence. Swimming is a high priority:,_

f

In the elementary school, movement educatois bave already begun
the revolution in physical education. In the middle school, the physical
education revolution will consist of breaking away from the domination
of high school athletics and the limitations of activities and drills selected
to develop the specific skills of three or four cornOttitive team games.
At this age. there are still many sport and athletic possibilities to explore.

ti
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The development of new games should be a goal of every teacher aml
every physical education class. Each child should have opportunities to
test him/herself in a physically demanding activity as well as to find
satisfaction in self-mastery. For every body type, there is some physical
activity which makes it possible to surpass physical limitations and be-
come a more integrated part of the universe.

The revolution in secondary school physical education will fOcus on
the personal search for the ultimate athlete. According to Leonard's
definition, there is no single "ultimate athlete." Each of our students
has unsuspected human potential: each could become the ultimate
athlete. If we, as educators, arc to effectively aid the search, we must
remember that changes in the nature of what is satisfying and rewarding
to human individuals are bound to accompany significant political
reforms. Does our world really need to encourage the territorial war
mirrored in football, the emphasis on fakery reflected in basketball, the
obsession with records and categories which now characterizes baseball
the glorification of winning at all costs typical of so many athletic
activities?

Activities which might receive greater emphasis in secondary school
include running, aquatics, dance, dual sports. and "risk" sports. Run-
ning is the essence of most sports: it is the best test of all-around con-
ditioning. It can also he a varied, fascinating. demanding, keenly satis-
fying activity. Youth who are out of touch with. their own feelings and
realities of the environment can be guided through "run for awareness"
programs to discover, as even middle-aged persons have, that running
is its own reward.

Aquatics brings the athlete in touch with a relatively unknown realm
as mastery of the mysteries of propulsion through water opens up such
worlds as diving. surfing and scuba diving. Dance can he openness to
existence and full awareness, an attitude toward life which restores per-
spective. Leonard states without qualification his conviction, "'If only
one subject were to be required in school it would he... some form of
dancefrom nursery school through a Ph.D." (6). Dual sports in the
secondary school are refined as a cooperative enterpriSe of two participants.
providing the strongest possible defense as a stimulus for an ever-more-
skillful offense, initiating each new action as a variation in the rhythmic
flow of vigorous human activity.

The growth of "risk" sports during the past 30 years has been
phenomenal. Rock-climbing, sky-diving, skiing, skin-diving, hang-gliding
are a few examples. Perhaps one reason for the increasing popularity of
"risk" sports is the opportunity afforded for integration with the
verse. A man scaling the rocky face of a cliff becomes part of that
phenomenon of nature. He relates precisely to every fault and crevice
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with just the right amount of force and angle of ascent. Ile doesn't
move absent-mindedly or consciously seek a rational objective. lie and
the mountain are one, as he makes his way to a pinnacle. The woman
who projects herself downward from a mountain peak on skis seeks not
to reach a particular place or to score more points than an opponent.
She seeks oneness with a snowbound world and the feelings of being
suspended beyond safety leaning away from the hill, of sinking deep
into the mountain on a fast turn, of a physical knowing the terrain while
absorbing the ups and downs of the moguls. of near-flight s ownhill
speed accelerates. The surfer feels more of a person as he shifts
weight with rushing, swirling waters and the cresting of a wave. He or
she is brilliantly conscious of the coolness and wetness of water, of the
warmth and brightness and glare of sunshine, of the sounds of breakers,
of the smells of the seaand of the inner feelings of his or her own
balance, motion, tension and control. Evidence has been reported that
regular participation in risk sports makes us more efficient,' more crea-
tive, and more productive persons. Perhaps.it is because these sports
share not only an element of risk. but also aspects of boundaries crossed,
limitations transcended, and perceptions gained (6).

These activities suggested for more attention in physical education
programs all provide possible contexts for learning balance and centering,
for developing greater conscious awareness and body balance, and for
strengthening the motivation and willingness to push beyond previous
physical limitations. All of these should be among the goals of school
physical education. Our programs should also help every young person
to find his or her own game. If current games do not offer the right
choices, new games such as infinity volleyball, circle football, bating,
and yogi tag can be invented. It is time to creat,e new games with rules
more in tune with the times, especially games with no spectators or
second-string players.

College and university students need continuing opportunities for
physical activity programs emphasizing personal fitness development
programs, participation in, lifetime sports, and body experience focused
in a personal becoming. Those still seeking a "fit" in an activity medium
might be guided into inner tennis, awareness running, yoga, orienteering_
or zen archer. In process terms, emphasis will be placed on perceiving,
refining, and creative movement processing.

Physical education can no longer neglect its responsibility to the
post-secondary school adult. Seeking personal well-being and harmony
through physical activity is a lifelong pursuit. Those who are most suc-
cessful serve as a model and guide to others, ,sharing what is indeed
most human. We need clubs where we can choose to learn "The Inner
Game of Golf '; public lands where jogging trails provide access to
beautiful surroundings, where orienteering courses can be set for athletes
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of varying abilities. and where adults and children together can discover
new games; instruction for the Inner Skier (Sell 2); arid committurnt
schedules 'which build in a Cunt tutting search fur the inner athlete.

A sound rationale for physical l'(1111.,%il 1011 must locus' O11 its objec-
tives, its potential values 1tI a liberal or general education. The true
value Of physical education is undisputedly the meaning it has to the
individual participant. Meanings vary for different persons and fur any
one person at different times-or in differing contexts. Yet the shared
meanings which permit its to describe relationships in physical educa-
tion and to structure curriculum can be encompassed in the three value
clusters of fitness, performance and transcendence. Personal meaning
in movement Or physical activity can be sought through any one or any
combination of the three.
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REACTIONS 01: AN ADMINISTRATOR FO JEWETI-S
"A CURRICULUM VIF.WPOIN"

Robert R. Luby

I hesitated initially to accept this invitation to react to a scholarly
paper presented to the American Academy of Physical education. As a
city director of health and physical education in a .-so-called Great City,
Detroit, in this era of urban crises, I consider myself fortunate merely
to survive from day 'to day on the job without assuming additional
responsibilities.

Desegregation, busing, lost millage elections, decentralization, re-
organization arid re-reorganization, demands for paper exercises in
accountability, cutbacks in teacher services, union constraints on regional
and all-city teacher in-service meetings, cutbacks in equipment and
stirplies. elimination of all subsidies for participation in professional
confertuicei, termination of Athletic programs. unfilled administrative
supetvtsory vacancies7all these and more prtlems conspire to frus-
trate and interfere with normal professional educational functioning.
However, 1 am glad I accepted the assignment for several reasons.'

Our cities, after all, still comprise a significant _percentage of our,
population and it is important that our problems be understood and
addressed by professionals such as those represented in the Academy.

My doctorate ,is in curriculum development in elementary educa-
tion with special emphasis on the Ralph W. Tyler rationale for currie
ulum development (1). Thus, I retain a basic interest in curriculum
theory if not continued involvement as an area of scholarly inquiry.

Then, too, the assignment exposed me to many interesting points
of view identified by Dr. Jewett which I found stimulating and relevant
to my continuing responsibilities for curriculum leadership in a city
school system of .240,000 children, 229 elementary schools, 68 middle
schools and 22 high schools and a corps of approximately 600 specialized
teachers of physical education.
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A key part of I11- lweits paper a plit.'at'S 10 1111' it) be the assertion
that III the direct tocti,, and .orkitig i-oticern l the curriculum spe-
cialist is the general education program of physical ediwation and (2) the
same t.-oncerfi 10t the general educational program should be, the major
focus it I ht. leallier a MI We tilt it11:1 111\11I-112:1C1Orl tor blot h basic and
applied re\carcli 111 the field. I !Ws Iti j .1111R1111 tWalitee at the
high 1c lltitil l,1 in l)e/r/ut,. incidentalk, ..here all start/ are responsitIle
tor both teachitii4 and coaching. We knov.., in tact,,Illis. IS a universal
dilemma. It 7 \ (111tiC1111 tit sere the tuts masters (4. athletics and class-
room iiistruclu111.

I )r. I'S rt`d11..'t 1011 tit approximately 20 different IneaningN
be sought in intrk,enient atRitics to three value clusters I find useful_
f-it !IC'S S nd 1).'1" 11.:t' are sell explanatory values in our program.
Transcendence. also called Belt-atualiration, is defined as the experi-
ene of limitless going bevt)nd any given state or realization of being.
These three clus.ters do appear to be all-encompassing of present-day
physical etiucatll,n. lit \ t rate t he last cla2ster: on occasion. I have
approached transcendence on a lentils court: and a colleague of mine'
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who bowls lust tICe a week intiiytrel he Was III a -state ot whvii hr
bowled it 700 series only last week.

Dr. Jewett suggests some revolutionary changes with which I awry
She believes that our protessionll responsibilities should go Forvond the
traditional Who'll yeitr and include concern for preschool programers,
day care centers, pediatric clinics and varied social agency programs.
How can our universities and school system start assist? We have not
been involved in Detroit.

She believes, that elementary school physical education programs
should be highly individualized anti personalized with the accent on
guidance towards exploration, experimentation and growth towards
self-awareness. EVeli III depressed Aid disadvantaged Detroit, we trod
examples of at few superior programs where Creative activities. innova-
tive equipment, opportunity for child experimentation and self discovery
exist, These schools are ar pleasure to visit. chat such schools are not
universal in Detroit is perhaps a reflection of the fact that in the ,l0s,
the heyday of supervision. we had 14 consultants in the field. "roday we
have one and she also has other responsibilities. Needless to say, sound
theory into appropriate practice requires personnel for continuous lead-
ership and evaluation. The unsolved cipitirinTrIal problems of my school
system prohibit the assignment of such resources.

stronmly support Dr. Jewett's emphasis-on enriching the physical
education environment. Schools should try to have "games played on
the sand, in the SflOW, on the ice, on a grassy slope, in the woods."
Incidentally. even though I repained a beginning tiddler. I remember
using the violin in my first teaching assignment at a school adjacent to
'the Detroit River. It was often exhilarating to take a double section of
children to our grassy playground and country fiddle Int puriods of folk
dancing and singing games. Several of our teachers currently)use guitars
in much the Satin' way.

Dr. Jewett believes the revolution in secondary schOol physical
education will focus on the personal search ftir the ultimate athlete.
Perhaps the change will be accelerated by what I perceive as an over-
saturation of television sports to which we are being subjected. Are not
these programs becoming somewhat stale, with some franchises failing
and the public beginning to turn away from the all-too-often over-

robotized and cliche-ridden athletic-responses on view?
Running is identified in the paper as the essence of most sports

and an excellent goal for the guidance of out-of-touch youth through
run-for-awareness programs to discover that running is its own reward.
As an almost daily jogger. I like this expression.

The Council of City-County Directors of AAHPER, of which I am
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a member, is cutrrentIN %tressima... the cont.et ot -turn ori pi tIgi mu% iti
ri1M'at 111 %WHI' t( (1141% ("tut I et' to). in 1)1 lew ri l' pa pci

me g the so k*,illeit IIsk spin I), oI it)(k
skin tiiN ing and hang girdihrig

iiotge I onard is truotd as stating that. -II i,)111 carte
t be requited in school It would hr sonie till ill (la liCe 11111
nursery school through .1 Ph 1)." M1111Iti ethnic Detroit has always had
a rich tradition ut Y through high %cliool Wayne State
1Imyt-rsity has always produced excellent teachers with strong dance
background~ we continue to benefit from this training It is mind
boggling to contemplate what one lull time (la ilkl' illiCa tri)ufillilatiti

in our school systt-in VVIiat potential I tir wont itle
sorely riecried education in cultinal 1)1111.111SM throilgb (lance.

In concluding inY reactions. I %% mild like to comment on two
1surs

1 hr first Is reterred to by l)t Jewett in the category a post
secondary school implication tit her paper. lhe second is an area of
what I believe is of potential concern tot the Academy which could
contriburte it) the protection-and imreo.enieut phivocal
programs in our cities.

On a recent visit to a large university campus as a member of an
evaluation team serving the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Fdlication INCA IT). 1 !mind that the university was providing
an excellent physical education SeTVie program to the general student
body all on a voluntary basis. Eacilitirs appcared to he overused.
implying that the university should consider smile increase in facilities,
eqiiiptlient and supplies is aS a grc.ticr increase in teacher and
leadership services. indeed bee a Mc one of My NCA recom-
Mendat

,

The other issue relates to how incredibly (1 itierentlateU :MU inverse
the deliver); of educational service-~ is in our nation. This is both a
strerig4h and a weakness. the cities, in niN judgment need a sellevalua-
tion approach and instrument similar to that employed by NCATI--:.
Perhaps the Academy can be challenged to study such a possibility for
city physical education programs.

In summary. Dr. Jewett's paper has stimulated my thinking greatly
and I look forward to sharing its insights with my teachers and admin-
istrators in Detroit.

education'
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Thejob does not end at the gymnasium door or campus gate. It is

not something that can even be limited to work within a single regiohal
athletic conference. No, the, challenge is national and not only at the

-collegiate level. It must be met with concerted efforts on several levels.

Quest for Professionalism and Ethics
The first level, I sincerely believe, concerns the professionals=-the

people who have a vest&t interest in_ keeping amateur athletics truly
amateur. Although no irony is intended, 'we, must talk about profes-
sionals in the context of amateur sports. They are some of the members-
of groUps such as the American Alliance for Health, Physical Educa-.
tion, and Recreation. They are the men -and women who dedicate their
livesand =earn their living=through the perpetuation, as well as the
administration and coaching, of amateur sports.

It is their responsibilityas professionalsto keep their house in
order. At present that is a difficult:even impossible, assignment. Some-
one once described the rules and regulations- which guide most inter-
collegiate athletics in this country as "being on a spar with those
commonly found on the back of insurance policies written in flood or
earthquake prone areas or similar to those regulations promulgated by
the Internal Revenue Service."

. Fine print, however, does not make for clear understanding. As
Bob Timmons, head track coach at the University of Kansas has-said,
"The rules should be written in such a way that the true meaning of
the rule is clear to everyone. If rules are written in such a way that it
takes 'a lawyer to interpret them, they should be rewritten."

What rules are we talking about? Surely, not the ones governing
timekeeping and getting into the Guinness Book of World Records. We
are talking about the rules of behaviorwhat some old-fashioned folk
call "ethics." It is the code that states the difference between right and
wrong.

I believe professionals should have such a code. Certainly, in a
nation that has undergone the trauma of Watergate, it should be
possible for the professionaN involved in amateur intercollegiate athletics
to draw up and agree to abide by such a code.

Every professional group has some form of code. There are codes
for doctors, lawyers, dentists, nurses, insurance actuaries, and so on.
These codes are not just statements of noble sentiment and high pur-
pose; they are statements of responsibility at the basic level of individual
practice. They are codes of responsibility for those who work where the
action. is.
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The life of these codes does not end after they are agreed upori.
Coach Timmons 'reached his conclusion about rules after a' survp .of
NCAA coaches revealed that some did ;lot even have the organ' 7s`

manual by which their own activities would be judged. And er-
more,..thany of those who had it, did not understand the ..rule -anyway.

What I, and I believe many others, think is. necessary is a code
that net only spells out the ruleS of agreed-upon conduct, but also
.prescribes in equally clear terms the process by which the rules will be
enforced. Such a process would preserve the rights of the accused and
would assure fairness for all. To be effective, it should be_administered
by a group that is absolutely, above suspicion and not part of any
constituent organization or group I would suggest an independent
review board- composed of individuals of the stature and integrity of
retired federal judges. Like a federal regulatory agency, it ought to have
a separate staff to ferret out the facts.

Beyond that, this regulatory body should have the power to make
the rules living doctrine. Professionals should not be willing to blink or
turn their heads when their own .code of ethics is violated' -by some of
their colleagues. Anyone who has grown up within our democratic
System, with our legal and judicial systems, knowsyes, feelsthat
punishments should not only fit the crime but tivt only the guilty
should be punished.

Despite our knowledge and emotional attachment to these concepts
as Americans, we still seem to practice something akin to mass punish-,
ment in the area of intercollegiate athletics. Seventy-one years ago, the
United States Army dishonorably discharged 167 soldiers, all blacg Men,
for a frontier shooting in Brownsville, Texas.' President Theodore
Roosevelt had them punished for their conspiracy of silence in refusing
to testify during the investigation. The records of these men have since
been cleared. In 1972, Secretary of the Army Robert F. Froehlke said,
"the concept of mass punishment has for decades been contrary to
Army policy and is considered grass injustice." The Army added that
the Brownsville incident was the only documented case of its kind in its
history. It is a good thing that the spokesperson was not examining the
disciplinary policies of American.intercollegiate athletics.

Every reader of the sports pages knows that, under present condi-
tions, when the rules are broken, students may suffer, teams may be
penalized and institutions shamed. At the same time, the professionals
involvedthe coachessimply get another job at another institution.
That is why some of us have worked for reform in the relationships
between conferqnces and national associations on the one hand* and
colleges and universities on the other. .

4
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At .an nnual convention of the National Collegiate Association in
San Fra iscO in 1974, I strongly supported a proposal aimed at involv-
inga making responsiblethe chief executive officers of member
institut ons. The proposal required chief executive officerspresidents
to cert each year that their coaching staffs.o,vere in compliance with
NCAA cegulations. At that time I sought to add a provision which
would m\ake ineligible for any NCAA-spOnsored meet or tournament the
team- of individual competitors from an institution whpre, within the
past Ahree.years, a coach was employed who had violated the NCAA
principles of ethical conduct. Under the parliamentary situation that

c) proposal .could not .be voted upon.
A year later there were 26 presidentsrather than only 1 or 2 at

the NCAA meeting, and we succeeded in getting a very similar proposal
approved which proyided for a two-year ban. In other words, institu-
tions as well as the coaches and playershave a responsibility in regard
to honesty and amateurism, as well as the maintenance of balances
and not only crowd-pleasingathletic programs.

Earlier I suggested some of the probleniis posed by parents as well
as prospective student-athletes. I am conv'ficed that there should be
one National Letter of Intent administe ed y the NCAA in which there
is also printed a statement where p nts and student-athlete alike
certify that no illegal recruiting induce ent has been provided. Should
violations occur which later result in severe sanctions being levied
against an institution's athletic 2rogram, perhaps a few well-placed
and well - publicized civil damage*uits against those who have partic-
ipated in sii illegal activities would help assuring future compliance
by other,

We should include possible sanctions on the increasing number of
agentssometimes called "advisers" or "just friends"who seek to
represent the student-athletes and 'to divert them from amateur status
because of a monetary stake in their future. I believe the states should
begin to license such agents and to require disclosure of the contracts
(both written and oral) that they have entered into with student-athletes
who have eligibility remaining in high school or college. These laws
should have teeth. A few years ago, it was found that two unscrupulous
"agents" were sending checks to various highly recognized basketball
players across the country. When the student-athlete cashed this `-`manna
from Heaven-knows-where," he unknowingly committed himself profes-
sionally and lost his amateur status. This fact was often unknown at
the time to the athlete, but would have been known to the coach and
director of athletics if they had only been consulted. .

In California, there has been an attempt to remedy the matter. In
1975, California Assemblyman_ Fred Chel introduced legislation (AB998,
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March 3, 1975) which, if enacted, would have required that recruiting
agents file for a registration certificate with the secretary- of state: Its
implementation:would have prevented a tragedy such as the one that
befell Villanova'Uniitersity in 1971. That was when the university had
to forfeit its runner-up position in the National Collegiate Basketball -

-Championship and return more than $66,000 in net receipts because,
unbeknown to the university, one of its players, Holkard Porter, had
signed-an American Basketball Association contract prior to his partici-4
pation in the NCAA Tournament. Under the Chel legislation, such a
contract would have been filed with the institution and the student
would have been able to disaffirm it within 10 days. If a contract were
negotiated in violation of the legislation, it would be void and unen-
forceable. A recruiting agent who failed to conform with the law would
be guilty of a misdemeanor. The legislation cleared the California State
Assembly, but failed -in a committee of the.State Senate because Some
senators feared it might creaklan added "bureaucracy" in the office of
California's Secretary of State If whose' previous activist incumbent had
recently become governor.

From the standpoint of the university, I would argue that it is in
the self-interest of some professional agents to 14y,e student-athletes lose
_their amateur' status in order that they mig financially benefit by
representing them with a professional sport rganization. In my judg-
ment, this constitutes conscious undermining of intercollegiate athletics
and the principle of amateurism for a selfish economic interest. It is
clearly not in the public interest nor often in the best' interest of the
student-athletes 'involved. Not infrequently these students leave school
early to sign with a professional team. Headlines are made by their
contract. However, a few months later they are cut from the profes-
sional team with much less fanfare. The student has lost his amateur
status and thus,,the opportunity to .develop himself further as an athlete
in a collegiate situation. Also he often loses interest in college and,
remains unernployed.

College -athletics and professional sports both deserve better than
to have a few such "buzzard" agents covertly preying around campus
gymnasiums. This legislation would at least give the university due,
notice that agents are in the vicinity, and the opportunity to protect
student-athletes from having their playing opportunities severely limited
by the transgressions of a few.

Need for Greater Scrutiny by1the Sports Media
We have heard much in recent years about investigative reporting

by the press and media. Such probing reporting, however, seems
limited to politics and government. It does not .refer to the sports page
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or sportscasi. Sports news generally remains "wins and losses" and the
glorification of contract prices. ,Little is said about the student-athletes
who often never graduate.. There are few reports. of the players who are
only briefly professional before they are discarded. to the lines- of the
unemployed and are but a distant memory to the educational establish-
ment and 'the community which thoroughly used their talents.

Due Process for Student-Athletes
We need rules to protect the rights of student-athletes. The mem-

bership of the NCAA has seemed more willing to make a commitment
to ethical conduct than it has either to assure due process for student-
athletes or to reduce the rising costs of intercollegiate athletics.

First as to due process. At the 1975 NCAA conveption, I proposed
that a due process hearing be held by member institutions prior to
deciding a student-athlete's eligibility, provided that the institution had
established procedures for such matters of student discipline and sanc-
tions in dealing with all of its other students. Knowing that this
approach to treat" student- athletes comparably with student-non-athletes
would be suspectespecially in the middle of what might be a winning
seasonthe proposal recognized that "in no case, shall such 'a hearing
and final decision extend beyond more than 30 days from notification
by the NCAA" But even that exception was to no avail.

Referring to this proposal and the floor debate in the 19,76 case of
Regents of the University of Minnesota, et al. vs. National Collegiate
Athletic Association. 'Ohief Judge Edward J. Devitt of the United States
District Court in Minnesota commented, "Had it or some similar.
provision been included in the NCAA enforcement procedure so as to
make crystal clear the hearing rights of student-athletes and the respect
such hearings must be accorded by NCAA, this unfortunate tonfronta-
tion between the University of Minnesota and the NCAA might hdve
been avoided." Earlier Judge Devitt had observed that "it apparently
has not been fully appreciated by the NCAA. that, its member institu-
tions have a dual-obligation to the NCAA and to the students" (p. 9).

For either an institution or a national association to ignore th6
fundamental rights_ of student-athletes in this age of due process is
simply wrong. matters of due process on campus, student-athletes
must have the same rights accorded every other stUdent.

But what of a student-athlete's rights beyond the campus? What of
that stddent's right to participate as he or she sees fit in athletic
endeavors that are not under the sponsorship of the immediate institu-
tion? Should we apply a different standard to that student because of
membership on the track team than we would if membership was-in the
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university band? Some Would conclude that we should, on the grounds
that we are providing an athletically related grant-in-aid and therefore
the student- athlete's first obligation must be to the institutions We also
provide some music scholarships or grants: do- we insist that after' a
student has performed in marching band at half -tihat he or she
cannot participate in another musical group such as a dance band
with or without compensationlater that evening or on weeke-Ads?
Both students have unique talents. I would agree that the first obliga-
tion of an enrolled student should be to advance his or her educational
welfare and to utilize his or her talents at the highest level to help.teammates and not to harm his or her long -term individual interests.
But who should decide where that balance is to be struck between the
institution and outside opportunities for participation?

Dr. George F. Anderson, exectftive
.
director of AAHPER, expressed

it well when he noted in testimony prepared for the President's Com-
,mission on Olympic Sports that: .3

What- must be done is to provide athletes with protection against being
used as pawns in any power play by providing them with a "Bill of Rights"
that would prevent any group from having or enforcing rulesiOr regula-
tions that would deprive an individual athlete the opportunity to participate
in a club sport, open meet, or'in national or international competition.

The President's Commission recognized the value of this suggestion
and the 1974 action of the U.S. Olympic Committee which provided for
binding arbitration before the American Arbitration Association in the
case of a dispute over the athlete's right to compete. After reviewing
case after case where various regional and national bodies had denied
what it called "the essence of being an athletethe right to compete,"
the Coi'rimission proposed that Congress enact "An ACt to Protect an
Athlete's Right to Participate in Unrestricted Competition" , which
would hermit the amateur-athlete or the U.S. Olympic Committee on
the athlete's behalf to institute a civil action in a federal district court to
secure relief from denials of competition and which, by mutual agree-
ment of the parties, would also permit the dispute to be submitted to a
regional office of the American Arbitration Association.

The Commission also recommended that the Uni ed States Oly,mpic
Committee Charter be amended to require "Group__ members of that
body to agree to such binding arbitration as S--"Condition of member-
ship. N-...

c.The President's Commission correctly, concluded that after an ap-
propriate hearing, the particular educational institution at which an
athlete is enrolled is in the best pos"sible position to make an evaluation
"regarding any conflicts between potential' amateur competition at a
national or international level" and "the educational welfare of amateur
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athletes who are students at such institution" or the need "to maintain
and protect established sports programs during the regufar season for
each particular sport at such institutions. (See section on "Athletes'
Rights," pp. 59-65 and apttendix on "Draft Legislation Athletes'
Rights," pp. 139-140, inNolume I-of The Final Report of the Presi-
dent's COmmission on Olympic Sports, 1975-1977.)

The members of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Edu-
cation, and Recreation should take the lead iii.-all of the relevant
national. athletic Wd sports associations in assuring that there is a
commitment 13S, them to these recommenda.tions which have been made
by the President's Commission. rithout---yeur leadership, the student-
athlete will continue to be a pawn in the hands of powerfully organized
brokers.

iiks we have seen with these internal and external pressures on
ethics, due process and professionalism, amateur athletics in America
might be largely collegiate, but it does not operate in an ivory tower.
While it may try to he amateur, it is also certainly far fikom inexpensive.

fr*

The Rising Costs of Intercollegiate Athletics"
Those of us in the NCAA do not have a good record in controlling

costs. In August 1975, we held what has been referred to as a special
"economy" convention in Chicago. We would probably have saved
more money for our programs if most of us had stayed home. Sirfte I
assumed that in this time of liinited resources collegiate delegates"might
be interested in economy, I suggested that over,,a three-year period we
phase down the maximum grant:in-aid awards in football from 105 to
65. You can imagine how much -support that proposal received: only
one-sixth of Division I supported it despite the evidence prior to the
convention that showed most football .programs were deficit proposi-
tions. Norval 3. Ritchey, athletic director at the University of Oregon,
had estimated that 100 of the then 129 Division I schools were running
deficits in football. The Los Angeles Times had concluded that only 10
percent of the intercollegiate athletic programs were in the black.

The NCAA CouncilComposed of the inter-collegiate athletic es b-
lishmentsought to reduce the maximum foOtball grants-in-aid from
105 to 90. but it failed too. The "economy" convention settled on 495
granp-in-aid. And that is the limit that remains today despite hours of
debate in later conventions. I might add that we knew we were in
trouble when Division II increased its grants-in-aid from 45 to 60
twenty minutes prior to the vote in Division I!

But that does mean that many Division I members do not wish to
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economize. They -do--but not on ,football. It was only after great
difficulty that a number of us prevented the NCAA at .its 1977 Conven-
tion from further restricting the total number of grants-in-aid' for all
sports except football and basketball below 80, and also placing th,

financialbut not football or basketball grants, on a nancial need only
There is irony in this. Many of the more powerful football-playling

Division I members of the NCAA have claimed- that they want a
balanced and diversified intercollegiate athletic program. In the last
conyention, a reorganization proposal in part was sought to recognize
such"b4iviersity. But the stress,was again on football rather than on the
divOtityof program and thatis- why the Division I non-football, but
majt basketball playing institutions buried within five minutes the two
years of reorganization work which had been undertaken by some of
the superpowers.

I should point out that I am not opposed to intercollegiate foot-
ball. In fact. I enjoy it. Long Beach, with its 55 to 6O football grants-
in-aid, fairly regularly defeats DivisiOn I teams with 75 or more grants -
in -aid.

4p,
What I am suggesting is that with the quite proper demands for

additional resources to support intercollegiate athletic opportunities for
women and student-athletes in all sports other than football and bas-
ketball, the football program -must be brought into a reasonable rela-
tionship with the goals and purposes of a balanced and diversified
intercollegiate athletic program.

I believe that the alumni, community supporters generally, stu-
dents, and others' will still turn out to seeor turn on a set to viewa
football program funded' by 65 to 75 grants -in -aid just as much as they
will see or view one funded' at the current 'Maximum of 95. Reducing at
least 20 to 30 excess grants-in-aid in football so that those funds could
be directed into other areas of sport poses exactly the same difficulties
as does a reduction. in nuclear missiles Which would divert funds from
military to civilian purposes. All the superpowers need to agree to the
standard and reduce on the same, schedule if we are to alleitiate tht
present degree of suspicion and "overkill.".

A collision course is also underway withiti the NCAA and between
the AIAW and NCAA over the question of whether student-athletes
should receive more than tuition and fees unless that aid is based on
recognized financial need criteria. At its 1977 Delegate AsseMbly, the
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women adopted a motion,
effective August, 1978. "that financial aid based on athletic ability be
limited to a value equivalent to tuition and fees.at each AIAW institu-
tion." 10

In the last two NCAA conventions, the. number of college and
university presidents has increased from 2 in 1974 to 26 in 1975, to now
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60 to 80 in 1976 and 1977. Most of these campus chief executives have
fought-for the principle of athletic aid based on need after tuition and

- fees. As you know, in 1976 we were able to force a roll call and came
within five votes of Itucceediiig wi.tin Divi'Sion I. The battle is not yet
over.

NCAA Television Plan
Why is it, then, that such little progress has been-made? Because a

- majority of Division I institutions have their football program under-
written by the NCAA Television Contract and thus do not have to face
fiscal reality. Regrettably, too, many institutions in Division 11 and III
have been apathetic` with regard to their own self-interest as well as the
long-run interests of amateur athletics generally.

As a university-president_who participates actively in the NCAA, I
kno* that those responsible for ,intercollegiate athletic programs face
new challenges as a result of Title IX. Funds must be found to guaran-
tee women opportunities equivalent to what men have traditionally
received. It is in that context that we should review the NCAA televi-
sion plan.

According to the 1976 Television Committee Report:
The NCAA's participating members received $18 million \In television
rights in 1976, under terms of the Association's agreement.wilh- ABC-TV.
Of that total, $540,000 was paid as rights fees for the 11 and III
play-off games; $150,000 was paid for rights to televise five NCAA
championships, and $150,000 was allocated for production costs and

.rights fees for telecasting two regular-season games of members of Division
II and two of Division III. (p. 7)

The committee report goes on to note that "the remaining monies
[over $17.1 million] were remitted -in --full to the participating institu-
tions under the terms of the contracts between the network and the
individual institutions."

Of the 716 NCAA member institutions, 472 currently field football
teams (137 in Division I; 131 in Division II, and 204 in Division III).
Two-hundred and forty-four institutions do not play intercollegiate foot-
ball.

In the 1976 college football season, 52 different institutions ap-
peared in the regular NCAA-TV series, 43 appeared in various types of
exception and closed circuit telecasts for a total of 95. Through various
conference arrangements, revenue from the series was shared with 122
institutions. Another way of viewing NCAA-sponsored television is that
over the 25 years of network coverage, 138 institutions have appeared at
least once, and 48 institutions have had 13 or more appearances.
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Recently the Atlantic Coast Conference has expressed increasing
concern with regard to many aspects of the NCAA FootballikTelevision
Program. It agreed with the NCAA Division I Steering Committee that
there has been 11. trend "to promote a television aristocracy." The ACC
correctly noted that the participation numBers, such as those I have
previously cited, do not reflect the equities involved. It found that 10
institutions received "almost one-third of the revenue derived from tele-
vision during this six year period (1970-1975) and further, that 20
jnstitutions have received 52 percent of that revenue." The TV revenue
can be substantial. NrAre Dame and Texas each received over $3
million in televi'sion revenues during this periKl. Football pays. For
some.

It is clear that the current NCAA television contract is helping only
a .minority of the NCAA membership. It is not helping most football
-laying or most non-football playing schools.

Just as football aria basketball have:ften provided a portion of the
revenue at the campus level to maitiraln a diversified and balanced
intercollegiate athletic program, so should a portion of the ncrease in

,the ptoc5eds from the NCAA television contract be used to underwrite
that program at the NCAA and campus level. Assuring the current,
base of /$17.1 million to the institution whose football contests are
televised --and even adjusting that base for inflationI believe that the
NCAA should first dedicate the incremental gain in its new contract to
providing a national system of athletic insurance for all 225,000 stu-
dent- athletes in 716 member institutions.

Second. the NCAA should use a portion of its increment in the TV
contract to fund the full costs of transportation and living expenses for
all team and individual competitors in all NCAA championships.

I know there may he those among you who might think that- have
dwelled too long and pressed too hard on.wne of the negative aspects
of intercollegiate athletics. However. I can4ot remain indifferent. I have
seen the lives of too many ydung people scarred by indifference to the
procedures that should govern the professionals who guide our amateur
sports.

We live in an age where bigness is sometimes confused with good-
ness, where life experiences are reduced to the substance of too often
dulling television shows. We cannotcertainly not in the name of
amateurism and supposedly health producing sportsmanshipsimply
allow student-athletes to be perceived as_products in an assembly-line
factory. They are all human beings, not just meat on the hoof: Some
may. indeed, end up in the brilliant glare of the winner's circle. But we
must be concerned with the fate of the rest.
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NEW ACTIVE FELLOWS 1977

Pklilip G. Gollnick

4,t James G. Hay
,_?'")4MaxwN Howell

Robert Singer
Jack H. Wilmorl

NEW CORRESPONDING FELLOWS 1977

Robert G. Glassford
John E. Kane

Tetsuo Meshizuka

RECIPIENT OF CITATION

Thomas M. Vodola

RECIPIENT OF THE HETHERINGTON AWARD

Karl W. Bookwalter

\ MEMORIALS

Dorothy S. Ainsworth (1894-1976)
Yoshihiko Kurimoto (1897-1973)

Paul E. Landis (1899-1976)
Cyrus Mayshark (1926-1976)
Philip Smithells (1910-1977)

Jurg Wartenweiler (1915-1976)
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
March 1977

ACTIVE FELLOWS 097

1. Abernathy. Ruth. Ph.D.. (91)
Greentree, Greenbank,
Washington 98253
(Winter 80 Venetian Drive 5203,
Delray [leach. Florida 33444)

2. Aldrich, Anita. Ed.D.. (156)
Physical Education for Women,
Indiana University.
Bloomington 47401

3. Allen. Catherine L., Ed.D.. (157)
Boston Bouve College.
Northeastern University,
Boston. Massachusetts 02115

4. Allenbaugh, Naomi, M.A., (1991
6091 Riverside Dr..
Powell, Ohio 43065

5. Alley, Louis E., Ph.D.. (185)
207 Field House,
University of Iowa

k Iowa City 52242

6. Ashton. Dudley. Ph.D.. (137)
2070 Eastern Parkway.
Louisville. Kentucky 40204

7. Barrow, Harold M.. Ph.D., (216)
Chairman, Department of
Physical Education.
Wake Forest University.
Winston-Salem,
North Carolina 27109

8. Bevrer, Mary K.. Ph.D.. 1 2171
School of Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.
The Ohio State University.
Columbus 43210

9. Blvth, Carl S., Ph.D.. 200
o Department of Physical Education.

University of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill 27514

10. Bosco. James S.. Ph.D.. (218)
Chairman, Division of Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.

v. California State University.
Sacramento 95819

11. Broekhoff. Jan, Ph.D., (244)
College of Health. Physical
Education and Recreation,
University of Oregon.
Eugene 97403

12. Burke. Roger K.. Ph.D., (201)
- Department of Physical Education,

University of Southern California.
Los Angeles 9(XX/7

13. Bvler, Ruth V., Ed.D., (186)
8 Winchell Drive,
Kensington, Connecticut 06037

14. Burt. John J., Ph.D.. (219)
College of Physical Education,
Recreation and Health.
University of Maryland.
College Park 20742

15.. Clarke. David H.. Ph.D., (220)
Department of Physical Education,
University of Maryland.
College Park 20742

16. Clarke. H. Harrison, Ed.D., (96)
School of Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation.
University of Oregon
Oregon 97403

17. Clifton. Marguerite. Ed.D., (177)
Women's Physical Education
Department,
Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana 47906

18. Cooper, John M., Ed.D., (173)
School of HPER.
Indiana University,
Bloomington 47401

19. Creswell, William, Jr. Ed.D., (178)
College of Physical Education,
University of Illinois,
Champaign 61820

20. Cureton, Thomas K., Ph.D.. (119)
501 East Washington Street,
Urbana. Illinois 61801
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21. Davis. Elwood Craig. Ph.D.. (92)
Department of Physical Education.
California State University.
Northridge 91324

22. beach. Dorothy Frances, Ph.D.. (2081
1267 Riviera Drive,
Temple, Arizona 85282

23. Eckert. Helen M. Ph.D (245)
Department of Physical Education.
University of California,
Berkeley 94720

24. Eyler. Marvin H.. Ph.D.. (202)
College of Physical Education.
Recreation and Health.
University of Maryland.
College Park 20742

25. Fleming. Gladys Andrews, Ed. D., (231)
School of Education.
Virginia Commonwealth University-,
Richmond 232(X)

26. Florio. AuFelio F.. Ed.D.. 12261
College of Physical Education,
Department of Health and
Safety Education.
117 George Huff Gymnasium.
University of Illinois.
Champaign 61820

27. Forker. Barbara E.. Ph.D.. (2.12)
Department of Physical Education
fiTIr Women.
Women's Gymnasium,
Iowa State University.
Ames 50010

28. Fox. Margaret G.. Ph.D.. (145)
Halsey Gymnasium.
University of Iowa.
lowa City 52242

29. Fraleigh. Warren P.. Ph.D., (221)
Department of Physical Education.
University of New York,
Brockport 14420

30. Frost. Reuben B., Ph.D.. (187)
1171 Tinkham Road,
Wilbraham, Massachusetts ()1095

31. Geddes. David B.. Ph.D., (195)
Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs.
Lamar University,
Beaumont. Texas 77710

tiollnick. Philip Ph D.. (2481
(coke Hall.

University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis S5455

Hanson, Margie R., Ph.D.. (2221
AAHPER-NFA Center.
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W..
Washington. D.C. 22036

34 Hay. James (;.. Ph.D.. (249)
Field House. University of Iowa.
Iowa City. Iowa 52242

35. }lases, Elizabeth, Ed.D.. (203)
Department of Ballet and
Modern Dance.
The University of Utah.
Salt lake City 84112

36. Heusner, William H., Ph.D.. 12101
Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
Michigan State University,
East Lansing 48823

37. Holbrook, Leona. Ed.D.. (174)
Box 31 R. B.,
Brigham Young University.
Provo, Utah 84602

18. Howell. Maxwell. Ed.D., (2501
Dean, College of
Professional Studies.
Calitornia State University.
San Diego 92115

.39. Hubbard. Alfred W.. Ph.D.. (ISO)
AOla Hun' Gymnasium.
University of Illinois.
Champaign 61820

40. Humphrey. James H.. Ph.D.. (179)
9108 St. Andrews Place,
College Park, Maryland 20740

41. Ismail, A. H.. Ph.D., (237)
Physical Education Department,
Lambert Fieldhouse,
Purdue University,
West Lafayette. Indiana 47907

4). Jaeger. Eloise M.. Ph.D.. (2231
School of Physical Education.
University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis 55455

43. Jernigan, Sara Staff. M.A.. 1227)
623 North Cherokee Avenue.
Deland. Florida 327(X)
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44. Jewett, Ann E.. Ed.D.. (180)
160 Gatewood Place,
Athens, Georgia 30601

45. Johnson. Perry B., Ph.D., (211)
2637 Densmore Drive,
Toledo, Ohio 43606

46. Johnson, Warren R., Ed.D., (164)
Preinkert Field Honse,
University of Maryland,
College Park 20740

47. Keogh. Jack F., Ph.D., (238)
Department of Kinesiology,
University of California,
Los Angeles 90024

48. Kleiman, Seymour, Ph.D., (239)
School of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation.
Ohio State University,
Columbus 43210

49. Kroll, Walter, P.E.D., (228)
Women's Gymnasium 21,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst 01002

50. Lowther, Ethel Martus, M.S., (212)
Seapath Towers 106.
304 auseway Drive,
Wrightsville Beach,
North Carolina 28480

51. Ley, Katherine L. Ph.D., (2047
State University College,
Cortland, New York 13045

52_ Liba, Marie R.. Ph.D., (205)
Department of Physical Education
for Women,
California State University.
San Jose 95114

53. Locke. Laurence F., Ph.D., (240)
School of Physical Education,
Boydon Gymnasium,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst 01002

54. Lockhart, Aileene S., Ph.D., (147)
1314 Windsor Drive,
Denton, Texas 76201

55. Logan. Gene A., Ph.D., (188)
Department of Physical Education, 66.
University of Southern California,
Los Angeles 90007
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56. Lucas, John A.. Ph.D.. (241)
618 South Fraser Street,
State College,
Pennsylvania 16801

57. Massey. Benjamin H.. Ph.D., (165)
213 Huff Gymnasium; -

University of Illinois,
Champaign 61820

58. Massey. M. Dorothy. E.D., (196)
Department-of Physical Education
for Women,
University of Rhode Island,
Kingston 02881

59. McCraw, Lynn W., Ed.D., (189)
4202 Edgemont Avenue,
Austin, Texas 78731

60. McCristal, King J., Ed.D., (152)
Huff Gymnasium,
University of Illinois.
Champaign 61820

61. McCue. Betty Foster, Ph.D., (213)
Chairman, School of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation,
University of Oregon,
Eugene 97403

62. McNeely. Simon A., M.S., (153)
U.S. Office of Education,
OAC/BESE.
Room 2010,
FOB -6.

Maryland Avenue, S.W.,
Washington, D,C. 20202

63. Michael, Ernest D., Jr., Ph.D., (242)
Department of Ergonomics and
Physical Education,
University of California,
Santa Barbara 93106

64. Miller, Ben W., Ph.D., (59)
Department of Phygical Education,
Univerlity of California,
Los Angeles 90024

65. Miller, Donna Mae, PhD., (190)
Department of Physical Education,
University of Arizona,
Tucson 85721
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Mitchem, John C., Ph.D., (229)
321 Ryder Road,
Manhasset, New York 11030



67. Montoyc, Henry J., Ph.D., (148)
School of HPER,
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville 37916

68. Mordy, Margaret A., Ph.D., (224)
Department of Health, Physical
Education and 141.treation,
University of North Carolina;"
Greensboro 27412

69. Morehouse, Laurence E., Ph.D.. (115)
University of California,
Men's Gymnasium 206.
Los Angeles 90024

70. Morgan. William P.. Ed.D.. (233)
Department of Physical Education
for Men.
University of Wisconsin.
Madison 53706

71. Mott, Jane A., Ph.D.:(171)
College of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation,
Texas Woman's University.
Denton 76204

72. Nelson, Richard C.. Ph.D., (225)
Professor of Physical Education,
Pennsylvania State University,
University Park 16802

73. Nixon, John E.. Ed.D., (167).
School of Education.
Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305

74. Oermann, Karl C. H., Ph.D. (162)
160 Trees Hall,
University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228

75. Phillips, Madge, Ph.D., (234)"
Department of Physical Educatipn,
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville 37900

76. Rarick, Lawrence. Ph.D.. (142)
103 Harmon Gymnasium.
University of California.
Berkeley 94720

77. Sapora. Allen. V., Ph.Er., (247)
104 Huff Gymnasium,.
University of Illinois,
Champaign 61820,

78. Schneider. Elsa, M.S., (154)
U.S. Office of Ethication,
Department of HEW,

.400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20202

79. Scott, M.' Gladys, Ph.D.. (84)
Halsey Gymnasium,
University of Iowa,
Iowa City 52242

80. *Scott, Phebe M., Ph.D., (235)
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation,
Illinois State University,
Bloomington-Normal 61761

81. Shea, Edward, J., Ph.D., (214)
Chairman, Department of
Physical Education.
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale`62901

82. Sills, Frank D., Ph.D., (175)
East Stroudsburg State College,
East Stroudsburg,
Pennsylvania 18301

83. Singer. Robert N., Ph.D.. (251)
Director. Division of
Human Performance
Florida State University.
Tallahassee 32306

84. Slater-Hammel, Arthur T., Ph.D., (198)
School of HPER-179,
Indiana University,
Bloomington 47401

85. Sloan, Muriel R., Ph.D., (230)
Department pf Physical Education
for Women,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison 53705

86. Smith, Hope M., Ph.D., (207)
Purdue University.
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

87. Spears, Betty. Ph.D., (236)
Department of Physical Education
for Women,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst 01002

88.. Tipton, Charles M.. Ph.D., (215)
204 Lexington Avenue,
Iowa City. Iowa 52240
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89. Troester, Carl A.. Jr., Ed..D.. (125)
10917 Mariner Drive.
Oxon Hill. Maryland 20022

90. Ulrich, A. Celeste, Ph.D., (182)
Department of HPER,
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, 27412

91. Van Huss, Wayne. Ph.D., (191)
Human Energy Laboratory.

igan State University,
East ansing 48823

92. Van cr, aryhelen, Ph.D., (243)
Box 3,
Sou ern Methodist University,

e4 Dallas. Texas 75275

93. Weiss, Raymond A., Ph.D., Ed.D. (149)
1665 Hanover Street,
Teanock, New Jersey 07666

94. Willgoose, Carl E., Ed.D., (183)
Boston University,
Boston 02215

95. Wilmore, lack, (252)
Department of Physical Education,
University of Arizona,
Tucson. 85721

96. Yoho, Robert 0., Hs.D., (136)
Indiana State Board of Health,
1330 West Michigan Street,
Indianapolis 46206

97. Zeigler, Earle F., Ph.D., (184)
Dtan, Faculty of
Physical Education,
118 Thomas Hall,
The University of Western Ontario,
London 72, Canada

t

FELLOWS EMERITI (59)

1. Anderson, C. L., (130)
Dr.P.H., MG 222,
Oregon State University,
Corvallis 97331

2. Baker, Gertrude M., Ed.D., (143)
2663 Tallant Rad,
Santa Barbara. California 93105
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3. Balke, Bruno, Ph.D., (193)
Crest ha us,
P. 0 Box 630,
Aspen, Colorado 81611

4. Hookwalter, Carolyn. Ed.D., (109)
R.R. #1,
Unionville, Indiana 47468

5. Bookwalter, Karl W., Ed.D., (95)
R.R. NI
Unionville, Indiana 47468

6. Broer, Marion R., Ph.D., (144)
17441 Plaza Cerado N113,
San Diego, California 92128

7. Brownell, Clifford L, (46)
25 Woodford Road,
Avon, Connecticut, 06001

8. Byrd. 'Oliver E., Ed.D., M.D., (103)
School of Education,
Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305

9. Cassidy, Rosalind. Ed.D.. (40)
Casa Dorinda,
300 Hot Springs Road,
Montecito, California 93108

10. Cobb, Louise, Ph.D., (99)
475 Vermont Avenue,
Berkeley, California 94707

11. Derryberry, Mayhew, Ph.D.. (80)
1998 Broadway, Apt. 904.
San Francisco, California 94109 ,

12. Drew, A. Gwendolyn, Ph.D., (158)
12 Colonial Hills Parkway,
St. Louis. Missouri 63141

13. Ellfeldt, Lois Elizabeth, Ph.D., (209)
1255 Bluebird Canyon Drive,
Laguna Beach, California 92651

14. Espenschade, Anna S., Ph.D., (77)
3068-A Via Serena North,
Laguna Hills, California 92653

15. Evans. Ruth D., Sc. in P.Ed., (73)
33 Smithfield Court.
Springfield, Massachusetts 01108

16. Friermood, Harold T., Ed.D., (138)
3030 Park Ave. (2W-16),
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604



17. Glassow, Ruth B.. M.A.. (88)
6 Heritage Circle.
Madison, Wisconsin 5.711

18. Haze 1ton, Helen, M.A., (123)
8 High Street.
Turners Falls, Massachusetts 01376

19. H'Doubler, Margaret N. (48)
(Mrs. Wayne Claxton). M.A.,
4880 KT Drive
Tucson. Arizona

20. Hein, Fred V., Ph.D..- (100)
755 Wingate Road,
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

21. Henry. Franklin H., Ph.D., (94)
103 Harmon Gymnasium,
University of California,
Berkeley 94720

22. Hjelte. George, M.S., (49)
"1075 East Ocean Blvd.,
Long Beach, California 90802

23. Hodgson. Pauline. Ph.D., (87)
2067A Via Serena North,
Laguna Hills, California 92653

24. Hoyrnari. Howard S., Ed.D.. (113)
Hugg Gymnasium.
University of Illinois,
Champaign 61820

25. Hudlster, Laura J.. Ph.D.. (126)
606 South Ridgeway Street,
Champaign, Illinois 61820

26. Jackson, C. 0.. Ed.D..'(104)
1004 South Foley,
Champaign, Illinois 61820

27 Kelley. Elizabeth, Ph.D., (86)
1056 Creston Road,
Berkeley, California 94708

28. Kistler, Joy W., Ph.D.. (105)
Central Methodist College,
Fayette, Missouri 65248

29. Kozman, Hilda C., Ph.D., (90)
15 Sotelo Avenue,
Piedmont. California 94611

30. Larson. Leonard A., Ph.D.. (64)
Department of Physical Education
for Men,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison 53706
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31. LaSalle. Dorothy M. , Ed.D.. (78)
Coma! 11111 Farm,
Millbrook, New York 12545

32. Lawther, John D.. A.M. (170)
Seapath Towers, 106.
304 Causeway Drive,
Wrightsville Beach.
North Carolina 28480

33. Lee. Mabel, LL.D.. D.P.E.. (30)
2248 Ryons Street,
Lincoln. Nebraska 68502

34. Luehring, Frederick W.. Ph.D.. (65)
314 North Chester Roact
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081

35. Lynn, Minnie L., Ph.D., (140)
1926 N. Market, F2.
Canton, Ohio 44714

36_ Manley. Helen, M.A., (75)
42 Colonial Hills Parkway,
St. Louis. Missouri 63141

37. McDonough, Thomas E.. Sc.D., (107)
512 Emory Circle Northeast,
Atlanta. Georgia 3030.7

38. Messerrnith. Lloyd L.. cl.D.. (161)
3513 Purdue Street.
Dallas, Texas 75225

39. Metheny, Eleanor, Ph.D.. (67)
6625 Spring Park #14,
Los Angeles, California 90056

40. Mitchell, Elmer, Ph.D., (26)
Lutheran Retirement Home.
Ann Arbor, Michigan

41. Mohr. Dorothy R., Ph.D., (166)
3046 Notre Dame Drive.
Sacramento, California 95826

42. Moore, Elizabeth, Ed.D., (197)
768 Druid Circle.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808

43. Moss. Bernice R., Ed.D.. (98) ,

1942'Berkeley Street.
Salt-Lake City. Utah 84108

44. Mueller, Grover, M.S.. (133)
637 Playhouse Road,
Melbourne. Florida 32901

45. Murray, Ruth. M.A., (14I)
8900 East Jefferson.
Detroit, Michigan 48214



46. Neilson, Niels P.. Ph.D.. (33)
Physical Education,
University of Utah.
Salt Lake City 84112

47. Nord ly. Carl L.. Ph.D., (74)
45 Margerita Road,
Berkeley, California 94707

48. Nyswander, Dorothy B. (54)
(Mrs. Palmer), Ph.D..
28 Beverly Road.
Berkeley. California 94707

49. Oberteuffer, Delbert, Ph.D., (37)
337 West Seventeenth Avenue,
Columbus. Ohio 43210

SO. Rathbone, Josephine L. (68)
(Mrs. Karpovich). Ph.D.,
225 Norfolk Street.
Springfield, Massachusetts 01109

51. Rugen. Mabel E., Ph.D:, (69)
2800 Brockmgn Boulevard,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.

52. Shaw, John, E.D., (128)
R.D. #2.
Jamesville, New York 13078

53. Skubic, Vera. Ph.D., (206)
University of California,
Santa Barbara, California 93106

54. Smith. Sara Louise, Ed.D., (181)
P. 0. Box 622,
Bowdon. Georgia 30108

55. Staley. Seward C., Ph.D., D.Sc.. (56)
31 Timber Hills,
Urbana, Illinois 61801

56. Van Da len, Deobold B.. Ph.D., (155)
Harmon Gymnasium #103.
University of California,
Berkeley 94720

57. Verhulst. Lucille H., M.A., (168)
5330-Q Bahia Blanca,
Laguna Hills, California 92653

ilson, Marice U., Ph.D., (192)
7646 Hamps re Avenue, North,
Brooklyn Par,,,..

:114innegpolis, Nlinnesota 55428

Wilson, Ruth M., M.S., (169)
17444 Plaza Cerado #113.
San Diego, California 92128
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ASSOCIATP, FELLOWS (22)

I. Allman. Fred L., Jr., M.D.,
Suite 1100,
First National Bank Building,
615 Peachtree St.. N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

2. Bank, Theodore Paul, M.A.,
76-220 Zuni Road,
Indian Wells. California 9f60

3. Brown, Ethel G. (Mrs Rollin), ",
1711 Massachusetts Avenue:
Washington. D.C. 20036

4. Brown, Roscoe C., Jr., Ph.D.,
Director, Institute of
Afro-American Affairs.
New York University.
10 Washington Place,
New York, New York 10003

5. Brown. Vergil Kenneth
(Address Unknown)

6. Buskirk, Elsworth Robert,
216 South Hunter Avenue,
State College,
Pennsylvania 16801

7. Conrad, C. Carson.
Suite 3030, Donohue Building,
400 Smith St., S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20202

8. Dill. David B., Ph.D.,
Desert Research Insititute,
Nevada Southern University,
Date and Elm,'
Boulder City, Nevada. 89005

9. Evonuk, Eugene, Ph.D.,
School of Health. Physical
Education, and Recreation,
University of Oregon.
Eugene 97403

10. Fox, Samuel -M.. III, M.D.,
School of Medicine,
George Washington University.
Washington D.C. 20005

11. Greenwood, Edward D., M.D.,
The Menninger Foundation,
Box 829,
Topeka, Kansas 66601



12. Hellebrandt. Frances A., M.D..
1862-35 Riverside Drive.
Columbus, Ohio 43212

13. Hill. A. V., Sc.D.. F.R.S.,
University College.
Power Street.
Condon, W.C. 1, England

14. Jacobson. Edmund. M.D..
Laboratory for Clinical Physiology.
55 East Washington Street,
Chicago. Illinois 60602

15. Krogman, Wilton M.. Ph.D.,
H. K. Cooper Institute for
Research. Education, and
Rehabilitation of the Lancaster
Cleft Palate Clinic.
24 N. Line St..
Lancaster. Pennsylvania 17602

16. Krusen, Frank, M.D.
(Address Unknown)

17. Lowman, Charles Leroy. M.D.,
2400 S. Flower Street,
Los Angeles. California 90007

18. Lasohen, Gunther. Ph.D..
Department of Sociology,
University of Illinois,
Urbana 61820

19. Martikainen, A. Helen, Sc.D..
Chief of Health Education.
World Health Organization,
1211, Geneva 27,
Switzerland

20. O'Shea, Harriet, Ph.D.,
6 High Street,
Turners Falls, Massachusetts 01376

21. Rusk, Howard A., M.D., Sc,-B., LL.D.,
College of Medicine,
New York University,
New York, New York 10016-7

22. Ryan, A114.. J., M.D.,
5800 Jeff Place.
Edina. Minnesota 55436
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CORRESPONDING FELLOWS (58)

1. Altrock, Karl Hermann. Ph.D.,
706 Gerlingen,
Teurc Martalweg 12,
Koln, West Germany

2. Antonelli, Ferruccio, M.D.,
Via Della Camilluccia 195.
00135 Rome, Italy

3. Asmussen, Erling, Ph.D.,
Laboratory for Theory of Gym-
nastics.
University of Copenhagen.
32, Juliane Maries Vej.,
Copenhligen. Denmark

4. Azuma, Toshiro, M.D..
19-35. 1-Chome. Sanno, Ota-ku,
Tokyo. Japan

5. Barbosa Leite, Joao.
Director of Division of Physical
Education,
National Department of Education
of Ministry of Education
and Health.
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

6. Bertram. Agnete,
Danstrupvei 5,
Copenhagen, Denmark

7. Brest, Enrique C. Romero.
Uruguay 1252.
20 piso Department D,
Buenos Aires. Republic Argentina

8. Brest. Gilda. Mrs.,
Uruguay 1252,
20 piser Department D.
Buenos Aires, Republic Argentina

9. Briggs, George F.,
National Council, YMCA,
57 Ranvi Crescent. Khandallah,
Wellington 4, New Zealand

10. Christensen, E. Hohwu, M.D.,
Gysiologiska Institutionen.
Kungl Gymnastiska
Centralinstitutet,
Stockholm, Sweden

11. Crabbe, Marie T., C.B.E., J.P.,
LaMoye Moulihet,
St. Martin's Buernsey C 1, England
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12. Croxatto, Hector, M.D..
Institute de Educacion Fisica.
Universidad (le Chile.
Casilla 2427,
Santiago, Chile

13. Davila, Enrique,
National Director of
Physical Education,
Sports and Recreation of Ecuador.
Quito, Ecuador

14. De Romano. Jorge, M.D..'
Hospital de Ninos,
Lima, Peru

15. Diem, Liselott. Hu .D.,
5022 Junkersd
Blumenalle 24,
Koln, West Gerniany

16. Edwards. F. Lieut. S.J.,
Station Physical Fitness Officer,
R. A. F., Ambala, India,
Command. India

Eyquem, Marie Therese,
34 Rue deChateaudan,
Paris 9, France

Foster, Miss Ruth,
School of the Arts,
Darlington, Totnes, England

Glassford, Robert G., Ph.D.,
5804-143A Street.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Gonzales, Dr. Felio Angel.
3120 S.W. 19th Terrace.
Miami, Florida 33145

Hebbehnck, Marcel,
Professor in Human Biometry and
Movement Analysis.
Jrije Universiteit.
Brussels, Belguim

22. Imamura, Yoshio,
Professor of Pbysical Education,
Tokyo University of Education,
Japan

23. Jokl. Ernst, M.D.,
Department of Physical Education,
University of Kentucky.
Lexington, Kentucky 40506
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24. Joseph, Stir.i, P.M..
Lakshmibal College iii
Physical Education.
Gwalior, India

25. Kane, Johti E.. Ph.D.,
Professor of Physical Education.
University of Windsor,
Windsor Ontario. Canada

26. Kenyon. Gerald S.. Ph.D..
University pf Waterloo.
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

411.

27. Kral, Professor Jiri A., Dr.Sc.,
Director, Prague I,
Purkyova II, Czechoslovakia

28. LaCava, Guiseppe, Dr.,
vis Flaminia Nuova 290,
Rome. Italy 00191

29. Le Maistre, E. H..
Department of Education.
The University of Sidney.
Sidney, N.S.W., Australia

30. Major. E..
24 Hodgson Avenue,
Moortown, Leeds 17, England

31. Margaria. Rodolfo, M.D.,
Via Mangialli 32.
Milano, Italy

32. Marinho, Inemil, Penna
(Address Unknown)

33. McDonald. Alexander.
Queen's University of Belfast,
Belfast, Northern Ireland

34. McDonald, Mrs. A. L.
(Kathleen Gordon),
62 Arthur Circle,
Forest, Canberra,
Australian Capitol Territory

35. McIntosh, Peter C., M.A., I.L.E.A.
College of Physical Education,
16 Paddlington Street,
London W 1, England

'36. McPartlin, G. A., C.C.P.E.,
70 Brompton Road.
London, SW 31 Ex. England



37. Meshizecka. Tetsuo. Ph.D.,
441, Yata-machi,
Shimane-Keu, Japan

38. Metcalf. Alan, Ph.D..
Professor of Physical Education.
University of Windsor,
Windsor. Ontario, Canada

39. Mihovilovic, Moro A., Kurniciceval.
41000 Zagreb.
Yugoslavia

40. Mo. John, M.P.E.,
Using Hua University.
Peking West.
People's Republic of China

41. Nel, H. Isabelle,
Department of Physical Education,
Stellenbosch University
Stellenbosch, South -Africa

42. d'Oliveira, Antonio Leal.
Av. 5 de Outubro,
50 r'c-13..
Faro, Portugal

43. Paleo logos, Kleanthis,
Hon, Director. National Academy
of Physical Education,
Minoos St. 4,
Athens (406). Greece

44. Plewes, Doris W.. Ed.D..
520 Wellington Street. Apt. 807.
London, Ontario. Canada

45. Powell, John T., Ph. D.
Director, School of
Physical Education.
University of Guelph.
Ontario. Canada

46. Rijsdorp, Klaas, P.E.D..
Professor Department of
Gymnology,
University of Utrecht.
Utrecht. The Netherlands

47. Strydom. Nicholaas B.. Ph.D.,
Chief, Applied Physiology Division.
Human Sciences Laboratory.
Transvaal and Orange Free State,
Chamber of Mines,
P. 0. Box 809.
Johannesburg. South Africa

41. Styrioczek, Otto, Dean.
he International Olympic

Academy.
4 Kay's,' li Street,
Athens 138, Greece

49. Tan. Cieorge, M.A..
1038 Alvarado Street,
Manila, Phillippines

SO. Tung, Shou-Yi,
c/o Miss W
Bank of china,
801 Naking Road.
Shanghai,
People's Republic of China

51. Vanek, Miroslax, 1)r.,
Fakelta Telesne
Vychouya a Sportu,
Ujetd 450,
11807 Prahal-Male Strana,
Czechoslovakia

Y. Killing,

52. Vejchoda, Ambros, M.P.E.,
Praha III,
Valdstyhsky Pa lac Ministerstvo,
Skolstivi, Prague, Czechoslovakia

53. Webster, C. Muriel. C.S.P..
Anstey College of
Physical Education,
Sutton-Coldfield,
Birmingham. England

54. Willee. Albert W.,
Director, Department of
Physical Education.
University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Victoria, Autralia 3052

55. Wills, Mr. Dudley R.,
Superintendent of
Physical Education.
Department of Education,
Private Bag.
Wellington. New Zealand

56. Wu. Wen-Chung.
Director of the Graduate School of
Physical Education,
National Taiwan Normal
University,
Taipei, Taiwan,
Republic of China
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57. Yan. Thomas 1...
Peiping Normal University,
Peiping.
People's Republic of ('hina

Zaldivar, Dr. Cesar Guillermo,
Hospital of the Child.
(100 Brazil Asenue.
lima, Peru

ACTIVE FELLOWS
IN MEMORIAM (112)

1. Affleck, George (1874-1958) (93)
2. Ainsworth. Dorothy (1894-1976) (72)
3. Anderson, W. G. (1860-1947) (39)
4. Arnold, E. H. (1865-1929) (14)
5. Bailey. Edna (1883-1973) (43)
b. Ounce-oft. Jessie J. (1867-1952) (8)
7. Bell. Margaret (1888-1969) (60)
8. Blanchard. V. S. (1889-1969)(61)
9. Bovxd. John (1881-1966) (19)

10. Bown( Wilbur P. (1864-1928) (9)
11. Brace, David K. (1891-1971) (41)
12. Braucher. Howard (1881-1949) (11)
13. Brightbill. Charles (1910-1966) (110)
14. Brown, John, Jr. (1880-1961) (23)
15. Burchenal. Elizabeth (1876-1959) (28)
16. Burdick. William (1871-1935) (3)
17. Champlin, Ellis H. (1892- 1961) (111)
18. Collins, Laurentine (1898-1961) (62)
19. Cowell, Charles C. (1896-1963) (81)
20. Cozens, Frederick W. (1890-1954) (32)
21. Daniels. Arthur S. (1906-1966) (120)
22. Duggan, Anne Schley (1905-1973) (47)
23. Duncan. Ray (1906-1967) (121)
24. Esslinger, Arthur-A. ( -1973) (82)
25. Forsythe. Charles (1899-1968) (122)
26. French, Esther (1908-1973) (112)
27. Halsey. Elizabeth (1890-1974) (83)
28. Hetherington, Clark W. (1870 -1942) (1)
29. komans, Any Morris (1848-1933) (12)
30. Howe, Eugene C. (1883-1940) (36)
31. Hughes. William L. (1895-1957) (50)
32. Hunsicker. Paul ( -1976) (160)
33. Hussey. Delia P. (1909-1970) (131)
34. Jack, Harold K. (1902-1972)(139)
35.4,1/41Ones, Lloyd M. (1900 -1973) (85)
36. Karpovich, Peter V. ( -1975) (51)
37. Kilander, H. Frederick (1900-1968)

(114)
38. Lamb. Authur S. (1886-1959) (21)
39. Landis. Paul E. (1899-1975) (124)
40. Langton, Clair V. ( -1973) (106)
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41. LaPorte. William R. (1889 1954) (17)
42. Lloyd, Frank S (1894 1957) (.14)
4.1. Maronev, I', W . (1886 1958) (66)
44. Mays/lark. Cyrus (19)6 I 97(,) (246)
45. McCloy, Charles 11. (1886 1959) (27)
4( . McCurdy, J. H. (1866 1940) (7)
4 McKenzie. R. Fait (1867 1938) (2)
4 McKinstry. 'Wen (1878- 1949) (52)
49. Meredith, William (1896-1959) (97)
SO. eylan. George (1874-1964)) (15)
Si. oulton. Gertrude (1880-1964) (5.1)
SI. Ilifr,. Jay916..? (1886-1965) (5)
Si. Nor , J. Alma (1874-1959) (24)
54. nel, Mary P. (1896-1961) (101)
SS. O'Keefe, Pattric Ruth (1902-1959)

(1.14)
56. Patty, Willard W. (1892-1962) (127)
Si. Phillips. Marjorie (1909-1961) (135)
58. Phillips. Paul C. (0165-1941)(20)
59. Prittiall. August H. ( 1975) (116)
60. Rath. Emil (1873- 1943) (.11)
61. Raycroft. Joseph M. (1867- 1955) (55)
62. Reed. Dudley B. (1878-1955) (10)
63. Savage, C. W. (1869-1957) (18)
64. Schneider, E. C. (1874-1954) (25)
65. Schrader. Carl (1872-1961) (6)
66. Scott, Harry A. (1894-1972) (38)
67. Sharman, Jackson R. (1895- 1957) (79)
68. Skarstrom, William (1869-1951) (58)
69. Smith. Julian W. (1901-1975) (117)
70. Stafford, Frank (1903-1951) (70)
71. Stafford, George (1894-1968) (108)
72. Stagg. Amos Alonzo (1862-1965) (71)
73, Starr, Helen M. (1902-1969) (118)
74, Stecher, William Albin (1858-1950)

(13)
75. Steinhaus, Arthur (1897-1970) (29)
76. Storey. Thomas A. (1875-1943) (4)
77. Streit, William K. (1901-1971) (129)
78. Summers, James S. (1884-1949) (57)
79. -Frilling. Blanche M. (1876-1964) (42)
80. Turner. Clair E. (1890- 1974) (44)
Ml. Wayman, Agnes R. (1880-196(11) (35)
82. Wood, Thomas D. (1E165-1951) (45)

HONORARY FELLOWS
IN MEMORIAM (9)

1. Bolin, Jakob (1863- 1914)
2. Carpenter, Aileen (1907-1944)
3. Gulick, Luther H. (1865-1918)
4. Hartwell. E. M. (1840-1944)
5. Hitchcock. Edward (1828-1911)
6. Leonard. Fred E. (1866-1922)
7. Ling, Per Henrik (1776-1839)
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CORR Etill'ONOING FELLOWS
ASSOCI ATE: FELLOW% IN MEMORIAM (17)
IN MEMORIAM (17)

p
1 Ilstprotti. \ti.arty. 1 111%. M 1)

1
1 Batter. W. W.. M 1 ) I I VI 19h '1 41 tit),N 19 70)

: ('rampton. (' . Ward. M.1) WM 7 ' 19()-41 2. Huck. II. ( .. (1M.1 14.1.1)

; I)aye...eat , Percy M . M . I ). (111171 19711 .1 littkh. Ntrl% ( 1M80 1950)
4 1)eaver. (;eorge ti . M I). ( 197,1) 4 Caceres.. Abate', ('atIo% ( 1951)
5 Brundage, Avert/ ( 197S) ', 1)sern. Karl, M.1).. Hon ( 196'1
tr (;(1brettr. Lillian, Ph 1), ( I h Dora ... 1..t-itr, NI I) ( 144,5)

7 [kat. M whit, I 1971 /;eau. Sally I .Ill'ilS I. 1MI8 1971)
8 Jones. Harold I. . 11/494 Pita)) 8 Kritill%rii. K._ A. (184,4 1949)
9 Lindeman. Edward C. ( 1885 195)) tv Kurunoto, Vo.holliko I 197.1)

10. Rodger. James Fredrick, M.I)_, 141 1 inchard, Johan 4I1470 194M)..,

I). 1'. I1. ( 1870 196S) II_ Mat111.1%. Vu gene ( 1958),
II. Sharp. Lloyd B., Ph_11)_ (1895 Itki.1) 12 Munrovi, A. I). ( 1L)7S)

12. Stack, Herbert. Ph 1). (1892 144)1) 1.1 Otaini. Ilincht ( 14),h)
1.1. Strang, Ruth M., Ph.D. (1895 ) 14 %edit, lo%e, M.A. ( 14Nv4)

14 1 tittle. W. W.. Ph.1). (11492 1,ko)) IS. Snothelk. Philip ( 1977)
15. White, Paul Dudley. M_ I). ( 197,1) Ili. Flitilin. Jame! Golub-hi ( )

115. WI oltk-. limepli, M.I). Illitki PR()) I- Warlenweiler, iiIrgl ( 197(0
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PAST PRESIDE-1N IS

The American Academy tit Physical IAucation

* 1926-30- CLARKE. W. HETHER1NIGTON
* 1930-38 ROBERT TAIT McKENZIE
* 1938-39 ROBERT TA IT McKENZIF

MABE.1.1.E.E
* 1939-41 JOHN BROWN. JR.

1941-43 MABEL LEE
* 1943-45 ARTHUR 1-1 STEINHAUS

1945-47 JAY B. NASH
*1947-49 CHARLES H. Mc('LOY
* 1949-51 FRE ICK W. CO.ZENS

1950-51 ROS LI D CASSIDY
1951-52 SE RD C. STALEY

*1952-53 DAVID K. BRACE
1953-54 NEILS P. NEILSON
1954-55 ELM ER D. MITCHELL
1955-56 ANNA S. ESPE.NSCHADE

* 1956-57 HARRY A. SCOTT
1957-58 CHARLES C. COW ELL
1958-59 DELBERT OBERTEUFFER
1959-60 HELEN MANLEY
1960-61 THOMAS E. McDONOUGH, SR.
1961-62 M. GLADYS sco-ri-
1962-63 FRED V. HEIN
1%3-64 CARL L. NORDLY
1964-65 ELEANOR METH -.NY
1965-66 LEONARD A. LA SON

* 1%6-67 ART1-TUR A. ESSL GER
1967-6b MARGARET G. FOX
1968-69 LAURA J. HUELSTER
1969-70 H. HARRISON CLARKE
1970-71 RUTH M. WILSON
1971-72 BEN W. MILLER
1972-73 RAYMOND A. 'WEISS
1973-74 ANN E. JEWETT
1974-75 KING J. McCRISTAL
1975-76 LEONA HOLBROOK
1976-77 MAR IN H. EYLER

* Deceased
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HACK ISSUES OF ACAI/I'MY PAPERS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

tsar .Str it Number Price

The Academy Papers No. J 1969 #24[} 2054
The Academy Papers-- No. 4 1970 #240- 26056 6.00
The Academy PapersNo. S 1971 # 240 260504 (1_00

The Academy Papers No t) 1972 240 200 6.00
I-he Academy Papers No. 7. -1973 240 260412 6.00
The Academy PapersNo. $ 1974 024[) 2h0(44 h.(X)
The Academy Papers No. 4 1975 #240 2406t) h.(X)
Me Academy Papers No. 10 ---19Th #240 260(8 h.(X)

Order from the American Alliance for ilealth, Physical Education,' and Recreation
1201 16th St, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036
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